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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.

1. Any person
who takes a pa

r regularly from the
hether directed to his name or another’s
;
or whether he has subscribed or not-is responsible
for the payment,
|
8. H $Nerson orders his paper discontinued, he
_ must parall
, or the publisher may contin© ue to
ARG pasn ent is made, and collect the

the paper is taken from the
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office or not.
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and \eaving them uncalled for, is prima
removing
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volumes.

t hem,

feature is that the people seem
They

often

say:

quite right; we ought to pay something

Bo

The stream is calmest when it nears the tide,
And flowers the sweetest at the eventide,

Coming from heaven, she on her wings doth bear

A holy fragrance, like the breath of prayer;
Footstepsof angels follow in her trace,
To shut the weary eyes of day in peace.

the people to receive His

All things are hushed before her as she throws,
O’er earth and sky, her mantle of repose;
There is a calm, a beauty and a power
That morning knows not, in the evening hour

holy

And bedr the heat and burden of the day.’

her shott sojourn among

And leave behind us, when we pass away,

Sweet, starry twilight round our sleeping clay

Missionary Correspondence.
rE

MIDNAPORE, Inp1A, Maren 31, 1870.
On the 14th, I reached home from our
Happy
last camping ground of the season.

months indeed have been these four spent
among the. people. Owing to our postponing the Semi-annual Conference, that
should haye'gome in October, to November
last year, about a fortnight of our interest-

kind

make up for it, and keep the four months
good by keeping out a couple of weeks in
March. The weather has been cooler than
usual, 80 that we have been favored in

carrying bdt our plan. You know that my
main object this season has been to work
among the Santals, and to do this I have

traveled many miles tothe north, west and
Midnapore district,
in Chyebassa

and

During thee four

in

. BosTON

mission.

has

been

a

THE

Society has. done

and

in

of

action, and will interfere to prevent

bi-

viola-

tions of neutrality laws. General Spear
has taken command of the Fenians since

:

;

prosecute it more vigorously. And this
leads me to speak of an important topie
introduced at our late meeting.
It relates
to woman's work, and aims to bring into
active service for Christ some:of our native

29 years.

OF DEBATE.

A pamphlet has just appeared at Rome
denouncing acquiescence in the dogma of
the personal infallibility of the Pope as a
mortal sin. Itis supposed to have been

be heard.

VENEZUELA.

the

Cataecas, the capital, was captured on the
27th of Apiil by Genéral Blanco, after two

subject of discussion runs. as follows:
* Resolved; “That; in orderto furnish work

new

‘government

has

been

sand its consequent temptations, we ‘encourpreached, ‘and. age their employment inthe Zenanas and
rarely k
in peighborkiood villagessehools for ‘the’ in-

the gospel had fiever beén;
for this'tondon we' Have’
main roads,” | moved ffi ‘evéry direction,

across ris flelds “of
2

whee

rosdeiparh AWaredhat’
whe
the cou

throngh

ae

junglesJust, |

struction of their heathen sisters.” «

pie gubject

found, Your. Alc

od

Had been

previously

consid:

a Tittle Opposition from doit of the
gymd abound, and, the money-making | ro, sof
and
Bengalis.and Mussulmans do not. care 9
Hardly given up
live: Addwhatw hearty weloonie
the Santals

brethren, Who haye as yet

the Hindu otion of fénale seclusion.

But

BosTON

devote tityself to preaching the

villige'ta village through the

1 from
ngth and

breadth of their wild, hilly ocotntry.

And

I am troly
sad (hat smoh seem to be the cir-

but.this year more women than men are asking
for baptism.

What a tract did.

MEN'S

meeting

deréd and was released on parole.

The

‘hew government Has, abolished duties on
exports, and reduced those, on jmports
» BOY

Daenme

0k

:

70

to

his. address.

Anmpifean'§

No

Six years ago, as
returning

of the Association

from

four Ka

the annual

of native churches

stopped

one

afternoon to

was boiling, they told the woman and her eight
children of the true God whom they had learned
to worship: ~~ She begged them to remain and
preach to her and her neighbors.
They did so
and next morning they left with the family a

tract,—“The way to heaven.”

The woman and

her oldest son continued to study the tract, and
dbout two years later, were led fully to trust in

UNION.

Christ. The family then moved to Kyan-ma-naiand there showed the tract to their neighbors,
and told them what. they could about the eternal
God, and Jesus, the Saviour, Several became interested, and, Jan., 1869, the woman, her son and

seven men went to Bassein to see the missionary
and inquire what they mustdo to be

English and other prisoners, ‘made confes-

their

8, TU NON:
the audience

of: the

the next morning, and

the

saved.

In

were

ad-

remainder

vised to wait a little.

Tobey; who

after. prayer

had

heen offered by the Rev, Horace James of Lowell.
Myr. Tobey referred to the Temple platform as
pre-cminently Union, and expressed the belief

that Sunday schools give stability both to church
and State. ‘He read a letter written by Daniel
"Webster, which embodied a corresponding « testi
mony from that statesman, and a testimony. of

equal significance from Thomas Jefferson,

senior brethren spoke for the new work.
This is a good sign, and I hope your readers

This information: produces a feeling ‘of deep
concernat Athéns,

and serious complica-

enlightenment and

vgerh®

salvation.

couraged to

belieye . that, the. people, are | Bev: George

turnibg their

attention seriously. to the

‘.

Boston Anniversaries,
The anniversaries in Boston began Sunday
22, with an unusually large attend‘evenin
inde," g, May

our. invitation, and was fully * BOSTON YOUNG MuN's CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA
with us, but owing to B 1108. The report of the Secretary showed that
tobe
ding
| inten
claimy’of Christianity. [I am often’ say
he was | a large amount of mission work had been done,
to mybelf now, upon looking ' ‘ana’ ing sudden attack of an old complaint,
og and that the regular daily prayer meetings had
visiti
for
plans,
his
up
give
ed
to
over the happy days. of these out oaths joblig
been well attended. Open air meetings had proday
no distant
in camp,—how the people ‘welconied us,— ‘Orissa. We all hope that at
duced marked effects, and there were unmistakaout his inten- ble evidences that the Association had exerted a
carry
to
ed
enabl
be
may
‘he
how they begged for our books,~how they
rs may :recol- wide and good influence. Efforts are making to
crowded around our camp,—how they plied tions. . Some of your reade
accepted

and read extracts of a letter from Rev. Mr.
of Syria, which showed a favorable condition of
things in that place. Rev: M.D. Ssunders—for
19 years

a miissionary

of the

Ceylon

mission—

showed the great work the missionaries had to do

by reason of the

dénse

population,

diverse

lan-

guages, thoroughly organized heathenism, old
and deeply-implanted literature, und great meta-

\

BULLOCK,

Missionaries not unfrequently contribute

facts

that substantiate the truth of the Bible record.

Gov. Bullock’s letter is. straightforward
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MATTERS,

now pending in the House, seems ‘to be charges
with storms and squalls.
A motion to insert

gave rise to a stormy

debate,

in whieh"

Salem witches, and the

New

York

anti-draft ri-

oters got mixed up in strange medley. Voorhees.
of Indiana, denounced Massachusetts for burning
witches, and Massachusetts, in the person of
Representative Hoar, denied the charge, and retorted, that such denunciation came with bad /°
grace from a man whose political friends buria¢ /

our soldiers alive: at Fort Pillow,

and

burned

Orphan asylums and hung negroes to lamp posts
in New York:
This was quite too much for the

equanimity of Mr.

Voorhees,

who

roared out

-

that every word of the statement
was false,
whereupon a scene of great confusion followed.
After order was restored, the chairman, Ingersoll
of Illinois, was called upon to rule upon the remarks of Mr. Hoar, and made a decision likely. tobe remembered.
He declared it to be the opinion
of the chair that “the remarks of the gentleman

from Massschusetts

‘were

rather pungent,

but

not unparliamentary.”
This ruling was receivs
ed with shouts of laughter, which restored good
humor,
But yesterday another breeze sprung up
on the motion to strike out “Santiago de Cuba.”

Mr. Voorhees took occasion to make a Severe at-tack on Secretary Fish

and

the Administrations

for its Cuban policy, and specially in relation tothe case of Consul I'hillips. . Gen. Garfieldin. re~
lessness of Consul Phillips,and the storm

ed,

be
MEXICAN

subsid-

We

DUPLICITY

Just at this

belt of territory along the Rio Grande, into whicts

spot, upon the fice of the rock,

érn directly under the mountain.

Senator Patterson, as chairman of the commit:

and smuggling therefrom into the United States.
In 1857, the Mexican authorities instituted a frec

fifteen feet

goods for consumption therein might be import.

above the bed of the stream, they found the inscription which reads: This is the third time
that I, Belshazzar, King of Assyria, have con-

ed duty frée. The object in view was the build~
ing up of Mexican towns at the expense of Amer»

“It had always been an
enlgma to me, why Belshazzar'should make an inscription here,in this out of the way place, among

cilities afforded to smugglers by the establish
ment of depots of free goods along a frontier of
The
fering every opportunity to the smuggler.

about

i

but now it was

perfectly

A few rods below isthe road to Ezroom,

which must have

a

* The consular and diplomatic appropriation bil,

tee on Retrenchment has made an important re~
port upon the zone libre, or free belt of Mexico.

clear.

Hf

|+

thinks otherwise.

Rev. H.Barnpum of Harpoot,—on ‘or near the
gite ofthe garden of Eden,~and Rey: Mr. Wheel
er, author of, “Ten Years on. the Euphrates,”
recently visited the source of the Tigris in search
of the Belshazzar inscription.
They found ita
wild place, the river flowing out of a great cav-

the Taurus mountains;

Co

ply, exposed the unreliability and general worth-

EASTERN TURKEY.

THE mceting was

bill.

the Puritans,the Know-nothings,the Catholics,the

cook their rice at a house below Pantanau.
The
man of the house was absent, but while the rice

It has

statistics

presided over by the Hons BooS.
briefly: addressed.

The Greek brigands, Headed by the notoKonit, who murdered the
rious’ outlaw;
“executed, that

listening

'year’s work haye yet appeared,

STARTLING CONFESSIONS.

being

were

held at Rangoon, they

.
CHRISTIAN

converts

of the

he paid the Chronicle too liberaily, but the Gov."

“Rome”

opposition we looked for, strongly advocat- retariesby “and through the advice of perAMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR
ing this advance movement. Indeed, it sons high in authority and wielding great FOREIGN Missions, Rev. Mr, Treat spoke of quered this region.”
hoard
was very cheering to_see how heartily our influence with the government of Greece. the encouraging financial condition of the Jessop
Mr. Barnum says:

dotion of my | co for the
|
4
Brew pit of the heathen women,
all,
this na be. gee none at
cons
our
to
We were hoping to welcome
ry
be contents, boa covet lu ”
e this time tha venerable Msionary:
ferenc
|
‘about
said
6
nied
two
Another worord’
service in Bengal,
lyy’sAL
half a acentur
ar
ne
Of
en. |
méver
tours.,” TI was'Was neve
cold dbason
the bold
rgofo. en;
tours
d
:
Feareo.o
| yr

experience and emotions than the converts from
Hinduism.
Formerly,
the women have been
more diffident in confessing Christ than the men,

ren

modified and:

and manly, and, on the whole, has produced «
favorable impression here.
He states the efforts
by his opponents in Georgia to destroy his reputation by unfounded charges, of which they were:
compelled to exonerate him after an examination by a committee of their own number.
He
complains that the treatment he has received at
the hands of the Judiciary Committee is too nearly akin to that received from the rebels.
He declares (and it so appears) that the money expended here was his own ‘private, and not public,
money, and claims that it was lawfully and properly expended to promote, ina legitimate way,
the interests of the Republican party in Georgia;
by circulating among them pamphlets, speeches
and documents advocating their cause. The only
charge the committee make against him is, that

the room wis addressed by Rev. Robert Collyer, | -A pril following, the missionary visited Kyan-maDr. Béllows, Geo. H., Hepworth and others. The
nai, and thirty presented themselves as candiwordls'of Mir: Collyer veils” especially shggestive dates for baptism, fourteen of whom he baptized

cumstances of the mission that I, cannot. at may some day learn that it was not all mere
are likely to grow out of it. There
once enter upon 'so inviting a work. May talk, but that a real, thorough, earnest tions
desirein England for intervenstrong
a
is
it please Got soon to open the ‘wey. Here
work is being carried on by our native sis- tion in Grecian affairs.

rk

YOUNG

action,

baptized. The Garos, Mr. Stoddard states, seem,
much more like the freedmen in their religious

audience, which filled eyery ayailable portion of

before
have oni Eo
God bless then for we all, I knolv, were quite happily disap sions
insisted upona ransom being paid
leader
their friendly” faces” and frank words! I’ poilited by hearing the very men, whose for. the lives of the English and’ Italian Sec-

longto make my. home among them, and

ASSAM.

The

having
provisions

The report of the Judiciary Committee of the
Senate, relative to improper attempts to influence the action of Senators on the Georgia question, has drawn forth pretty lengthy replies from
the Chronicle, and also from Gov. Bullock.
The
examination of the publisher and employees of"
the Chronicle by the
conmmittee
was pretty
sharp, and the Chronicle claims that it was dene
to gratify a personal spite of leading members of’
the committee, because of its criticisms of their

The work among the Garos of Assam continues
to prosper.
Mr.
Stoddard, writing from Rajasimola, Dec. 18,1869, says that two-thirds of the
inhabitants of that villag e are the professed followers of Christ.
Eighteen had recently been

before Blando’s army ‘With four hundred anduispiving, and:the membersiof the Union can
men, but, ‘fearing fo risk a battle, surren- nat hut laher more carnestly and efficiently after

whos onferdnos; and’ it per cent,

thie Suutals prefer: wos ehouglit Hast to présdnt 1t to the native
hills, where Wool 461d on this Sccasion. We were looking

but not knowing them well. they were required
to wait until we should be better acquainted with
them.
On the 2d inst., T baptized 24 more at Ongole.”
j
{
In pleading for two more mission families to
be sent at once,he says: ‘Words will not, can
not tell the need.
When I write two families,
I make a very moderate request,
Of course
there is room for a thousand more to work, or
fifty thousand as to that. I make such a request
as I think our churches might grant, if they were
half awake.”

The exercises were held in Music Hall, and; the

joyed
rful.opportuni ties of publishing’
¢
‘days’ hard fighting. ThE City was ‘greatly
the glad tidings of salvation
in the ears of
“and Bengalis, ‘and for our native Christian women and girls, damBged By the artillery, and five hundred
u
of Sigtals
Si
als) fot fow Origas and’ ‘Musétlmans. and thussave them from'a life of “idleness, were lin. “TH former President appeared

It hag beanmy object,
to. find places where.

ASSOCIATION.

contest...

mittee, debate again sprang up, but an agreement was finally made to take the vote to-day at
8 o'clock, when the report was agreed to bya
vote of 48to 11.
The House will undoubtedly
concur, and the bill will promptly become a law..

BURMAH.

pecting to go out this season.

established.

tour,

saved.
Of this
miles of Cum-

bum. Hundreds of others asked and even begged for immersion, and to be nnmbered wiih us,

to

the

On the motion to agree to the report of the Com-

GOV.

many true believers, and baptized, on this

516 laborers in 16 states, who occupy 200 distinct
fields. ' Fifteen churches of the Puritan faith aud
polity have been organized within the year. The
efforts of the association among the Chinese in
California are in their incipiency.
Except at the
Mendi Mission, West Africa, three is no change
in the number of foreign missionaries. Two
missionaries,
one male and one female; have returned from that mission; and six, two males-and
four females, haye joined it during the last year,
three of them for the first time., Others are ex-

;

As was indicated last week, the revolutionists in Venezuela were successful,and a

MISSIONARY

made more certain some

A letter from Mr. Clough, written Jan. 10,
gives an account of another trip to Cumburn and
other towns north and west of Ongole. He says:
“Qn several occasions, four or five hundred people came to hear, remaining all day.
We found

a converted

dance - of the friends of the Association,

the date of the

It was:atour regular. Missionary meeting
on the evening of the 21st /inst. «that the
matter was presented, and quite heartily

agitated.

AMERICAN

made a report on Tuesday,

among the converts.”

eleventh

its influence

as has

been effected through a

324 of such as we believe will be
number over 300 live within 20

reméw

by the Senate, and was therefore not rightfully
in the bill. But after some discussion, it was
shown by the journal of the Senate and by the
Congressional Globe, to be rightfully there.
So
this attempt to reopen .the discussion was aban
doned., After returning the bill to the House, it .
was sent to a Committee of Conference, which

twenty

harvest

Casserly to

upon the allegation that the sixteenth section (re{ating to the Chinese) had not heen acted upon:

single missionary, with his staff of hastily prepared and
therefore poorly educated
agents

annual meeting of the American Missionary Association was held in Tremont
temple.
Rev.
Dr. Kirk presided, and there was a large atten-

next General Congregation.

Christian sistersin the villages and schools.

It has just extended

the Pacific coast, and already has
Chinaman on its corps of laborers.

The close of the discussion is

fixed for the 29th of June,

The

life, now

this expanse of country such a

anniversary of this Society was held in Park St.
church.
It had expended $478,5602,77 for benevolent purposes, and had: distributed an immense
amount of reading matter, to all classes of people and in various languages.
The Society had
appropriated $584,794 to foreign lands during its
history, and during the year had employed two
hundred and eighty-seven colporters in making
Christian family visits. In this way it has performed more than 4400 years of labor in the last

vouacking in Montreal before a week. U.
S. troops have been seat to the scenes of

public

All this great good has

SOCIETY.

the part of Mr.

been gathered in this year, and such an awakening as is going on in this field of Ongole.
. .
Up
to date, in this year 1869, more than 600
have been baptized on profession of faith in Jesus, and 500 and more are hopeful
inquirers.

of the alliance to be the unity of the
of Christ, as comprising all sects and

TRACT

rendered the speech very attractive and effective.
On Monday morning there was an attempt on.

an

from the Kistna, 100 miles north of Ongole, to
Cape Comorin in the south, I have not seen in al

of

AMERICAN

81, is from

years, I have been associated at intervals with
missionaries of different denominations; and

AMERICAN UNITARIAN
ASSOCIATION.
The
business meetings were well attended, and full of
the spirit of labor. In America and in foreign
countries the Unitarian faith had been very widely accepted duringfthe year.
A chapel had been
opened in Paris, and the work in England had
been pushed with vigor.
A resolution to prepare
a Unitarian creed provoked warm discussion, but
as the points of belief are so various throughout
the denomination, a creed was deemed impracticable. It is proposed to make Chicago the stronghold of the denomination, and to fill the west
with Unitarian teachings.

From the New

cities, both east and west, and talk

A MONTH

commencement of my

forces in opposition to the common-enemy and all
the infidelity and false religions of the world, and
especially against the pretensions to Christianity
which are not real.

York border the Fenians succeeded in
crossing
the line,
and captured
the
town of Huntington. But the Canadians are every where prepared for them, and
the result can only be in accordance with
the utter foolishness of the enterprise. The
Irish are still gathering from tae principal

of them, under date of Dec.

He speaks thus of the great and good work now

forms of Protestant belief, and to concentrate its

O'Neill.

sound political philosophy running through the
speech, and a masterly analysis of the underlying principle, and of the results of the war thaz

going on in the gospel field of Ongole : “‘Since the

body. The audience was small,
Rey, E. N.
Kirk of Salem presided, and stated the general
objects
church

|nothing remained but to2 sit it out.
One of the:most noticeable speeches during the, debate was
that of Senator Schurz.. There was a vein ef

ago, and who is largely acquainted with missions.

likely to.be realized than at

present,

“school

English officer who was converted about a year

year's work, and has

THE
EVANGELICAL
ALLIANCE.
A
public
meeting was held to advance the interests of this

while

the arrest of O'Neill.

One

guished friends of the movement were present.
There were speeches by Garrison, Phillips, Channing, Robert Collyer &c., and by those ladies
whose names are prominently connected with the
movement.
Their cause has made rapid advancement during the past year, and the determination
to lift woman to her proper sphere was never

|

of a training

The May number of the Miss, . Mag. has very
interesting letters from the Teloogoo mission,

Niw ENGLAND WOMANS SUFFRAGE ASSOCI-

was rallying them for a second attack he
was arrested by U. S. Marshal, Foster for
violating the neutrality laws, and is now
confined in a Vermont jail.

a good

sac.

declared that no man could tell what the bili
would yet become.
The bill was resisted most”
‘strenuously hy the Democratic
Senators, and
it was their persistence that occasioned the
night session. Senator Casserly resisted all at-tempts at fixing an hour for taking the vote, and *

INDIA—MADRAS PRESIDENCY. ~

ATION. The Society held’three meetings, beginning on Monday evening. All the prominent
members of the Association, and many distin.

BORDER.

disorganized,

hitherto been

is so very pressing that she fears she cannot A
me one.”

helped many an outcastto a higher plane of life.

stronger nor more

BR

Mrs. Lewis, who has charge

gick ones, so moral society crushes the criminal;
such conduct is brutal and not Christian. The

ments of Fenians, under command of Gen.

became

have

in Calcutta, writes that the demand for teachers

of a discharged convict; as all animals kill, their

of the Week.
ON

hut

The wealthy men say they will

to them, “I can’t get one.”
They do not want an
Oriya woman, as their wives speak only Bengali.

Society wold seek to correct when he said'in an
address that the public. were. uufairly” suspicious

produces an extraordinary sensation. The
debate on infallibility in the council coptinues. Of the fathers who have given notice
of their intention to speak, sixty are yet to

red villages; and en-

Ji women of Ballasore,

SOCIETY BOR AIDING DISCHARGED CONVICTS.
‘Wendell\ Phillips expressed the ideas that the

During the first of last week several regi-

The

embodying

This

painful one.

pore, is opening ip most cheeringly, and
would that we had the means at hand to

The resolution

Socmury,:

in California,

to punish repeaters and fraudulent voters and of
ficers of election in New York or elsewhere.
It

thus “swings round the circle” of the couptry and:
becomes one of the most important bills of the
“1 have been repeatedly urged to procure a Ben: session. The Democrats in the Senate beheld,
these successive additions with dismay, and aft
gali Christian woman to work among the Bengaer rehearsing their histery, Senator Thurmanpay the salary of a Bengali teacher, if I will provide one, It is a great trial to be obliged to say

written by the Bishop of Saint Berieux, and

t quite extensively
the “Santal Pargumas.

FRIEND:

Klans,to protéct the Chinese

Educated baboos are desiring to engage

especial labors were among and in behalf of sail-

Zenana work, at both Balasore and Midna-

the

8EAMAN'S

The bill as it. passed the,

amendment simply; but as finally passed it was:

Christian teachers, and Mr. Martin, Inspector of
schools in the Ballasore district, promises to use
his influence in getting a grant of 19 ‘rupees per
month for the zenana work, Says Mrs. Smith:

unable to do'so.

—

WAR

her? Already we greatly feel the need of
increasing rather than reducing the staff of

loniths ‘we lave visited

upwards of four,

Events

is

upper Bengal did her so much - good that
she comes back wonderfully invigorated
and eager for hard work again. Our only
fear is that she may. too soon he obliged
to quit the field again by overtaxing her
energies in that large school at Patna. May
the Lord mercifully preserve her. We
could pray this way more consistently by
first sending our sister an earnest, active
co-laborer to bear a share of her heavy
burden. But where is such an one to help

ing time was Jost, and so we have tried to missionary sisters in the

tion.

Fifteenth Amendment.

Society has supported several missionaries whose

JL

and

friends

weére another affair altogether. Amendments’
|
successively added to it to punish ‘the Hu Klux:

versal triumph of peace principles.

lay fast hold of the precious promises.

expected meeting sister Crawford here, but

Like summer evening down the golden tide:

ship, while there is a marked improvement in
the conduct of the school generally.
There is a
growing interest in the cause of female educa-

000 pages of printed matter had been gratuitous,
ly distributed. The Society hopes for the uni-

er toil for Christ,
;
Directly after the adjournment of Conferenge came the Santal Teachers’ convention,
which ‘was an interesting and encouraging
gathering, of which, I presume, my colleagues will not fail to write you.
Just now the weather is very hot, and
cholera is prevailing fearfully in the bazar.
Hundreds of poor creatures are dying
around us. Our hope is in God, and we

, | missionary party were present and all save
one of the native preachers.
We hardly

Oh! when our sun is setting, may we glide

alone

of

al Conference at this station. - All of our

Tread with sad feet our rough and stormy way

The Society has

Sec. for 88 years. The year’s sale of publications
had amounted to nearly $2,000, and about: 2,200,

‘cants that came around the Lord’s table on
the Sabbath of the Conference. It was a
sight to warm and rouse our hearts to hard-

This month we have had our Semi-annu-

Plow life’s stern furrow, dig the weedy soil,

House had for its object the enforcement ofthat.”

licenses.

On the whole, the meeting

for

Word,

is doing very well. Six ofthe older boys have
been baptized and received into Christian fellow-

succeed him; and Rev. Geo. C. Beckwith, Cor.

cheering one. Truly the kingdom is coming, even here in India. I wish you could
‘have seen the large company of communi-

let us most earnestly pray that His ahundant blessing may rest upon all those who
. | now read it in their scattered homes.

Until the evening, we must weep and toil,

_ not

of

‘

AMERICAN PEACE SocIgry.

Saheb knows that we Hindus care nothing
O'Neill, assembled at Franklin in the northfora book that costs us nothing, and also
east corner.of Vermont. On Wednesday
that we care a great deal for our pice, so
afternoon an attempt was made by three
he has made thisnew plan.” On the whole,
companies of Fenians to gain a foothold
1 am thankful to say that the experience of
on Canadian soil, but they were repulsed
the past season strongly confirms the views
by the Canadians with a loss of two killed
expressed on this subject a year ago. Let
and several wounded. They immediately
us all thank God for opening the hearts of

Morning is lovelier, but a holier charm
Lies folded close in evening's robes of balm ;
And weary man must ever love her best,
For morning calls to toil, but night to rest.

labo:

other is a

such good books, that cost so mach ™ And
several times I have heard men say : * The

And birds most musical at close of day,
And saints divinest when they pass away;

south of here,

The case of thé

to see the
¢ This

renewal

for a time seemed lost to our mission. The school

After a continuous session of uineteen hours,
running through
the entire night of Friday, the
Senate passed the bill for the enforcement of the.

lost, during the year, three of its chief officers
by death, viz.: Rev. J. A. Copp, Ch’m. of Ex.
Com. ; Rev. Baron Stow, who was appoiuted’ to

give any particulars of this case now.

In théSe eight 1inguages it was

justice of it.

a

agingly of the mission work at Balasore and vi:
cinity. Success has attended a new: effort to regain the Christian village at Metrapore which

‘He has been sadly astray the past year.’ ors, It has also proyided libraries for their use,
Still I hope he may be successfully brought given food and clothing to such as were destitute,
and provided medical aid and care for the sick.
back to Christ and His work. I cannot The financial condition of the Society is good.

(forty-eight
cents ;) and I think it may be
correctly said that this plan of selling at
low rates instead of giving away is a. good
one and works well. An
encouraging

the Last.
——

a total

year.

Ny

ago, were granted

gra-

report

shows a balance in the treasury of $1466,81. Hon,
Samuel H. Walley is president for the ensuin

cold season

Four brethren
of the five licensed a year

pice (three fourthsof a cent) to a rapee,
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At

the

devoted to His service and less ‘concerned

our precious privilege to distribute the
word of God among the people. Our prices
range,—as I wrote a “while ago,—from one

The Worning Star.
/

from

for ourselves!

1,056. These figures include tracts, but
there were comparatively few of these, for
most people prefer gospels or the bound

percent.

premiums, no

4@- When Agents receive

Fresh,

His kingdom.
Oh, that all of us, everywhere, who belongto Christ, were more

But then how it cheered us to. see

gee, 2; and Tamil, 2;—making

ce of intentional fraud.

in ad
on moneys
sent for the 5 Star
is allow
on,
&@ We send no books out to be sold on commismon, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning

axe

heathen.

ever

and select one of each kind, a complete set,
and paying the price, go off saying:
I so
wish you had just one good bound: volume
for me,—I did so want one; my son, too,
canread, and he wants it very much.” In|
many instances people came from distant
villages in quest of books, and begged us
to visit them if ‘possible before returning
home.
:
To give you an idea of the number and
kind of books disposed of in these parts, I
will copy the Summary from my digry for
the forty-six days of our last trip to the
west. Bengali, 584; Santal, 304; : Oriya,
.
| 131; Hindu,21; Urdee, 8; English, 4; Tele-

ceived by the abnor for their discontinuance, and
until payment of all arrearages is made, as required
by law.
date on

I

them look through the little pile “of tracts,

to do so,

whenever req

week

and

have nothing

When neither0
If
checks, or drafts, possible,

bank

saddest

bovks

knew in camp. How many times we had tours through the district, our: brethren
to say to the eager and anxious people who were full of life and "hope and courage.
. It was truly cheering to hear sych excame tu buy books,—‘‘ we have none now—
pressions
of faith and fervor in their prayour book cooly has not come; our own
Bibles and Testaments are all gone, and crs and public addresses, The Lord be
thereis not even a gospel in camp; we praised for so filling their hearts with love
to offer you save a few small for :ouls, and firing them with holy zeal for

Publisher.

communications
dosigned for publication should be addressed. to the.

Terma:

both

Treasurer’s

the thoroughfare from

Nineveh, Babylon
Mesopotamiato northern
Armenia, and
was one of the strongholds of
this fortification,

pe’ In capturing
A
physical talent of the matives, Yet there were ithe
rhad in fact conquered the region, and
cheering rosults, “Many advatices ‘in civilization Belshazze
close

fitting than to make the record
had followed the’ introduction of Christianity. what more
the fortification itself? By the side of the inThe losing address was delivered by Rev.L, H. by
the figure of a man in BabyGulick, late Bécretary of the Hawaiian Board of soription is carved
a staff in his left hand, and
with
costume,
Tontan
|
‘he
e
h
but
,
Missions. Others had reported progress
i
to tie writing.
pointing
hand
right
his
had to announce the eompletionof the missforiary
often been the battle-ground of
has
region
whole
difference
the
d
portraye
file
mission.
his
| work in
from one
vations, snd has. passed successively has now
between the state of things there when Captain
Jesus
Lord
Thé
another.
to
dominion
Nae
Cook discovered the jslands and the present,
I do not doubt that ere
have expended got up his standard, and
tive pastors are ords
to himself. Then
land
the
subdue
will
he
long
chtireh, and the
pad
large sums in, im
7
rest?
have
people
8 of civilization, shall the
Hawaiians are no

og

-

ican towns on the opposite side of the river:
The means relied upon to effect thiy were the fi-

result was the immediate ruin of the Amaricaw
settlements, and aggrandizement of the Mexican. The extent to which the revenue is defrauded is
variously estimated at from $2,000,000 to $6,000;-

During the war, trade Was par-000 annually.
ticularly active, arms, ammunition and: supplies

being freely obtained in these Mexican. towns in
exchange for Confederate cotton ,not only. in vi:

olation of treaty stipulations, but

by

rons Bet

permission of Mexican authorities,
dent Juarez down to ‘the lowest officials, The
Juare government was , thus playing tothe

handsof the rebels; while we: Were trying to uphold it against Max!
3. The repo
is rt
accom
panied by a bill which,
it is believed, will pre-

vent the major part of the immense amount of
eugKling now being carried on across the Rio

i
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em

- LUTHER BR. BURLINGAME,

bread,
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tuitously distributed,

in a recent letter,
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OFFICES,

us, and we were

Scripture, of which 12,220 copies have been

fested in the great work of preaching t the
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MASSACHUSETTS BIBLE SocirTv. During the
|'year there have been issued 14,081 Bibles; 16,5605
Testaments; and numerous smaller portions of

it ge aad
Ep
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For

raise a building fund, which, if successfal, will

us with earnest questions atout the way of lect my speaking of Mr, P. in connec'ion
salvation,—and how gladly many of them with the Santal Conference at Ebenezer sev| purchased Bibles, New Test uuents, and eral moaths ago.
A very noticeable feature of our late
smaller portions of the sacred Scriptures!
meeting
was the animation and zeal maniOne week our home cooly (peon) failed
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THE
me;” never would have felt the loneliness
These
-which;
.
words tell of a stroggle, an inward reasoning, a difficultandy a reply, a sense of soli-

tp

—

always

and

Robertson,

W.

sermonof ¥.

the following

read

repeatedly

with a sense of power in the preacher
that almost kindles awe, with an appreciation of Christ's humiliation for our sake
that stirs a feeling which no words can deseribe,and with the conviction that there are

more - or less deep-hearted natures among
our readers who will at once enter into sym-

of Robertson's life;

undertone

stitated the

con-

that

sadness

with the majestic

pathy

We

as perchance it does of their own.

Bave long intended to. reproduce it/ in our
solumns, and so we make a place for it
this week. One who could see and feel and
speak in a manner suggested by this sermon, must

iKe
fo

|
&

| |

know

We

shouli occupy.

every sympathetic reader will
«jor the privilege of perusing
course as this:

|

pul-

any

in

power

needs bea

pit which he

LARRY CP
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of life; larger views of-duty, and his
destiny.
~~

own
A

There is & moment in every true life
some it comes very early— when the

|
routine
o
f
duty
isnot
large
enough;
wh
1
|
alone ;” and an immedi:
tude, —*I shabell
the
[roof
seems
too
low,
because
|
the
alone;
“Not
that;
of
on
ate correcti
the Infigite above is arching over the soul;
Father is with me.”

The Loneliness of Christ.
We have

TE

There is no thought connected with the
Life of Christ more touching, none that
seems so peculiarly to characterize His

Spirit, as the solitariness in which he lived.
Those who understood Him best only understood him half. Those who knew Him

best scarcely could be said to know Him.

On this occasion the disciples thought, Now
we . do understand, now we do believe.
Do ye now beThe lonely Spirit answered,‘

lieve?

Behold

cometh that

hour

the

shall be scattered, every

man

his

to

ye
own,

and shall leave me alone.”

Very impressive is that trait in His

tory.

his.

He was in this world alone.

I. First, then,

we

meditate on

liness of Christ.

the lone-

:

when the old formulas,
chisms,

in creeds,

and articles, seem

to

be

cate-

narrow,

and they must either be thrown

aside, or

else transformed into living and

breathing

realities ; when the earthly father's authority is being superseded by the claims of a

Father in heaven.
Thatis a lonely, lonely

moment,

when

earth is recognized as an ‘‘awful place, yea,
the very gate of heaven ;” when the dream
ladder
is seen planted against the skies,and
we wake, and the dream haunts us as a
sublime reality.

send an icy chill of unsympathizing
when eyes

iadif-

gaze

into

ours, but with a glazed look which cannot
read into the bottom of our souls; when
words pass from our lips, but. only come
back as an echo reverberated without reply
through a dreary solitude ; when the

multi-

tude tLrong and press us, and

cannot

say,

we

8 Christ said: ‘Somebody hath touch-

sed me;” for the contact has been not between soul and soul but only between form
and form.
And there are

two

kinds

of

men,

who

feel this last solitude in different ways.
The first are the men of self-reliance, —selfdependent;

who ask no counsel,

and crave

no sympathy ; who act and resolve alone,—
who can go sternly through
duty, and
scarcely shrink, let what will be crushed in
them. Such men command respect; for
whoever respects himself constrains the
respect of uthers.
They. are invaluable in
all those professions of life in which sensitive feeling

would

be

a superfluity;

make iron commanders,

not

skrink,

flinch from

and

surgeons

statesmen

they

who

who

do

do

not

their purpose for the dread of

unpopularity.

But

is weakness;

and

mere
the

self-dependence

conflict

is

terrible

when a human sense of weakness is felt by
sachmen.
Jacob was alone when he slept

in’his way to Padan Aram,

the first night

that he was away from his father’s roof, with
the world before him, and all the old brok-

ten up; and Elijah was alone in the wilderness when the

court had deserted him,

and

he eaid, “They have digged down thine aliars,and slain thy prophets with the sword ;
and I, even J, only am left,

and

they seek

my life to take it away.”
But the loneliness of the tender Jacob was very different
frem that of the

stern¥Elijah.

To

Jacob

the sympathy he yearicd for was realized
in the foom of a gentle dream.
A ladder
raised from earth to heaven figured the possibility of communion between the spirit of
man ard the Spirit of God. In Elijah’s case,
the storm, the earthquake and the fire, did
tkeir convulsing work in the soul, before

a still, small voice

téld him that he was

ot alone. In such a spirit the sense of
weakness comes with a burst of agony, and
the dreadful couviction of being alone man.

ifests itself with a rending of the
rock.

Itis only sothat

heart

such souls

of

can be

taught that the Father is with them,

and

shat they are not alone.
‘There is another class of men,

who

live

in sympathy.
These
are
affectionate
minds, which tremble at the thought of be-

ing alone; not from

want of -courdge nor

from weakness of intellect comes their dependence upon others, but from

the

inten-

sity of their. affections. It is the trembling
spirit of humanity in them.
They want
not aid, nor even countenance, but only
sympathy. And the trial comes to them
not in the shape of fierce struggle, but of
chill and utter loneliness, when they are
ealled upon to perform a duty on which the
world looks coldly, or to embrace a truth

which has not found lodgment yet in the
breasts of others.
It is to this latler and not to the former class that we must look, if we would
understand
the spirit
in
which the
words of the text were
pronounced.

The deep Humanity of the Soul of Christ
was gifted with those finer

sensibilities of

affectionate natures which stand in need of

other divinely

complex.

In

physical

na-

ture, ihe naturalist finds no difficulty in
comprehending the simple structure of the
lowest organizations of animal life, where
one uniform texture,

and; one

organ

per-

forming the office of brain and heart and
lungs, at once, leave little to perplex. But
when Le comes to study the complex anatomy of man, he

has the

laborof

a lifetime

before him. It is not difficult to master the
constitution of a single country; but when
you try .to understand the universe, you
find infinite appearances of contradiction ;
law opposed by law; motion balanced by
motion; happiness blended with misery;

and the power to elicit a divine order and
unity out of this complex variety is given to
only afew of the gifted of the race. That
which the structureof man isto the structure of the limpet, that which the universe

is to a single country, the complex and
boundless soul of Christ was to the souls of
othet men.
Therefore, to the superficial
observer, His life was a mass of inconsisten-

cies and contradictions. All thought themselves qualified to point out the discrepancies. The Pharisees could not comprehend
how a holy Teacher could éat with publicans and sicners. His own brethren could
not reconcile his assumption of a public office with the privacy which he aimed at
keeping. *“If thou doest these things,show
thyself to the world.”
Some thought he
was ‘‘a good man ;” others said, “Nay, but
he deceiveth the people.”
And hence it

was thathe lived to see all that acceptance
which had marked the earlier
career—as,

for

instance,

stage

of his

at Capernanm=-

melt away. First,the Pharisees took. the
alarm; then the Sadducees; then the political party of the Herodians; then the people. Tbat was the most terrible of all; for
the enmity of the upper classes is impotent ;
but when that cry of brute force is stirred
from the deeps of society, as deaf to the
voice ef reason as the ocean in its strength

churned into raving foam by the winds, the
heart of mere earthly oak quails before
that. The apostles,at all events, did quail.
One denied ; another betrayed; all desert-

ed.

They

‘were

scattered, each

to his

own ;” and the Truth himself was left alone

in Pilate’s judgment-hall.

:

Now learn from this a very important
distinction. To feel solitary is no uncom-

mon thing.

To complain of being

alone

without sympathy, and misunderstood, is
general enough. In every place, in many
a family, these victims of diseased sensibility are to be found, and they might find a
weakening satisfaction in observing a par-

allel between their own feelings and those
of Jesus,
But before that parallel is assumed, be very sure that it is, as in his
case, the elevation of your character which
severs you from your species,
The world
has small sympathy for Divine goodness;
but it also has litile for a great many other
qualities which are disagreeable to it.
You
meet with no response; you are passed by ;
find yourself unpopular; meet with little
communion,
Well! Is that because you
areabove

the world,—nobler, devising

snd

executing grand plans, which they cannot
comprehend ; vindicating the wronged ;

that.

Each

man

isa new

world; untried, with

soul in this

a boundtess

Possible

beforehim. No one can predict what he may
become, prescribe his

duties,

or mark

out

his obligations.
Each man’s own nature
has its own peculiar rules ; and he must take
up his life-plan alone, and persevere in it
in a perfect privacy with which no stranger

intermeddleth.
Each man’s temptations
are made up of a host of peculiarities, internal and external, which no other mind can
measure. You are tried alone; alone you
pass into the desert; alone you must bear
and conquer in the Agony; alone you must
be sified by the world.
There are moments known only to a man’s own self,

when he sits by the poisoned springs of existence, ‘‘yearning for a morrow which
shall free him from the strife.”
And there
are trials more terrible than that.
Not
when vicious inclinations are opposed to
holy, but when virtue conflicts with virtue,
is the real rending of the soul in twain.
A
temptation, in which the lower nature
struggles
for mastery, can be met by the
whole united force of the spirit.
But it is
when obedience to a heavenly Father can be
only paid by disobedience to an earthly one;
or fidelity to duty can be only kept by infidelity to some entangling engagement; or
the straight path must be taken over the
misery of others; or the counsel of the affectionate friend must be met witha ‘Get
thee behind me,Satan :”"—O!

it is then,when

human advice .is unavailable, that the soul
feels what it is to be alone.
| Once more: —the Redeemer’s soul was
alone indying. The hour had come,—they
were all gone, and He was, as he predicted,

left alone.

All that is human drops from us

in that hour.

Human

faces

flit

and

fade,

and the sounds of the world become confused.

“I shall die

you live.

alone,”—yes,

The philosophy

and

tells

alone

us that no

atom in creation touches another atom, they

only approach within. a certain distance;
then the attraction ceases, and an invisible
something repels,—they only seem to touch.
No soul touches another soul except at
one or two points, and those chiefly external,—a fearful and a lonely thought, but
one of the truestof life.
Death only realizes that which has been fact all along.
In the central deeps of our being we are
alone.
II. The spirit or temper of that solitude.
1. Observe its grandeur.
I am alone,
yet not alone. There isa feeble and sentimental way in whick we speak of the Man
of Sorrows. We turn
to the cross, and the
softer feelings—to arouse compassion. You
degrade that loneliness by your compassion.

Compassion
! compassion

for him] Adore

if you will,—respect and reverence thas sublime solitariness with which none but the
Father was,—but no pity; let it draw out

the firmer and manlier graces of the soul.
Even tender sympathy seems out of place.
For éven in human things, the strength
thatisin a man can be learnt when he is
thrown upon his own resources ‘and left
alone. What a man can do in conjunction

tions? Then yours is the loneliness of
Christ. Oris it that you are wrapped up in

sponse ; and it is another thing to hold

the

who found solacein female sympathy, at interested in you? You must not use these

thizing suspicion. Itis ome thing to rush
on to danger with the shouts and the sympathy of numbers ; it is another thing when

tendedby the women

words of Christ.
with’ you.

Him out of their substance, —who in

the

trial hour could pot bear even to pray witht.he

human presence, which is the pledge

and reminder of God's presence, had nothing im him of the hard, merely self-dependent

me

noter.
fact.

I

Even this verse testifies to the
A stern spirit never could have

am not alone; the Father is with

the man,

words, when

reposing on his solitary strength,

felt the last shadow ef perfect isolation pass
across his soul: —*“My God, my God, why
Next, learn

ance.

from

Se
these words self-reli-

‘Ye shall leave me alone.”

“Alone,

They have nothing te do
HI
”

of faith.

Do not go

timorously

about, in-

to do this—believe in God.
God is near
you. Throw yourself fearlessly upon him.
Trembling mortal, “there is an unknown

Jet us look at one or two of the occasions | h

;

wy

hy § fh

1

|

church

buildipg, saying he * waa never

better pleased in the bestowment of funds.”

He was taken sick at Lewiston, while
taking care of his son Samuel, who died
when you command it. The day may come ‘happy in God. On his way home to Dur-

ham, he declared it was his last sickness,
and that he should never again returnto
Lewiston.
His disease caused intense pain, pendent ofthem all. The Father is with. which was borne without a murmuring
word.” * The gospel I have believed and
you. Look to him, and he will save you.
when all that is human-—man

and

woman—

will fall off from you, as they did from
hith. Let his strength be yours. Be inde-

‘preached to others is true, and my unfailing

Words of Encouragement.

support.

Tell my friends that I die happy,

gloriously happy in the faith of Jesus
Christ my Lord.” These were some of his

ns

In a letter of recent date to my wife, my
mother, nearly eighty years of age, refers ‘last messages and words of comfort left to
to her faith and hope in Christ in the follow- his wife and children, ministers and friends,
they, .‘‘thou speakest no proverb;” that is, ing language :
who sincerely mourn his departure, and feel
It is my most ardent wish and prayer their loss.
enigma.
But many a hard and enigmatical
saying before he had spoken, and he left to live near to God, that I may be ready at
His funeral was numerously attended at
them all. A threadruns through all true any moment when called to die. And the M. E. church, Darham.
By his reacts, stringing them together into one har- while I write, even now, Christ seems quest the sermon was preached by the writmonious chain ; but it is not for the Son of precious. I feel to thank God for free sal- er, aided in the services by Rev. Mr, MarGod to be anxiousto proye their consisten- vation, and I will try to praise him while tin of Lewiston. ‘Home at last” is our
I live, for enabling me to accept the great dear brother.
cy with each ctuer.
J. 8. BURGESS.
This is self-reliance—to repose calmly on salvationon gospel terms: I am glad in
the thought which is deepest in our bosoms, God, to-day, that in early life I enlisted in
¢« Writing for the Papers.”
Ihave never regretted
and be unmoved ifthe world will not ac- the Saviour’s cause.
:
;
cept it yet.
To live on your own
convic- it, and fifty-nine years in the service. finds
Editors who have enjoyed liberal educations against the world, isto overcome the me not discouraged. I am fully resolved
world—to belicve that what is truest in to continue until I have an honorable dis- cational advantages, and who are constantly
you is (rue for all; to abide by that, and charge from my captain, under whom I en- reading, thinking and writing, are not pernot be over anxious to be heard or under- listed. The most I can do for you is to ask haps fully aware of the difficulties that atI do not think of giving tend those who have been favored with less
stood, or sympathized with, certain that at God to bless you.
last all must acknowledge the sime, and - that up; I trust your husband will preach advantages, and who only write an occa:
sional letter. The Editor, on seeing some
that, while you stand firm, the world will Christ till his latest breath.”
unnecessary
flourish in the commencement
These
are
indeed
words
of
encouragement
come round to you—that is independence.
It is ngf difficult to get away into retire- from one who has long been in the Chris- .of an article, thinks it allof the same stripe,
They are spoken timely and and casts it into the waste basket too hastily.
ment, and there live unon your own convie-: tian warfare.
We have, or think we have, a good
tions ; nor is it diflicult to mix with men and fily, and are therefore as ‘“ apples of gold
follow their convictions; but to enter into in pictures of silver.” To the believer, thought; we wish to present it. But fearthe world,and there live out firmly and fear-" Christ is precious ; and, as in this case, it is ing to strike out to sea at once,we paddle
lessly accordingto your own conscience— the highest exercise of faith, to adapt gos- around the shore to try our strength. Aftpel truth to our individual wants. - Living ér sometime spent, perhaps in useless mathat is Christian greatness.
|
There is a cowardice in this age which is faith in Christ enables the true disciple to neuvering, we put to sea. We have not
not Christian. Weshrink from the conse- | appropriate all the precious promises of the progressed far before we meet with head
quences of truth. We look round and cling | dear Saviour to himself. He is enabled to winds and are driven on some shoal or sand
dependently. We ask what men will think; | exclaim, “ My Lord and my God,” in his bar. We work and tug to get our craft
what others will say; whether they will | views of Jesus the Son of God. By faith he afloat, and by the time we get under sail,
not stare in astonishment.
Perhaps they feeds upon the Wordof the Lord, and par- find our sheet full and nothing accomplishwill ; but he who is calculating that will ac- | takes of the bread of eternal life. The ed. Provoked and discouraged, we more
complish nothing in this life. The Father— words .of Christ reach us through faith. than half resolve never to try again. Feelthe Father which is with.us and in us— It is by faith that we walk, see, hear. By ing quite sure, however, that we see a good
what does he think? God's work can not be faith we rejoice with joy unspeakable and idea in the distance, we are not willing to
done without a spirit of independence.
A full of glory. “And this faith that enables lose it; we struggle hard to grasp it, turn it
man is got some way in the Christian life one, even now, to feel Christ precious, is over in our mind until we think we can
Through the power master it, and try again. We write our arwhen he has learned to say humbly, and an overcoming faith.
| of faith we may enter into conflict with sin ticle and send it to the Editor, only perhaps
yet majestically, ‘I dare to be alone.”
<help fill the waste basket; and away
Lastly, remark the humility of this lone- | and satan, and come off victors, triumphing
goes all our hard struggle to get our subliness. Had the Son of Man simply said, in the name of the Lord.
Sach was the experience of an early dis- lime thought to the light.
I can be alone, He would have said no more
Editors have the advantage. They can
than any proud, self-relying man can say; ciple, who said,—‘* And this is the victory
say what they please, and if by some
but when he added, ‘because the Father is that overcometh the world, even our faith.
with me,” that independence assumed an- Who is he that overcometh the world, but strange freak their articles should even apother character, and self-reliance became he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of pear a little frothy, or contain sentiments
only another form of reliance upon God. God?” °Ttis a great mistake to imagine that, which to others should appear incorrect, as
Distinguish between genuine and spurious because the days of miracles are past,there- Editors are generally considered hardly a
humility. There is a false humility which fore the mighty conquests and glorious step below the Pope as to infallibility, there
says, ‘“Itis my own poor thought, and I triumpbs of faith are ended. There were "are few, if any, who dare criticise their
must not trustit. I must distrust my own those ‘‘ who through faith subdued king- writings. We do not find fault with Edirighteousness, obtained tors for correcting our errors and blunders,
reason and judgment, because they are my doms, wrought
own.
I must not accept the dictates of my promises, stopped the mouths of lions; but thank them for doing so. Or if our
own conscience ; for is'it not my own, and quenched the violence of fire, escaped the communications are found worthless, we
is not trust in self the great fault of our fal- edge of the sword, out of weakness were will not complain if they do not find their
made strong, waxed valiant in fight, turned way to the light. But when our articles
len nature?”
Very well. Now, remember something to flight the armies of the aliens;” and still are more imperfect than the copy, we do
not feel quite at ease. We do not pretend
else. There is a *‘Spirit which beareth wit- God's people, the followers of Jesus, may
to write eloquently, but endeavor to write
be
overcomers,
and
triumph
through
faith.
nesS with our spirits;” there is a God who
plain ard intelligibly, and especially in
May
this
be
mine
in
life
and
minein
death.
“is not far from any one of us;” theres a
writing names, to make them so plain that
“Light which lighteth every man which
“ My f.ith looks up to thee,
they can not well be misunderstood. In noThou
lamb
of
Calvary,
cometh into the woild.” Do not be unnatSaviour divine.”
ticing the revival in Green, Ohio, we said,
urally humble. The thought of your own
And here is my hope.
‘In a protracted meeting held by Rev. A.
mind perchance is the thought of God.
To
J. W. HiLrs.
C.
Brush and J. Rogers,” &c. The printer
refuse to follow that may be to disown God. |
makes
us say A. C. Bush and I. Rogers.
To take the judgment and conscience of
other men to live by, where is the humility
of that? From whence did their conscience
and judgment come?
Was the fountain

Rev.

John

Miller. :

If they refused like you to rely on their own

conscience,

and you rely

uponit,

how are

you sure that it is more the Mind of God
than your own which you have -refused to
hear ?
Look at it in another way. The charm of
the words of great men—those grand sayings, which are recognized as true as soon

as heard—is this, that you recognize them
as wisdom

mind.

which passed

across

You feel that they are

your own

your

own

thoughts come back to you, else you would
not at once admit them; ‘All that floated
across me before, only I could not say it,and
did not feel confident enoughto assert it, or
had not conviction enough to put
it into

words.”

I

Bro. Miller died at Dirham, Me., after a
short but severe illness, Dec. 5, 1869, aged

from which they drew exhausted for you? 63 years.

;

Mr. Miller

embraced

and commenced

i

Christ

in

1829,

did to them ; only they believed it, trusted
the word witltin them, and youn did not. Be
sure that often when you say, “It is only
my poor thought, and Iam alone,” the real
correcting thought is this, ‘‘Alone, but the
Father is with me,”—therefore I can live
by that lonely conviction.
:
There is no danger in this, whatever tim..
id minds may think—no danger of mistake,
if the character be a true one.-—For we are
not in uccertainty in this matter.
It has
been given us to know our base from our

to distinguish between the

speaks from below, outof the abyss of our
Samuel

countenance,

nor on

Typo.

—

Bo

means, and successful. No man has ever
found occasion to question his integrity, or

suffer
from want of promptness in meeting
engagements,

He was one of the first in his native
fown to advocate freedom for the slave,
and freedom from all intoxicating liquors.
tion to these terrible crimes, brought upon

him violent opposition in those earlier
of reform. His barns, filled with the
ucts of summer and autumn harvests
consumed by the incendiary’s torch,
his valuable horses suffered death
same or similar misc

ts.

days
prodwere
while

him in declaring

the whole

truth.

¢ No

compromise with the works of darkness”
was his motto, and it was most religiously

observed to the end of his days on earth.

Bro, M. gave most of his time and labors

to those neighbors and churches which were |

most destitute

of the gospel, and the least

'esand
sucGod

Much time and earnest labor were devot-

souls and his self-sacrificing spirit. The
many earnest appeals and effectual prayers
of Bro. M. will never be forgotten, espe-

cially by the poor alnd destitute in this entire
section of the state.

He was a man of much

prayer, of strong faith, fervid love and deep
piety.

Perhaps even now you are sinking beaeath
the burden of life, ready to cry out, “All
these things are against me I”

What
is it? Has death laid his wither-

ae Tomer at vig Sopot
a ee
handful
of dust were all of th

treasure, then

indeed

0

de-

by the

All, however,

had no effect in intimidating or restraining

could

the

If ¢ Old Man” will always write

‘as plainly de in this article, even his proper
names shall come out unabridged.

I am Weary.
and continued & good and doceptable minister with them til) his death. Bro. M., in
All these things
are
me!” said
his business and temporal affairs, has been |“ the Patriarch
of old ; and thesewords, borne
strictly honest, prudent and industrious; on the restless tide of intervening years
generous to the poor, wise in the use of echo and re-echo through the hearts of

distinguish between the impulse—quite

Look not on his

Note.

OLD MAN.

connection with the Methodists in 1837.
He subsequently. joined the F, W. Baptists,

able to sustain it.” He felt himself
a pecially called to preachto the poor,
human one-—which would have made Mim did so with unction and commendable
select Eliab out of Jesse's sons, and the cess, as not a few persons converted to
deeper judgment by which *‘the Lord said, and gathered into churches can testify.
animal and selfish nature.

:

preaching the gospel in

Yes, God spoke’ to you what he His bold and sometimes vehement opposi-

abide by our own thoughts, because we
It think them our own, and. not Gods; and
lomely hermit. this because we only now and then endeayand pleasing mel- or to know in earnest.
It is only given to
8 . lived alone, the habitually true to know the difference.

wie

A few

weeks previous, hd~gave me $100 for our

ed ;—I came from the Father,—I leave the
world, and go to the Father.
“Now,” said

required for this; for the whispering voices get mixed together, and we dare not

solitariness.

Vestry, and winof unusual power.

might within your soul, which will wake

hight of his statare, for I have refused ed to people and places where destitution
him.” Doubtless, deep truth of character is would have reigned, but for his love of

on which this loneliness was felt,
;
The first time was when He was but
‘twelve years old, when his parents found majesty of the Saviour's
him in the temple, hearing the Doctors and was not the trial of the
asking. them questions.
High thoughts There is a certain gentle
were in the child’s soul; expanding views ancholy in the life

Jesus, conylerts and workers. His last pub- ’
lic prayer was offered in our new church

consistent, left his contradictions unexplain-

of your pu-9 audience are already prepossessed, and that
rity, and the unworldliness of your aspira- every argument will meet a willing re- voice which is from above, and that which

but wanted it too, from others.
He who
selected
the gentle John to be his friend,—

to

not feel the grandeur of those

with others does not test the man,
Tell us
what he can do alone. It is one thing to
proclaiming and living on great principles ; defend the truth when you know that your
noble hours;
offending it by the saintliness

ferent about the welfare of Others, and very
much astonished that they are not deeply

who ministered

bosom

world should come round to him.
He appealedto the fatare, did not aim ‘at seeming

truth when {ruth must be supported,ifat all,
alone, met by cold Jooks and unsympa-

He not only gave sympathy,

human

You may detect the approach of that mo-

self,—cold, disobliging, Seatimental, indif-

sympathy.

In that single

dwelt the thought which was to be the quiring what others think, and, what others
germ of the world's life—a thought unshar- believe, and what others say. It seems the
ed, misunderstood, or rejected.
Can you easiest, it is the most difficult thing in life

‘ment in the young man or the young woman by the awakened spirit of inquiry; by

I. The loneliness of Christ was caused by
of all kinds of books; by the waning of
the Divine elevation of His character. His your own influence, while the inquireris
infinite superiority severed him from sym- asking the truth of the Doctors and Teachpathy ; His exquisite affectionateness made ers in the vast templeof the world; by a
John, xvi. 81, 82. “Jesus
answered
them, Do
ye now believe ? Behold, the hout cometh, yea, is that want of sympathy a keen trial.
certain opinionativeness, which is austere
mow come, that ye shall be scattered, every man to
and disagreeable enough ; but the austerest
There
is
a
second-rate
greatness
which
his own, and shall leave me alone; and yet I am not
the world can comprehend.
If we take two moment of the fruit’s taste is that in which
alone, because the Father is with me.”
who are brought into direct contrast by it is passing from greenness into ripeness.
There are two kinds.of solitude : the first
If you wait in patien
the sour will beChrist himself, the one the type of human,
sonsisting of insulation in space; the other,
come sweet,
ly lopked at, that opinthe
other
that
of
divine
excellence,
the
Son
of isolation of the spirit.
The first is simof Man and John the Baptist, this becomes
ionativeness is more ' tr
anguish; the
ply separation by distance.
When we are
clearly manifest.
John’s life. had a certain
fearful solitude of feeling the insecurity of
seen, touched, heard by none, we are said
rude, rugged goodness, on ‘which was all that is human ; the discovery that life is
10 be alone. And all hearts respond to the
written, in characters which required no real, and forms of social and religious exiruthrof that saying, This is not solitude;
magnifying-glass to read, spiritual excel- istence hollow. The old moorings are torn
for sympathy can people our solitude with a
lence. The world, on the whole, accepted away, and the soul is drifting, drifting,
crowd. The fisherman on the ocean alone
him.
Pharisees and Sadducees went to drifting, very often without compass, exat night is not alohe, when he. remembers
his baptism. The people idolized him as cept the guidance of an unseen hand, into
the earnest longings which are arising up
_a prophet; and, ifhe had not chanced to the vast infinite of God.
Then come the
to heaven at home for his safety.
The
cross the pathof a weak prince and a re- lonely words, and no wonder, ‘How is it
traveler is not alone, when the faces which
vengeful woman, we can gee no reas n why that ye sought me? Wist ye not that I must
will greet him on his arrival” seem to beam
John might not have finished his course be about my Father's business ?”
apon him as he trudges on.
The solitary with joy, recognized as irreproachable. If
2, That solitude was felt by Christ in trstudent is not alone, when he feels that huwe inquire why it was that the world ac- al. Inthe desert, in Pilot’s judzment-hall,
man
hearts will respond to the truths
cepted John and rejected Christ, one reply in the garden, He was alone; and alone
which he is preparing. to address to them.
appears to be, that the life of the one was
must every son of man mee! his trial-hour.
The other is loneliness of soul.
There
finitely simple and one-sided, that of the The individuality of the soul necessitates
are times when hands touch ours, but only
ference to the heart;

of a crowd.

then, the Son of Man was content to be. He
threw himself on his own solitary thought;
did not go down to meet the world; but
waited, though it might be for ages, till the

earnestness of tone ; by the devouring study

be grateful
such a dis-

Christ, no ordinary ‘obstaoles could hinder

But there are the formsof nature to speak He knew it, because all his blessed life Jong
The twenty-six
years of his ministry
to him ; andhe has ot the positive opposi- he could say, ‘My judgment is just,” be- him.
) very valuable and
| seek not my own will, but the will in Bowdoin Q.
’
brethren.
which sent me.”
!
ia highly esteemed by all the
actual sympathy. It is a solemn thing,
practical result and inference of all A minister of peace
rather than of war,
doubtless, to be apart from
men, and to feel
is a very
simple, but a very deep one; congiliatory rather than contentions, he
eternity rushing by like an arrowy river.
the deepest of existence. Let life be: a life gathered tq himself many friends, and to °

the young soul first feels God-—when this. hast Thou’ forsaken me?"

a certain restlessness of look, and an eager

IL On the temper of his solitude.

1, 1870:

Determined upon winning souls to

}

ing wounds of treacherous friendship? One
greater than thou, even thy Maker and
Redeemer, has quaffed the same bitter

waters. Leave thy broken idols. Twine
thine aching heart loving around thy God,
whose love, sympathy and interest are

“the same yesterday, to-day and for ever,”
Has disease laid its heavy hand upon
ou,

robbed

the

cheek of

its

bloom,

the

foet of their strength, the hand o fits power,
and shut up all the avenues of earthly

leasure and

head

usefulness? Lean thy oat

upon the bosom of thy Saviour.

He

feels all thy griefs, and ‘“ counts and troas-

ures up thy tears.” Soon he will in great
mercy end life's fitful fever, and give you
a calm and peaceful home, where paia is

never fclt, and ‘‘ The weary are at reet.”
Are you mourning over sin, the eold-

ness, the selfishness and impurities of
or best endeavors in the Christian life?
ast thy burden upon the Lord, He who

hath promised, *

As thy day so shall th

strength be,” will uphold thee by his
mighty-arm, give thee strength for every

bitter confliot, and

crown that fadeth

Messenger.

finally give

thee “a

not away.”—dmerican

iba
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16 Darkness—Light.

who keeps me alive, ” ‘shamed
the proud
man's unbelief. He brushed the lyin
words fro)
wall,. while his heart felt

From
seth
right—
im Chenaon, O Cart. in bien
.
4

that « He
made all things is God.”
But God had a further blessing for the
erring man through the hpmble flower.
There was an Italian prisener in the same
yard whose little: daughter was permitted

bting heart, be still!
O fainting
soul, be
brave!

;

By devious ways hook i) his will—
Omnipotent to save!

:

:

flower passed from one to another, until it
reached the ears of the amiable Empress
- | Josephine, who said ‘“The man who so devotedly loves and tends a flower,cannot be a bad

crushed to earth

birth!

not, weary feet,

to visit ‘him. ‘The girl was much pleased
with Charney’s love for his flower, She

man.”

Charney eid

Press bravely on,—for, fair and sweet,
Beyond , the valleys lie!

carefully
It had

O doubting heart, be still!

O fainting soul, be brave!

By devious ways works He his will,—
Omnipotent to save!

Giving the Heart to God.
—

The heart is to be given unto God.—The
will hath never more freedom than when
it moves toward God. And heavenly duties and spiritual performances are to flow

soul like those voluntary

that come from the honeycomb of
its
accord, without any pressing, without any crushingat all. Itisonly the dregs
-of obedience that come forth with
squéezing and winging.
There should yi no

need now of binding the sadtifice with cords

unto the Altar, unless it'be with the cords of
Jove, those soft and silken knots ofaffecsome
upon

ial occasions, for an hour at a ser-

mon, for a while in prayer,lend it him u
a Lord's day, upon a
day of hamiliation,
and then call for the heart again and bestow it upon their lusts. But so great a
Nsjeny wil not borrow of creatures; he
:
not receive hearts unless they
be
wholly
given to him.
:
» Give it, do not sell it.—'Tis very ‘sordid
and odious to be birelings in religion.
They sell their hearts unto
, that serve
him only for by-ends and self-respects.
Thisis Donum Hamatum, a gift with a
hook in it; they give somewhat that they
may catch more. . . . Whereas, religion
shold be loved forher beauty, and not for
herdowry.
God should beloved for those
excellences and transcendences that are in
himself; for those. treasures of
goodness

and wisdom thgt are stored up in his own
glorious Essence.
Thou shouldst love him though he did
not love thee again. Why shouldst thou
not love a thing truly amiable though thou
hast no benefit by it? For thy happiness
is but an inferior and secondary thing, and
is not to have so much of thy heart as he is
to have.
The heart, the whole heart.—Not
a piece,
not a corner of it only. The true mother
would not have the child divided. God,
and contrite

heart;

but he won't accept a divided heart. But
the devil observes the other rule: Divide et
impera. He would seem to-be very moderate,to be content with a piece of the
heart only ; but “tis because he knows by
this means he shall have all. And this is
one great happiness that comes by Religion ;
thus united, and fixed upon one

supreme object. Lusts,—they do divide the
heart and distract it. The soul does, as it
were, bite at two baits at once, and is
. caught with two several hooks; this pulls
that way, and that pulls another way.

Pride

for this thing,

itself to beso.

It isthe last rose of summer
Its doom
is to be

in

Wire

AMPHLET

z

ard

death, a shivering
goes.— Mc Cosh.

The

feeling

Last

wherever

by Nine

d

you

amazingly

about

She, taken by surprise at an
une
, answered at once?

Yes, sir, they

this

address

do; they keep

so

talking

to

me all the time till I am sick of it.”
“So

I

thought,”

said

¢ Yes, sir.”
“The fact is,” said

:
Nettleion, ¢ re-

Dr.

ligion is good a thing in itself; but the idea
of all the time

troubling a young

creature

like you with it, and you're in good health,
you say. Religion is a good thing. It
will hardly do to die without it.

I wonder

how long it would do for you to wait?”
“That's: just’ what, I've been thinking,
myself,” said Caroline.
“Well,” said Dr. Nettleton, ‘suppose
you stay till you arefifty? No, that won't
do; Iattended the funeral, the other day,
of a lady fifteen years younger than that.
Thirty ? How will that do?”
“I'm. not sure it would do to wait quite
so long,” said Caroline.
!
‘ No, I do not think so either ; something
might happen. See now, twenty-five or
even twenty, if we could be sure you
would live so long. A year from now;
how would that do?”
‘1 don’t know, sir.”

‘Neither do I. The fact is, my dear
young lady, the more I think of it and of
how many young people, as well apparently as you are, do die suddenly, I am
afraid
to have yeu put it off a moment longer. Besides, the Bible says, ‘Now is the
accepted time.” What shall I we do? Had
we not better kneel down here, and ask
God tor mercy through his Son Jesus

ihe.

lady,

youn,

perfect]

y

rfectly

her
—
Ry
day or two, she by
isp

hope, finding

on

she

all enjoyment in this

overcome

b

the spot.
3
came out rejoic-

had

far

from

is

an

instructor.

been taught, and

A Christian

he

becomes

He has found the preciousness

edge, and he seeks to impart it.

He
a

has

of knowl-

per Box by

all Druggists,

Spirit was making

The

proper names

The

comments

in the text will

be

doctrine,

and

thought,

apply

to

he formerly

A

The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
thus making it miuch more convenient for
reference than avy other similar work, especially
for Sabbath-schools.
The Type from which it is printed is new, large
and clear.
Published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, Dover, N. H., and D. Lothrop & Co.,
Boston,to whom orders may beaddressed. Although
the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espec
ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination.
Enclose stamp for reply, and address
:
J. E. BUTLER,
Biddeford, Me.
7t16

The Myrtle.
Baptist

published

Printing

by

the

Establishment,

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged and much improved about the

He feels

deprived

Chariey was a learned and profound man,
and as he walked to and fro in the small
yard into which his prison opened, he looked upto the heavens, the work of God's finger,andto the moon and stars which He ordained, and exclaimed, ‘ All things come
by chance.”
One day, while pacing his yard, he saw
a tiny plant, just breaking the ground near
the wall. The sight of it caused a pleasant
diversion of his thoughts. No other green
thing
was
within his enclosure.
He

watched its frovih every day. * How
came it here?" was his patural inquiry.
As it grew, other queries
** How came these delicate
leaves? What made i
perfect in every part,
taking its exact place on
neither too near another,
one sideP”
=

were suggested :
little veins in its
2 ortions 80
new branch
the parent stock,
nor too much on
hg

In bis loneliness the plait became the

prisoner’s teacher, and bis valued friend.
When the flower began to unfold he was
filled with delight. It was white, purple,
and

rose-colored,

with

a

fine,

silvery

fringe. Charney made a frame to support
it, and did what bis circumstances a'lowed,

of the General Conference,

————

The
piety which Theodore Parker did
not find in the old Unitarian body has not
appeared,

I fear, in

the

new

body.

there

have

No

on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for ope or more copies. Or

ders are solicited.

doubt there has been more of feeling, more
of struggle

among

paroxysms. - Some

us;

have

been

cloud and passed through the
wandering in the desert, they

reached the land of rest.

the

sea, but,
have not

There are fathers

shuddering at the thought of bringing

up

their sons to such a creed, or negation of
creed. They fear that its gossamer threads
will not restrain the youth when flesh und
blood are strong,and temptations are in the

way.

Mothers are not sure that it will stay

their daughters and keep them

from

rush

ing into and running round the giddy whirls

of pleasure.

It

writes

papers

beautiful

with noble thoughts and noble

sentiments,

which I much admire, but with little logic
and little consistency constructing a rationall theology, as Lessing says, which is-g
very irrational philosophy. Ft'has a literature, and it has lectures,

and

there

hear, men who bave no faith, and

not wish to have any, and who
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‘sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.
y

PIANOS, MELODE-

SmI7

[0
AGENTS NATED, levches and

Cl

offer.

First. Letter Foundry in New England.
'
OOMMENOED IN 1817.
Go

Sem¢

BOSTON
TIPE FOUNDRY’

the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very

JOB

"Address

covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

JOHN

K.
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WAN IED.
A Noble Work!
NEW

.

ONTAININO OVER

TYPE,

and

Family Album,

It is the most superb, valuable,
tractive edition of all F

complete,

and

at-

FACES.

orders to

-

ROGERS,

55 Water

A

"| 1,000 TUtustrations, 50,000 References, a Family Record,

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

-

PictorialFamily Bible,

And its large varietiesof

AND

AGENTS
THE

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
BOOK

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE
CO. pet. |i

or 176 Broadway, New York.

A Rich Field!

“* ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

‘should be in
Let every pashave a copy of
useful book.—
cts.; in paper

Knits everything.

sar

Street,

Agent,

Boston.

A@ The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
8

<

-

|

IVES PATENT LAMPS

Family

Bible,”

Many are now averaging from $5,000

to $7,000 annual

profit in its sale,

It is regarded with

universa! favor, and: opens up a rich field and the
most profitable of all employments to good and relia-

ble persons.

Ministers,

Teachers,

Students,

Young

Men and Women—all who regard the growth of moz-

ality—can

select any field not Wi

occupied, and

en-

gage steadily in this work without injury to their
characters as Christians.
je
For Circulars and Prospectus Sheets, containing &

|,

full description

of THE

PICTORIAL

FAMILY

BIBLE,

and terms to Agents, address Potter’s Standard Bible
and Testament House.

T
Machine
AMOS

JOHN

Company,

PAUL,

.

N. H,

MANUFACTURERS

4621

Gas Fittings of aM kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Sireei,

ADEORCHIMNEY

GENTLEMEN—6 to 81-2 A. M., 2 to

Chandeliérs8 and Foti
for Churches Halls
and
prival
.
bie
t a house in the1 country should be as thoBelieving
roughly
with light as a house in the city, we are

9 P. M., and

until 11 Wednesday
evenings,
+ M. D., Manager,

and Saturda

L.L. DE

121

- Shafting, Turning Lathes,

Iron Planers, Machinists® Tools of

away with movable lamps, which
ous and objectionable.
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Fol ing Lantern, and are
Agents, or Hartshorn’s Folding, an
Johnson’s Dome
aper
es.

=

in New

England,

In addition to the publications of oth

IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got

hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
IVES’ PATENT LAMP CO.’
ozt12
37 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York,

In cases of General Prostration, when the Appetite is
lost, or food causes distress,
Clarke's Vegetable Tonic and Generdi
Envigeorater,

Is the

Ey

Sold wholessle by

& Son,Prov,,
.

Mild, Certaib, Safe, Efficient. It is far the bes
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and af once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without caus
ing injury to any of them. The most complete
has long attended its use in

many

localities; and it

is now offered to the general public with the convie
tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
elaimed for it.

It produces little

or no

pain;

beians recommend

and

prescribe it; and

no

son

siho once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use
w any other cathartic.
ofSentby mail, on receipt of price and postage.
25

15 Boxes,1.00
13H

.

.

.

«

.

.

.

'

Vie

aes.

.

Postage, 6 cents,

a

“

18."

“

3

It is sold 0] all dealers in drugs and medicines
TURNER & O0., Proprietors,
190 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
eow49
VOID

A

>

QUACKS.—A

victim

of

earl

has

discovereda

means

indisere

re decay

of self-cure,

whiol

he'will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt o
a stampto pay postage.
Address J. H. RERBVF
1y24
.78 Nassau St., New York.

will positively destroy alk insect Jife on cattle and cure
Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kinds.

Boxes of 10 1bs., $41 boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

pa >

For

NE
relia

M

T.

disease now

Balch

Chicago;

YES TT'1S
A FACT!

Nirth American Catarrh Remedy!
SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following extracts, and judge for yourselves if here is not a
CURE FOR YOU!
“It has proved itself a cure.”—[
Boston Traveller.
“One of our'well known citizens,a sufferer for years,
many

Cambridge

Remedies, but obtained

no help until 1 tried yours. I would say to all whe
are troubled with this disease, try it and you will be
satisfled,

N. 8. Jette,

Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.
Bos10N; May 12, 1869,
Gentlemen,
—I hope every sufferer will ty your
edy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove =

blessing, as it did in my case, haying been subject te
that dread diecase, the Catarrhi, for upwards of seven
lf effectually cred me.
A. F. MNE171 EYON
Superiotendent City Prison, Court Square.
“I have been afflicted with that Joathsome disease,
Catarrh, for ning years,
One package has entirely
oured me,
DANIEL STONE,

Proprietor of Union House, Cawbridgeport,
Mass
ONE PACK AGE
(two bottles) Price $1.25.
will satisfy the most skeptical.

CARRUTHERS
15

& DEMERRITT,

120 Hanover

AGENTS

80 prevalent, a Shh

remedy is offered 1a the CRESYLIC

WANTED

rr

safe and

Not a single instance of its failure has

Proprietors,

Street, Boston,

13teow

Sold by all Druggists.

FOOT ROT.

;

York;

yeare,

CARBOLIC SOAPS,
Carbolic Disenfecting Soap

From these pri-

New

H. Hay, Portland ; and by the proprietor, Rev. W.
Clarke, Minot, Me.; and retail by
druggists general

Gents,~I have used

in vain every advertized remedy

simple

Henry,

has been cured by using this Remedy.”—|
Press.
[

¥

tion Sauaing nervous debility, prema

o., having tried

J.F.

R. I.; Burnham & VanShaack,

Rust Bros. & B ird, and Goodin & Co , Boston, H.

leaves

the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
| or excites the nervous system. In all disea:es of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of children, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phy-

BUCHAN'S

wr

Medicine you need.

purified, and health and strength regained.
It is also a sovereign remedy for the Piles,
and chronic Kidney diseases.
Price $1.00 per bottle.

In another column, see

DISCOUNT

INVALIDS.

S——

By its use the natural appetite is revived,

are not excelled by any other books

ces we make

NOTICE TO

the fanctions of digestion restored, the bloot

ers, we offer our own prize books which

to Sunday schools.

Baths.

Washington

Between Newton and Rutland.

8 JAE,

Portable Steam Engines

LIBERAL

1427

HE BEST IN NEW ENGLAND.
Preventitive—restorative—luxurious
LADIES—10 A.M. to 1 P.M.

AND

A

St., Philadelphia.

Turkish

x

STATIONARY

list, and retail prices.

Co., Publishers,

cents.

Boston

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

of their class.

&

A New Sunday School SINGING BOOK.
Published by Root & CADY, Chicago.
Single copies sent for examination on receipt of 32

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Steam and

bought elsewhere

POTTER

614 & 617 Sansom

THE PRIZE!!!

. AGENT,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

E.

6teowl6

:

a

FOR
n

OINT-

been

1b. cans, 50 ©.; 8 1b, cans, $1; 6 Ib. cans, $1.25,

FREE BA PTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

STORE

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES
And Religious Publications,

The most Complete Assortment and Lowest
:
Prices.

" D. LOTHROP & CO.

do

would re-

can now be had

9%

_do

ONS, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at EX.
TREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR
MONTH, or will take from $5

needed so much was

A Body, but no Life.

240

A

~" THE REGISTER.

him “of his liberty.

dozen,

Book,

do

OFFER!!!
Broadway, New

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

that reason

GREAT

Horace Waters, 481

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by

words, ete., in the original Greek.

tions of cities, villages, edifices, etc.

1%

™ single,

present

Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adjacent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate deserip-

®

53. Thevois ao: discount

divided

uses.
.
Numerous references
to parallel pasenges of
,
His tory
Scripture, ancient Chronology, Geograp
and Antiquities geuerally, with critical notes on

2,40 12,00
08
38
00 B48

of

set forth the

them

100

Chogalist,

will explain the text, exhibit the

connection of narrative and

dozen, 9,60
single,
,80
dozen, 2,88

do
do
Suomi

and accented as they should be pronounced.
Full and carefully revised references and footnotes.
principles of

1,88

single,

ddA»
Church
do
do

Appeal

Te Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
M
INES. The best machine in the world. 8 titch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
articulars ad: dress THE WILSON SEW .
For further par
ING MAC
E CO., No. 656 Washington street,
Boston Mass,
1y48

lye3pl3

comely appearanee. It
every Baptist family.
tor and church-member
this newly revised and
Price, in cloth, only 25

,—

angie 132 TN Ya

5

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

No. 602 Arch 8t., Philada.
by mail to ény Rares for 60 center

Yo

the present volume complete, will do
well to send in their orders at once.

Johnston, Holloway & Cowden, 5

first of April. Itis printed on paper of a every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil)
+» (both circular and upright,) Iron
very
superior quality, and its mechanical
teaching, that what the world still needs is
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
teaching, andso he becomes a teacher. excellence is equal to that of any other pa~
ti51
Gas Works,
(eh. to April 1, *70)
Not as if setting up for superior
powers or per of its class.
All communications in
knowledge, but s pl ” a8 one \vho has had
Eugenie is the most Useful article *
a treasure imparted to m, and who there- tended for publication should be addressed
ver invented for your use,
Circulars
e. Mrs, Morgan, P, O. Box, 2438, N.Y.
|
fore longs to impart to his
rer fellow- to ‘‘ Tae MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.
creatures his divine gold and
silver. He
18t18
5
.
All orders and remittances for the paper
sees that the great need of ‘ humanity is
should
be
sent
to
L.
R.
BURLINGAME,
Doteaching, true teaching, teaching im the
NH...
.
thingy pertaining to the true God, and he vor,
Terms. —Single copy, 80 cents a year. | The Register for 1870 is universally
sets himself fervently
to teach an untanght
world. He does not confine himself to a Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
admitted to be far superior to any herewearied itself among vanities; it hath gone small inner circle, but he has his eye on ents each,—payable in all cases in- adeverybody.
Not
with
one
or
two
is
he
contofore issued.
It needs only to be seen
from flower to flower, and can extract
vanee.
nothi
but bitterness, and still desire, tent. He remembers the words of comand
examined
to
be appreciated.
mendation
to
Levi,
‘¢
HHe
walked
with
me
Posraae.—The
postage
on
a
single
copy
which i8 hiatus cordis, opens its mouth
A very large part of this edition has
wide, and cries Give, Give. Go, then, to in peace and truth.and did tarn away many of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
Many, many, is his watch- cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
HS Rundis, to the Ocean, and fill thy- from iniquity.
been sold.
Those desiring it, will,
word.
¢ Joseph Alleine, he becomes
self,
*
or any number between one and 10, when
*¢
insatiably
greedy
of
souls.”
Many,
many,
therefore, do well to send in their orNature hath taught us all to pant after a
summun bonum, and 'tis the voice put into is the burden of his prayers. Many, many, sent to one address, than on a single one. ders at once, as we wish to finish the’
is
inscribed
on
all
his
plans.
-spirit
The
postage
is
payable
at
the
office
of
deevery one's mouth, Who will show us any
The volume begins with the sale of it as soon as possible.
P Indeed, ’tis the errand for which widens and widens, his eye and heart take livery.
we are sent into the world, to find out hap- in larger circles, He remembers the mul- first number in April} ' Orders are solicit
pines, and yet we seek it 80 as if we were titndes whom his Master taught, the thou- ed.
sands in the early days of the Church, and
. loath to find’it.— Nathaniel Culverwell.
No percentage is Sijswel on money sent
he seeks many, may.
Christians,you
must
be teachers. This is your vocation, as us for the Myrtle.
At Wholesale Prices,
those who have themselves been taught by
Sample copies will be sent free on appliThe Atheist and the Flower.
God., Teach by your lives. Teach also in cation.
words. Lose no Opportuniy of instructing |
When Napoleon Bonaparte was Emperor others, young or o . Let your lips keep
We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
of France, he pai a man by ithe name of knowledge for all. Live an instructive
Treatise.
life.—Dr.
Bonar.
Charney into prison. He thought Charney
schools at as low rates as they can be
The New Treatise, just revised by order
wgs.an enemy of his government, and for
that what

have printed three thousand
extra copies, to meet the deof those who want the entire
but whose names are not now

de J

single, 1,80

Thoughts
upen Thought,
The Book of W.

er houses

tors,

Sold 50 cents

Sn

5

1,9 12,2

vision
age’ BH
3
do Dep,
40 Paper Bouse,
Covers, single,
1b 8 "15

on our list of subscribers, This large

turated instead

which will characterize the work :

Freewill

teacher.

8

Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will
positively cure Tetter, Erysipelas,
Salt Rheum, Barber's Itch, Pimples,
Blotches, and all forms of Skin Disease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
Discharges from the Ear, and Old
Sores, no matter of how long standing,
or the money returned by the proprie- |

to the Lord.

The attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to some of the features

This semi-monthly,

YE

We
(3000)
mands
volume,

NO CURE! NO PAY!

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June 1st,
N a COMMENTARY ON THE'NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor
of Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N. H. —
In three volumes. The first volume will contain
about 436 pp.. on superior paper, and will be bound
in the best English muslin,
Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sab.
bath schools, ministers, students, and all. lovers of
the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed
work will help to supply a want deeply felt in the
Free Baptist denomination.

life.

——

over

oi

,16

dozen, 10,56

Life of Marks,

little paper.

Wire Clothes Line. Business permanent. For
full partisulars,
88 GIRARD WIRE MILLS, Phil.
dteowls
adelphla, Pa.

NEW COMMENTARY.

lost

Every Christian a Teacher.
:

.

10t16

We have sent out the first number of
the current volume of this excellent

Wi
$1000 $2508
Walt"
pid woiay to
our

earlier means tributary to this result, no less
than the final agency employed. A thousand unsuspected forces have molded many
a spirit for eternal life..

Dr. Nettleton.

“Let's see, —how old are you?”
* Eighteen, sir.”
‘Good health P”
.

Hartforgy Conn.

ed to a single circumstance, a
lar
Gatads, | number of extra copies was barely sufsermon, entreaty, prayer. But, in the ma-|
4
es and descriptive circulars sent
ficent to meet the demands for the pajority of cases, the influence to which the
RIVER PAPER CO., Chicago,
change is ascribed, isonly the last of a long Address,Or B,ROCK
per one year ago.
:
E. HALE, 22 & 24 Frankfort Street, N. Y,
train, In our mint at Philadelphia, they 18611
, Agent
for the Eastern States
have scales so perfectly balanced that a
Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain

Long to Wait?

they bother
thing?”

R

t

So pi By

do

THE MYRTLE.

Paper.

Sr En

ars

§ GO.

in detail this admirable

to

h

n

DUSTIN

Feet.

The salvation of a soul is sometimes trac-

1,10

do

Hite,

a0 JAC Sahorience
t
of . the

Ligneety

This is a hard, compact
, like an ordimary book cover, and is saturated with tar
side of
but

Grain.

do Embossed Morocco, single,

Butiars Theology,

rae
Tr

same,

Pesinody,
amo. in Sheep, single, 15 35 [13s
So

address, “How to Select

uilding

it

Single and by the dosen 7 also Postage
on the

profs.
’ a
UDSON
Witliom 8 t., N. Y., or 16 DearLis
4119

Map, also Prof.

form, spreading like

young girl and said :
5
) heart, long plied, . [gous
“ Now, just tell me, Miss Caroline, don’t And yet'the renewing

but covetousness

forbids it; which must needs breed great
confusion and tumultdn the soul. But when
a Saviour comes into the soul, the winds
and the storms and the waves obey him.
Give thy heart to him that he may make
it better.—It may be thou hasta flinty and
unmalleable heart; give it him and he will
melt it and dissolve it. It may be thou
hast a barren and unprofitable heart; give
it him and he will make it fruitful. It ma
be thou hast: an unquiet and discom
heart ; give it him and he will tune it. It
may be thou hast anarrow and contracted
heart;
give it him and he will enlarge it.
It may be thou hast a drossy and corrupt
heart; give it him and he will purify and
refine it.
"Give it him that he may make it happy.—
It hath toiled already sufficiently, and

with lean and

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

Ten Years in

Line; will

a Babbath School brary,” on receipt of 10 ceats,
CO., Publishers of The Sunday
8t., Philadelphia, Pa,
8t19

eaten

BOOK AGENTS WANTED TO SELL

ous World Re-

Cl

“ra

a

Size Six

left blooming alone, but it must go, for the | P
winteris coming.

|

employ a

V.8.on com-

PALESTEFNE,

will ‘or can

breath will swing them either way. Imagine a dealer in the precious metals to go
there for a dozen ounces of the
golden. ore.
dn
—
They are weighed out. Carefully the shinDr. Nettleton had come from the even- ing particles are emptied in. Eight—nine
ing service in some country town to his —ten—sleven—the scales still are motionhome for the night. The good lady of less. Twenty grains of the last pennythe house, rather an elderly person, after weight are in—no stir still—but when the
bustling about to provide her guest with twenty-fourth and last grain touches the
refreshment,
sdid
directly
before her balance it settles down at ence. Each atom
daughter, who was in the room :
; from the first has been bringing about this
‘“ Dr. Nettleton, I do wish you would consummation, the last bit only finished up
talkto Caroline. She don’t care nothing the work. And so when one submits to be
about going to meeting nor about the sal- saved by grace, the motives influencing
vation of her soul. I have talked and talk- thereto may have been accumula
for
ed, and got our minister to talk, but it don’t years. Argument, counsel, appeal,
have
seem to do no
good. I wish you would all been crowding the soul toward the cross.
ettleton.” Saying which And yet no movementis seen. No effect
‘talk to her, Dr.
she soon went out of the room.
seems wrought. But by and by the last
Dr. Nettleton continued quietly taking solicitation needed, the last particle of
preshis repast, when he turned round to the sure requisite, is brought to bear, and the

How

God can the
storm
And bid the billows stay |

the heart is

tended it in his own green-house.
ht him to believe in a God, and

The Lord God made them all.”

Though Sark the dun clouds roll—

indeed, loves a broken

It has certainly no God who

© want to

MAGNIFICENT MAP OF

but no

hear prayer. It is the last
of its race, and,
like certain doomed Indian. tribes, it feels

and

‘¢ All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures, great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,—

Heaven jo the Hho
ero’soe!arm its
wer—
Heaven guides the patriot’s blow!

some

his flower home,

had delivered him from prison.”

Dread not the battle hour;

Give it, do not lend it.—There are
that will lend their hearts to God

its members. It has
discourses,
united prayers; to what would

So she persuaded -the emperor to

set him at liberty.

;

rocks loom mountain high,—

freely from the

church fellowship ; it has not even a rope
of sand ; it has only a rope of cloud to bind

1870.

¥on AGNNTS!

o

i
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&
".~ | related what she saw to the wife of the up by a spectra figure which you may see “8chool
|J . C.GARRIGUES
Times, 608 Arch
(| Jailor. ‘The story of the prisoner.and his app
g with
firm and steady step, but

Truth lives ;—for this Christ died ;—

e’en though
Shall
ise
Child of
imortal

GREAT CHANCE

md dpm

winds.
‘where Puritanism still has inflaence, by list-«All things
come by chance,
” had been sing lo fine sentiments which are more |
written by
him upon the wall, just above ple
to them than
teaching
ing
about
where the flower grew. Its
gentle reproof, those Ey subjeets, sin Bi salvation.
md pleasant
as it whispered: * There is One who made
Vast WIRE CO., 75
_ But, with all its literary ability,it has been
born
St.,
Chicago.
me, so wonderfully beautiful, and He it is able to secure no church organization, no

lr

i t20

38 &

40 Cornhill,

To Avverrisers.
The rates of
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Gro. B. Cons,
at.our office, No, 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

tracts for advertising, and transact any
business belonging to the advertising
department.

LIC SHEEP DIP.
CRESY
preparation is far superior to tobacco, not 80

This
dleagrepabi , much less trouble, and more permanent ;;
cures SuaB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, &0.

5 1b, cans, $1.26:

10 1b.

cans.

kegs, $10;

$2.25; 50 1b.

200 1b, barrels, $30.
One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

Carbolic
Granulatedges, Stables,
&o.

+ W,

GOODSPEED

&

irons
00.,

9] Jak Row, New-York, or 148 Eake Street, Chicago,

Powder,
In boxes of b lbs,

52 Barclay 8t., New

00py given to an
800
a
with Agent's first oo
Jeratn netuttun oo
stating Territory desired—
:
;

i a. $1.75; 20 Ibe, 83.75; 50 1bs., $8.00,
BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
ork.
sm17

ns

ater

to. shelter. it from pelting rains and violent lieve the dullness
of the Ssbbath in a city | |

en
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THE QUARTERLY.
The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to be
published,

asian
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T, DAY,

GEORGEH. BALL,

Opening
:

t EDITORS,

ot

addressed to the Publisher.

:

| since,

s———

found

in

the record of faith that is crowded into the
eleventh chapter of the epistle to the He-

deep

philosophy.

Fortune

Here

does

not

by chance; salvation is not by acei-

dent. He who waits for bless
without
effort comesto beggary. All faith, and no
works, yields no fruit. Every great blessin
costs an effort. There are gifts; some inherit the fruits of other's toil; but there is
toil, striving at the bottom ; some
one

it was li tle more than three hundred

thousand ; the increase has been more than

Seeing the Invisible.
“That is a-striking expression,

is

come

The population of New York and its suburbs now exceeds two millions. Forty years

sixty per cent. each decade.
The ratio of
increase is now as rapid a3 ever, and is

likely to continue the same in the fature.

knocked at the door before it ta

We wonder at and admire the rapid growth
of western towns and ' cities, .but there is
nothing in. all-the west which compares

Salvation
is a free gift; no one:
‘Grews, where it is said of Moses, that he
blessing; it was purchase:
<ndured his hardships and outward losses
s suffered, toiled, died to o
The sim-0- || ¢
| with New York in this respect.
<< a8 seeing Him who is invisible.”
ope; yet no-one receives fl
ple intrease of New York in twenty years |
‘The words seem to hold a paradox:

How

exceeds the entire population

<an one see what is invisible? The writer
means that some things are clearly discern-

this fact are peculiar.
of force and point.
And
what
may
we
‘expect
of
the
future
hidare
«2d by the faith faculty, though they
‘‘strive,” “hap ger; “lay
this
metropolis?
At
its
presen
rate
of
inden fiom the eye of sense, though science
‘look steadfastly into
crease,
in
fifty
years
there
will
be
twenty
cannot prove them, though they baffle pli
ern city.

millions within fifty miles of the City Hall.

A

losophy and elude the grasp of reason.

This seems too mach to

believe,

liberty,” . choose ye,”

clear head is often bewildered with relig- only suggests a future as marvelous
jons problems which a trustful heart solves

logic gets

lost, and

a thousand

things are

easy to Christian faith which have proved
the despair of speculation.
A mere scientific inquirer finds only law
in the world

about him;

a reverent

Chris-

«ian cries out, ‘* O Lord, how manifold are
shy works; in wisdom hast thou made them
“all! A simple philological critic discerns

<n the Bible only a rare collection of ancient
documents, worthy of study, but plaguing
the inquirer with questions too intricate to
beanswered ; the docile scholar, looking up

and listening from his position at the Great
Teacher's feet, finds every page glowing
with the choice thoughts of God. Christ
is a marvelous human phenomenon whose
place in history it is. difficult to make
out, when
the self-reliant
philosopher
sits

down

with

his scales

and

meusuring

tape before the hero of the Evangelists; but
when a halting intellect lets the receptive
heart makes its grateful confession, there is
at once heard the wondering, reverent, rapturous, self-surrendering cry of Thomas,
“¢ My Lord and my God!” The language
of deep Christian experience is like the
speech of a barbarian to a soul in which the
new life has not been kindled; but when
"the divine Spirit
has really begun to fashion
the soul int> the heavenly likeness, Paul
ceases to be a fanatic when he is heard saying, “When I am weak then am I strong,”
and, “The love of Christ constraineth us.”
Once blind, there is now clear vision.
Long withont ‘God in the world; the earth
now becomes his temple, the elements are

ally * belittles” the sacred

ask,”

and so on.

The religious type of

reign of passion, the pride of the heart, the

will largely decide

taint of depravity,
are rot cast out, nor sub-

the letter, have come to throb with the life settle our influence upon the nations of the
of the spirit. The diviner world which we earth.

great desire. It need not be violent, impetuous; it had better not be; but it must be

call heaven, and which seemed remoter than
the farthest stars, appears all about us at

earnest,

now

the

perpetmal

ministry

Words. that. brought only the

of

love.

bondage

of

the fatare New

York

that of the whole population of the land, and

Christian denominations perceive the importance of the case,and are working braveThe
length, and we feel its forces playing freely | ly to’ win the position for Christ.
into our own earthly gphere, and lifing Evangelist gives some interesting statistics
point.
In 1830, there
4s up to experiences that are at times unut- bearing upon this
were
90
Protestant
churches
in the city;
4evakle. To others all this may be unreal
and unreasonable, but to

him

whose inner

now there are 380.

The increase
of ehurch-

eyes have been opened, the solidest and es in the cities and villages arourd, and
sublimest facts in the
erse are those which belong t5 the New York system, is
that belong to the life “which faith has quite equal to that in the city, making alto-

helped to kindle and still helps
£6 sustain. gether about 800 Protestant churches.

The

He endures as seeing the invisible ;—sees Catholies have 40 churches in the city, and
it sometimes as Jacob saw the ladder

‘he-angels in his dream,~as

and

the prophet

saw the firmament fall of chariots hastening
-to the relief of the beleagered city,—as Stcphen, looking into heaven, bekeld the cruci-

tied Messish at the right hand of God waiting with a welcome,

probably as many more in the

suburbs.

It

is encouraging to observe that the progress
of Christianity has been fully equal to the
increase of population, and the present energy ‘and aggressive earnestness of the
churches give promise that the successes of

the future will not be less

marked

than

dued, except as our hearts are moved with a

strong,

persistent

and

“crucify the flesh,” endure

ready to

any discipline

that the vietory may be won. None will fail
of this precious soul-wealth who persistently
strive for it. In the temple of love there
are. blessed, glorious apartments, which
very few Christians. enter because they do
not

‘‘knock.”

They

are

content with the

lower experiences, and perhaps recoil from
that thorough cracifixion of self, and of
sordid, wcrldly impulses; and such a erucis

fixion is an invariable condition of entrance

into the ‘‘higher life,”
they

Having a hope,

feel no irrepressible yearning for all

possiblé

Christ likeness,

-and

hence, ‘live

at a poor dying tate,” when they might in-

corporate into their heart-life all the wealth
of the Saviour’s exellences.

From lack of

knocking, from want of a great and constant desire to be ‘filled with the
fullness of
God,” they suffer loss, they nevergive their

those of the past. We shall speak in detail
of these labors in. the future.
every side there isa cry for analysis and
procfs. The syllogiem and the crucible are | Right here, we inquire after our duty in testimony to the power of grace, they never
In this vast .fully represent Jesus and his power to
in constant demand. There is great depend- the presence of these facts.
population,
there
is
only
one
open
commun- save. ‘‘Knock; and it-shall be opened.”
ence put upon mathematics and the blackboard,—upon the laboratory and chemical "ion Baptist church. Is it ereditable to our
that this should be
re-agents.
‘‘ Give us facets,” is the great, foresight and enterprise
The Supper Belittled.
imperative requirement. © ** We cannot ac- the case? There is no good reason why we
—
_ This

is an age

of critical

inquiry.

Oa

cept fancies ; we cannot endorse a creed might not have had a scoreof them.

‘because it was affirmed by an old assembly ;
we cannot surrender conviction to authority.
‘We must be confronted with facts and conwinced with reasons.”
‘Very well. We make no complaint of
this. “We: believe ' in faets. + We defer to

numbers of our people have

Large

moved into the

city; and been absorbed in other churches,
and that process still

continues; and we

have dene and are doing very little to provides remedy. All parts of the denomination suffer on account of having no strong
veason. We donot respect a weak credulity. churches in this metropolis. ~ We need the
But we insist upon. having the proper prestige, influence and help which such
iacts ‘appealed to, and «ll the facts that churches would give us everywhere; .we
need them as homes for our people who
have a vital beating on the question at is-

The Examiner and Chronicle comments
on “Fruits of Close Communion,” and ‘denies that the. theory of Close Communion
tends to *¢ belittle the Lord’s Supper.” We

are not surprised at this. If C. Baptists
perceived the evil tendencies of the prac«

tice, they would undoubtedly reform, for.
they are conscientious and pious.
Uncon-

sciously they do this evil.
The Scriptures treat the Supperas the

-sue. - The testimony of a man with eyes is pour into this great center of life; we need
them as homes for the large pumbers of
to be considered

symbol
of Christ's broken body and the
blood of atonement,
and of: our reception

the accuracy of ‘a portrait.

the ‘ many” who

when we are deciding upon

A man with a

musical ear has aright to be heard when we

~.aresettling the merits of an oratorio.

The

+ pewer and value of domestic jnfluences can
be testified to only by those who have had

English Baptists who come

to

our

shores,

and are nearly all open communionists ; we
need them to advertise and make known
our doctrines to the thousands in other de-

nominations, who substantially agree with
* wirnehome, And so in religion, faith is a us, and \vould be glad to associate and
fact as well as the understanding. A con- work with us; if we made ourselves known
version is a fact as well as a piece of logic. and offered them fields of Christian useful.. The ‘experience suggested by the words of ness; and weowe it to our Master and to
our raee, and especially to our nation, to do
“(ne gospel, ** Come unto me, . . and I will ‘our
part in securing this ‘vast population to
give you rest,” is not less a fact than the the Christian cause.

-ribaldzy
of Paiiie of $hé denial of a modern
.

While

C

«Houser

dwelt in

We have always worked at 4 disadvan-

because we have avoided the - centers
midnight,he would
have given an empbat- ‘tage,
of
population
and been content with the ruic negative to questions which he after-

ral districts. Jesus commanded his disciin the sunlight ples to *‘begin at Jerusalem” secure a

wards learned to answer
“with an enthusiastic** Yes.”
His last answer strong position at that center, then go to
was.
fact quite as much as his first, and ‘other cities. ‘We ought to have tuwken a

that

rite,

it gives it due

actu

while

honor.

ar-

prevailed.

and the whole subject referred to a special

committee of fifteen, who are expected to
call a meeting and make a report: soon. It

It is difliculs to provide for a prosperous
in the society, and yet

“Both (Baptism and the Supper) stand. ‘easy to
on the same footing; only baptism is placed. tiath
by the Scriptaresin a much’ more intimate
comnection with things
which accompany stated,
die.
salvation, than is'the Tord’s Supper.”

it is ‘by no

life

means

induce it'to give up the ghost. The
reems to ‘be, rather paradoxically
that

it

can’t

live and

it

won't

1!

with
the reality of a
us, Shall
we now, after so0'|
and supernatural religion. The |.
y and open |
“fWhereas I was blind, I
Now York? Shall
ered by ten thousand lips, we now begin to lay wise foundations for
through long and varied the fature? Will we at least attempt to do
OF item of evidence Thich no our part in the task of giving the millions of
“of tepubgll
philosophers, who only this metropolis to Christ? It will cost’ us
norance and
unbelif,
can outweigh. money and hard work to do it; but the ob-

appears in the meetings of the Bible Society, theSeaman’s Friend Society, the Am.
S. 8. Union, the Convention of Congregational ministers, and the

American Board ;

while the radicalism of the day, no longer
permitted to sit before the thunderers from
the Anti-slavery platform, sti!l” finds congenial sentimentsand influences in the halls
where the advocates of Woman's suffrage
and the apostles of Free Religion fire off
their rhetorical guns#nd fling abroad their

bolts of indignation.

Od

the

whole,

the

Anniversaries appear to have been quite
successful. The reunions among brethren
of like faith and spirit, —the continuons outlook upon the world which the Christian
agencies of the century are seeking to
subdue to Christ,—the ‘reports of plans
fashioned
‘and
results
achieved, —the
stimulas imparted by the air charged so
thoroughly with Christian thought and
feeling,—all these are so many helps which
are - better realized in experience than
defined in language. And in this sort of
profit the Anniversaries appear to have
been very fruitful.
~——PRESBYTERIAN REUNION. . The General
Assembly, representing both branches of
that denomination,

now bound in one, has

just held its first session since the fusion in
Philadelphia. The spirit and proceedings
indicate that the unionisa fact rather than
a

form.

Courtesies

abounded,

are

redeemed

by him,

Hence we argue, that, as all sinners may

come to’ Christ, as all have a right to Calvary, so all who really receive Christ have

a right to the symbols of those facts which

old issues

were ‘allowed “to slumber, “the'al'usions
to their long. but now ended estrangement

were indulged only when and as they might

aid thepresent unity, andthe meeting was
equally marked by strong sympathy and a
courageous and hopeful ‘enterprise. Dr.

Backus and Dr. Hatfield were respectively
elected moderator and standing clerk, unanimously and by acclamation, and thus the
two Assemblies that were, exhibited the

precede, produce, and enter into their new

life, There are no other factsin : the wuniverse so sacred, glorious and worthy of our
commemoration as these,—Jesus dying for
sinners ; sinners made alive by the blood of
atonement ; and many, $0 various .in nationality,language, made of thought, opinions and customs, made one in Jesus, one

in the “ new life,” one in spirit, ** ome family.”

ideas.

The Supper is the

symbol

It is above and more

of these

comprehen-

sive than organic modes; itis as broad and
free as the ideas it represents.

;

cance and still exelude Christians from its
Privileges. The moment they catch this,
the scriptual idea, they will be anxious. that
the most diverse of ~all - the saints should
meet at the Lord's table, that the
on y

may be more emphatic, that Christ and “life
m” are inexpressibly

other feature A

superior to eve

mode Spar

or Notion

were like the steady singing of the psalm
of ecclesiastical life up to the pitch given
in this lofty key-note.
'We rejoice in this
expression

of oneness,

and

look upon

the greatstruggle has beena creditable one,

|

witness some of its welcome: fruits.

——Mgz.

CRAGIN

ON PoLyGAMY, &c.

The

full texs of Senator Cragin’s speech on the
execution of the.laws in Utah, more than
justifies

the statements of Washington cor-

respondents respecting its bility; thorough.
ness, and adaptationto.the wants of the

——THE FextaN Ramp.’ It is not easy to
decide whether the wickedness or the folly
of the present Fenian raid into Canada is
the more conspicuous. Both elements enter,
in immense proportions, ‘into this new at:
tempt at the military invasion of the territory of our northern neighbors. How the
cause of Irizh liberty and independence,
even as these England-hating ‘adventurers
interpret it, is to be served by such headlong

operations, and such unprovoked assaults
upon the people of Canada with whom it
is our earnest desire to live in unity, we,
can not imagine. The attempt to overrun
and hold the Dominion is fool-bardy un-

der any circumstanges; and the utter want
of plan, discretion-and pluck evinced in this
movement can hardly fail to throw con.

tempt both upon the nominal leaders -and
the whole organization. They did. pretty
well in keeping their secret, but the very
moment they began to move, the want of
unity, method, earnestness and a serious

moral

purpose. comes.

into

Some slight and temporary successes may
be won; a little blood will be ‘shed; many
innocent people will be frightened ; jealous-

ies will be kindled or fanned; misguided
thousands will come flying back to the
states, angry, sad, but. perhaps not ‘much
wiser ; the guilty leaders will mostly escape ;

the feeling of irritation between us and
England may be freshly aggravated,—and

twin sleeps its last sleep. . The, speech
ought to be cirenlated freely, read and pon&

:

_.

——FREEDMEN's: SAviNGS.

The

“evidences

of thrift that spring up among the freedmen
are many, conclusive and cheering. - The
statistics of their schools are even surprisingly encouraging; their general good order, and the intelligence and self-respect
with which they: use the ballot that has
been given them; are an agreeable surprise

even to many. of their ardent and hopeful
friends. The Savings Barks, in which
they make their deposits, bear an equally
clear testimony. From an article in Lippincolt's Magazine we learn that, four years

ago; the freedmen’s savings banks

were

taking in less than a thousand dollars a day

in deposits.

They now average fourteen

thousand dollars a day. In
ch, 1366,
they had $199,283 in their vaults ; ip March,
1870, 81,657,000. Of the twenty-six cashiers in the various branches, thirteen are

colored men.
dollars which

Of the twelve millions of

the freedmen's

banks

have

taken, at least one-halfissaid to have
saved:

for

actual

investment.

amounts are small compared
ored population, yet they
in the right direction.

been
These

with the colshow

progress

Denominational News and Notes.
Bates College:
B NG

LewisToN, Max 27, 1870.
There are persons,—not a few, wejtrust, —

who have been considering the question

of

aiding the college; and I wish only to say
that now is the time that help is especially
needed. The corporation of the college
should decide by the middle of August,—
and sooner if possible,—whether they will

accept the propositions of the Education
Society, and open the Theological School
at Lewiston this fall. The college must
give the school a good one hundred and
twenty-fivethousand dollars, —fifty thousand
of itin money,—within three years, if the

propositionsofthe Education Society are accepted. I confess frankly to a change of
views on the whole question of theological

education in its relation to our demomina-tion ; and I believe that a good providence
has at length led us in the right way.
I
believe, too, that, if the college shall have
the faith and pluck to take

cheerfally

tremendous Toad now ready for its

the

should-

ers,—take it in the love of Jesus,—take it
for the sake of filling pulpits soon by death
and failing health to be made empty, —take

‘it for the sake of filling thousands of new
pulpits which the denomination is yet to
build, —I believe that He who alene. calls
men to preach the gospel; will provide the
means to educate and qualify those whom

he calls.

Brethren and sisters, let me hear

from you.

:

0, B. C.

Miss Phillips’s Mission.
The readers.of the Star will be interested
in the following letter:
“Rev. C. O, Ley:
DEAR Sir :—You and others will
be interestedto learn that ladies connected
with our Union Praying Circle, who ‘eon-

will blow over

like

and putting dignity into our talk about mat-~

ing become disbanded, on account of its

hope our government may promptly use
its fall authorityin putting down an element so evil and dangerous as this is showing itself to be.

ficient, although the Brunswick

ters that have to do with our diplomacy. ‘leading ' members having chamged their
Between Fenianism and patriotism the place ofresidence. 1Itis hoped that this
spaceis wider than the continent; and we New York Band will become still more ef-

——RETURN OF HON. Joux P, Harr.
who is much

original
——No0 CrErp YET. ' The Unitarian Association had .an earnest debate in Boston,
last week; over the question of a confession

on its way to the grave in whieh its old

vene weekly “at the Social Rooms of the
Tabernacle Congregational church, New
«mischievous squall in March or a hail- York, have recently instituted a Mission
“storm in July. If it shall result in creating Band for the support of Miss Julia E.
such an indignant public sentiment as to Phillips's mission, called the * Santal Mismake another such operation pratically sion Band.” This Band may be considered
impossible, it may prove a reasonably an offshoot from the Mission
Band instituted
‘cheap method of purchasing fature quiet in Brunswick, Me., in 1861, that Band havthen the whole thing

Oar

lowship that shall be, than as a gauge of late ‘minister at the Court of Madrid, —but

the precious fellowship that already is.

get a conviction that, in Some judicious but
still firm and effective way, the remaining
relic of barbarism should <be speethly sent

plain, view,

it

even more as a prophecy of the broader fel-

his half concealed threats, The speech can
hardly fail to make an impression, and be-

dered.

The Scriptures place the Supper in “ in-

spirit and the fruit of real fraternity at the
of life by his death, and also the oneness of outset. And the subsequent proceedings

dar truer testimony
- And .so the .strong-position in. New: York, years a
Now, Close Communionists ‘cannot give
visionof faithis a fact full of mean- |
But,
- changed ; the Toe to it this high and comprehensive signifi-

has
to do

view

are timate connection” with the atoneruent and —— WITHHOLDING THE HAND. = The: Methemployed in’ varied, touching, pe
ive | spivitual union with Christ, the ** Alpha odists at the South are not less distrustful
combinations. There is no life without and Omega”of “things that accompany of theirnortbern brethren than the Bapeffort; grace is free, all grace is of God, salvation ;” yet the Examiner can not tists. The political reconstruction is soondred thousand, and it is now more than two
millions. The immense growth of London, but it is given to those who ‘‘seek,” “knock,” perceive its dignity, its exalted posi- er and more easily accomplished than the
during a half century past, ‘ indicates that ‘¢agk.”
tion in the Christian
system,
but - in- ceclesiastical. | Law helps to cement states,
This eagerness of soul is necessary in sists that it is less significant than baptism ; and so the process may be ‘hastened even
the future of New York may equal the
the natare of things. Salvation depends that baptism is not only “more,” but “much when the inward sntagonismi abides. But
above marvelous figures; for itis the meupon the frame of mind in the receiver 8 more” intimately connected with things church bonds in this country are things of
tropolis of a eontinent, and in it ‘are centering the pegples of Europe as well as of well as in the giver. We cannot see, hear, that accompany salvation than is the Lord's the heart, and so are. formed only by the
understand nor appreciate the precious Supper. Whereas the whole value of bap- hands of conscience and sympathy. The
America.
It is our duty to forecast the future and gift, until we become anxious to receive it. tism depends upon and is preceded by the ecclesiastical rupture preceded the political,
To make men anxious is the difficult task. atonement; the atonement, and its power and it is longer in healing. Religious jealprovide or it.
The church of Christ has
grave responsibilities connected with these For this purpose the gospel is preached, all to bring life to the lost, is the chief, the ousy was the first to explode and is the
prospects.
It depends upon her to say gracious" influences are exerted, all forms royal truth of the gospel, which imparts val- Jast to be quieted. An illustration has just
whether New York shall be the center of of appesl, ‘warning, persuasion and argu- ue and significance ‘to all others, and the appeared-in theresponse ‘te the overtures
If we can only get men Supper stands for that fact and truth; and ne by a delegation appointed - at the last
all wickedness and corrupting influences, or mexqiiploged.
of moral power to bless. and elevate the anxious,’ awaken hunger, desire for life, yet Close Communicn ** belittles” the roy: session cf the Methodist General Confernation. There is no missionary field on their redemption is sure; because they are al rite, and asserts that “ baptism is placed ence, to try and effect a union of the two
earth which is to have Buch a radical and then in a recéptive state of mind. Until in. much. more intimate connection with great divisions of the body, North and
potent influence upon the destinies of ‘na- then, Jesus is a “root out of dry ground” things that accompany salvation than is the | South. The olive branch has just been
tions as this. 1f New York is made Chris- to them. He is more than anxious to give Lord's Supper.”
held out by this delegation, at a meeting
tian, it will prove a fountain of life to our them life, but he can not, because they canof the Southern Conference at Memphis,
not receive it while stupid and indifferent.
notiou, and to a large degree, to the whole
but it was of no avail. After complaining
Current Topics.
world
"if it is given over to Satan, it Jesus knocks, pleads for admittance, strives
that the form of the overture ds quite unwill corrupt and bring moral death to our ‘to awaken a response of interest, and only
satisfactofly, they proceed, with commendaThe Aani- ble frankness but with very doubtful dignideldys a complete salvation because sinners ——BOSTON ANNIVERSARIES.
land and a curse to humanity. The church
of Christ can not prosper in America if the are not in a frame of spirit to receive. .versaries held last week in Boston were ty and temper, to pass unanimously the
This is the only lack, the only hindrance.- numerous enough to keep an immense
metropolis is given over to the enemy, any
following resolution :
effort, corps of reporters busy,—various enough to
more than an army can succeed while its When they begin to act, make
Resolved, Moreover, that if this distin:
foes hold the base of supplies.
As we “strive to enter in,” pray, repent, believe, supply something adapted to almost every guished Cowmuwission were fully clothed
would secure our country to Christ, and choose, knock, they open'their souls to life taste, —attended by citizens and strangers with authorityto treat with us for union, it
make this nation a blessing to all other forces, and the power of grace takes hold enough to render the puritan city some- is the judgmentof this Conference that the
thing like Jerusalem on a festival occa- true interests of the church of Christ renations, we must occupy and control this of and regenerates their souls.
quire and demand the maintenance of our
The same law holds good in the whole sion,—signalized by eminent speakers suf- separate, distinct organizations.
great center,—this
heart of the continent. If we do not, it will prove a mill- process of spiritual growth. Few Christians ficiently to make more or less of the eloWe are sorry at these evidences of childstone to sink us all in destruction.
"Every become eminent in gracious endowments, quent utterances remembered,—and moisish
pettisbness, weak pride, balf disguised
one must see,that a man might asreasonably because they .are not anxious for it, do not tened by the usual rain-storm, which was
resentment,
mock dignity and mischievous
expect to be strong and happy, with a can- earnestly “knock”to gain entrance into the long since put,by anticipation,into the proambition.
To
be sure, they will be the
The meetings are so numerous
higher experiences of divine fellowship. gramme.
cer growing at his vitals, ag for this nation
chief
sufferers,
but
it is not pleasant toa
to enjoy moral, political or religions health ‘Blessed are they who do hunger and that our summary, found elsewhere, can onwhile ten or twenty millions, at the seat of thirst after righteousness, for they shall be ly select, and use the fewest words of de- generous mind to see anybody needlessly
commerceand the center of wealth, are
filled.”
The
power of selfishness, the scription.
The old conservative element burn the fingers.

(his ministers, anid the dawn of each day is
like a fresh proclamation from his lips.
‘Where had appeared nothing but law, there given over to Satan.
is

guing
| says:

dicate éainestness, purpose, soul-effort,

as the
past. Fifty years ago, the entire population of this region did not exceed two hun-

as by intuition. We know what we have
. dived, though it would have still been strange
to us if we had depended upon any outward
interpreter. Love often finds a way where

¢¢

Bellows's

hour. ‘It shows large research, it piles up
unequivocal testimony of the most damagsuggests most
ing and startling sort, and
urgent reasons why the government should
was not less spirited and hardly 1ess "bel- no longer wink atthe defiance, the vices,
ligerent than last year. Resolutions provid- ‘the tyranny and. the perils that attach to the
ing for disbanding the society and. divid- | rule of Brigham Young and his accomplices.
ing its asscts were adopted, but they were “It is a fitting response to Mr. Hooper's sophafterwards reconsidered by a large vote, istry, ‘his special pleading, panégyrics, and

So Subtle and preverting is the influence

All the words in human language which in-

‘and yet it

facts, the

of this rule, that the Examiner even

‘The Words
are
“Kuaock,”. %seek,
hold,” ‘give heed,”
the perfect law of

18

great

Supper.” . It belongs to all saints; it stands
for what is dearto all of themy but Close
Communion drops it down ‘to the low
| status of betoke ning the union of a sect mere
ly.

out striving. The scriptural 8

of any wests

Dr.

In thie’ ight * of mere temporary policy, we and we are grateful ‘thathe is allowed to

unity of all saintsin Jesus, and {reat it as
| an ecclesiastical rite, the symbol of ecclesiastical unity,rather
than of that higher and:
diviner unity in Christ. Hence they argue

I

“Knock, and it shall be opened.”

A Great Mission Field.

re- | ridicule .

think Dr. B. was correct; if the interestsof
Chri: tian truth ryere to be chiefly consulted,
My. Hepworth's view should manifestly prevail, ‘There is- a Christianliberality that is
‘both beautiful and
good; there is dlso a
{that there is a ‘vast ‘difference between theological license which is at once attracChristian fellowship and sacramental fel tive but mischievous. . Of this last menlowship ; that they rejoicein the exercise of tioned thing we think Dr. Bellows’s theory a
Christian‘love towards all saints, but can- somewhat striking example.
not allow any not of *“ the same faith and
order” to sit with them at the Lord's table. ~—TRACT SOCIETY'S A¥FAIRsS. The. busiTo us, this seems like * ‘belittling
the Lord's ness meeting of the Tract Society (Boston)
it is the symbol ‘ef these

kd
:
the Knock: 1

to

they

ject this view of the Supper,
and ‘deny that|

against skepticism, and a power to convince | fective work in New York.

the faithless and win them to Him, the entrance
of3 whose words giveth
lig
Je
light.
iveth
:

a& All communications designed for publication
zhopld be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
va business, remittances of money, &c., should be

3

But

heart enduresas sesing Him whois invisi- thie” offorty” “If it is our duty to fh
ble, and its, endurance Will ;prove its own. open communion. Baptist: denomin
glory acd victory, as well as a firm barrier all, it is our imperative duty to do

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1870.
GEORGE

spite of scientific distrust, the believing

oa

better known

anti-slavery - men

as one of the

in

Congress,

bravely fighting the battle of freedom when

his sympathizers in the senate chamber
might be counted on the fingers of one hand

Band

well, having paid into the Treasury
Society, $1,247. Tt'is our desireto
wholly Miss Phillips's mission,
strengthening the hands of the B

did

of your
support
thereby
to send

another missionary into this field. And we

earnestly invite others, readers of your
good paper, and the very interesting communications which come from Mr, Phillips,

to co-operate with us inthis effort, that we
may, not fail to .accomplish it, and enjoy
with us the

satisfaction

of having an in-

of faith, suchas would definé Unitarianism, ! without using all the digits,—is on his way" vestment in the good accomplished by Miss
and thus save both it andits friends from the home. His old fellow ctizons of Dover Phillips, the daughterof a highly esteemed missionary, and laboring in connection
odium that falls thon them in consequence will give him a warm welcome.
city’ with her brother, James L. Phillips, whose
of their undefined doctrinal position, and government has already decided toThetender
the ‘claim set up to the Unitarian name by- him a formal reception, and the arrange ‘prospectsof usefulness are great.
Mr. Phillips will be pleased to know, that
many who deem ready to deny Christ's ments ‘are being steadily perfgcted. The
the
request he made, published in the Star
authoiity and tear out of the new Testament greeting iz sure to be hearty ah general,
record everything supernatural. Mr. Hop. for his many private virtues and large pub- of April 13, to. be especially remembered
worth pleaded for a formal avowal of some lic service are things which absence does not, by his dear friends in America with refersort, even though it should be called and erase’ from the memory, and which bitter ence to acquiring the Santal language, was
presented at our large Praying Circle,
should, really be a creed. But De, Bellows accusations are very far from neutralizing,
April
20, and earnest prayer offered relary opposed
it, insisting that they had always’ He returcs to his own land to find the negro,
done and can still do without a, confession, —whose manhood he pleaded forat no little tive to this request. And it is hoped that
| —that they had fought such things from cost; and peril,—a full cifizen throughout the this mission will be often remembered in
this meeting, as the third Wednesday of
the beginning, —(hat, instead of edifying, republic, and a recognized peer of
the men each month is devoted, in part, to sympastrengthening and giving them prestige, it who 80 recently filled the Capitol
with their thy and prayer in behalf of our sisters and
would divide, weaken and expose them to sheers and cursings. Mr, Hale's
part in others laboring in the foreign field, I shall
2
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QM, NH,

>

\

s Corporation at Har-

Postponed
to June,
© Notice.

i

foie

.

ok

Ogneord,N. H,

he

i

§

MW 8
:
the. converts, and others will probably go
SUSQEURANNAN Y. M. Ministers’ Conference will Albany,
el Baio
:
Kexnesunk Port; May's, 1870.~Enclos- forward sooh. The Village Times, a paper, - The Methodists have already $24,200 toward convene
with the
| establishing ‘a ‘Chinese mission housé in San’ o'cloc iho
Set .Willou,
Willa
S, Vt, perer 6 WP
erenine: "Tho frst.
odNewfindYork.
$100 fron
the toSantalmakeMission
Band, printed in out village, gives the following
Ronssatae
QM. N ¥, pet 1B Coren,’
.
i
bp
fed toa
Yr
g. Sermonat oitlock. i
Jenner, Pa,
rG WB sson,
Ihope
another fe«
The SomW.
’
e
Comis’ said there48 not asingle missionary, hor re
Te
Cadare.Zbroier wil cheer. Went Gams 8x Hoi A Cook,
mittance during the sumuwer, ...
Eb notice showing, in part, the result of the re, |'aItsingle
.
e
theological student:in
the Southern Lu- fully res

of Pittsburg
for breach of promise of marriage.

n

ed

.

|

Dr. ‘Brealey of Freetown, Mass, has the first
village, | Bible
and psalm book printed in America. ; The
forible, printed in 1663, and
egsing ‘29, ‘and the latter 24. Bible is Eliot's In

A

Stands

a

stones that have to cry out because others ‘and Rev. A.D. Smith of Laconia, the

ing committed as we are to.do all, we can to" ntont
benefit that abused race now called Freed: ‘was

|

the

notable features of the occasion,

the

ism,

at one’ immersion,

we have but little of this world's goods.

. VERMONTVILLE,
MicH, : I would state for

the benefit.of brethren east and west, that
in Feb. last, a series of ‘meetings was

The

in the reclaiming and conversion of over
‘forty. On Saturday, March 4th, four went
I or my wife should: feel that we need the
forwardin the ordinance of baptism, and on
money we can have it by sending tor it.
the day following fourteen more exemplified
AS

FREIND IN MAINE.

the ‘burial ‘and resurrection

posed,

and we hope many others will fol-

go forward soon,

low the example of this worthy. brother.
mah

Revivals, &c.

by

The

WeLLs BRANCH,
ME, Nine

the pew

happy converts

mouth a few weeks since. , Seventeen were

ly there is' no ‘enchantment: against Jacob,

Sabbath

neither is there any divination against
Israel: according to this time it shall, be
said of Jacob and of Israel, what hath God

were

by ‘baptism. A" good interest still exists.
Other churches besidés ours sharein the wrought!”
work. Eight were added to our church at
v
Great Falls by baptism the first Sabbath in
ScorTsBurGH, N.Y.
May. Conversions
Manchester at the

have taken place in
Pine St. F. W. Baptist

church, and baptism is expected.
South Berwick, Me.,has had some refreshing, and baptism is to take place before
long, as is now expected. Shapleigh, Me.,
hashad some revival interest. The work
has been in our church at Ross Corner.
ConroocookvinLE.
The
have had a church in this
than forty years, but for the
erous outlay in sustaining

F. W. Baptists
place for more
want of a genits interests, it

has failed to gain that strength and efliciency it otherwise might have acquired. ' In
Jan., 1867, after much deliberation and
prayer, I came to labor with the church,
having supplied them occasionaly for several

months

previous.

G. WHEELER.

pair and put it in order. During the first
season, by dint of effort the means was
raised, the ladies contributing largely, and

:

The

Church

council

ter listening

. pets, &c. Thé vestry was also furnished and
‘the outside of the house painted. On mov-

to

their

in keeping up & good de-

more than the past year, a large part of the

‘worship.

IL was

a season of good

interest, both in the social and public meetings of

the. means. to. furnish. it with a stove and

Conference business done-in

Prayer” it was fully dedicated to the wor-'
ship of God. The Holy Spirit was manifest, drawing the youth and children to the
one lady came out

Our

meetings continued full and solemn up to
the time of my resignation in March, when,
as a matter of course, there was an interruption both. in the meetings and in the inter
est. Very soon the work of the Holy Spirit

manifested itself at the Academy, especially

among the young ladies, and through the
. influence of their teacher, a devoted Christian lady, several were led to the Saviour;

harmony

and union. We were favored with thie presence
and labors of Rev. H. Belden;of the Lake George
. M. Most of the churches were reported eiPoestenkill
er by delegate or letter.
he
church is enjoying some revival under the labors
of Brethren

and

Kling.

Five

have united

by baptisin, and four were received for baptism,
sesat the close of the communion season of
glon, Bro. J. Elliot was chosen delegateto Y.
Rev. I. B. Coleman,

settees, the Ladies’ Society contributing
about one-third, and during the ‘“Weeék of

very decidedly on the Lord's side.

all

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its May session with
the Poestenkill church.

and

they were

reserve.

i. B. CoLeMAN, Clerk.

CHENANGO. Q, M.—Held its last session with
The attendance was
the church at Norwich.
good. One church, the Holmesville, united by
tter, having
Q. M. for the

been dismissed from the ‘Otsego
with this. Deluniting
purpofose

with the Geregates to Y. Beeting, to be held
. June 18th, were
church, commencing
man
A. M. Totman, B.
appointed as follows: Revs.
Woodmaney; and brethren R.F. Francisco,.J.
for the benCollection
and ———Monroe.
E
efit of Norwich church, $8 42,
ext session to be held with the church in
, July 2=8. Let each elerk be prompt in
0.
a correct standing of their respective
gi
according to the form, as found in the
churches
Register
e 80.
giater, pug

R. F. FRANCISCO,

Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM,N. H., Q. M.—Held its May session in Manchester. More churches report ed regood intelli
The
vivals than for a lon time.
and at the present timed general interest gence
was very cheering and the w ole session
is‘apparent through the place. God is also was interesting. The Q. M. has arranged for an
three cents on the resident memalof
at work in an adjoining town. In one dis- annutax
bers for contingent expenses, instead of n collec:s
trict the children in school were so inspress- | tionat each session for this purpose, Delegate
Ministers,—S. Curtis, N.
eeting:
yearly
od with their need of a Saviour that the to the
L. Rowell, I. D. Stewart, J. A: Lowell, J. B.
,
|
teacher was constrained to send for a minis1; @. T. Day, J. Burnham Davis, P. 8. Bur-

ter to instruct and pray for them; and in
another neighborhood some have been con-

verted, and others are seeking.

Both of

these districts are remote from church, and

many seldom go to a place of worship.
Truly, God is answering the prayers of his
faithful people.

“Though seed 1fe

buried long in dust,

It sha’n’t decelye our hope.”

My brother who succeeds me as pastor of
this church enters upon his work under circumstances in many respects favorable.

May the Lord be with him and help him to

be

faithful.

And may all the brethren and

sisters know the blessing of a full consecration of themselves
the service of God.

and. their possessions to

J. Li. SINCLAIR,

tohohnstown
suowh Conter,
Center Wis., 8., 3 May

WATERVILLE

canonized

Q. M. will

the 2d church in Smithticld,

AY
9 Re

. W. Save

LamanSam’l

ier, AE.T.

V. J. Dudley, B. F'. Haley, A. E.

James,

Jacob

Goodwin,
Gordy,
Brown, L D. Phillips,
Requests for the next session may be made to
the clerk.

n

3

n

Edgecom]

WATERLOO
Q. Mi, Towa,—Feld its last session
Only two churches
church.
with the Water
erable amount
represented, There was a
of business transacted, and harmony and Wis
Bro. M. N.
will characterized a)l our meetings.
the gospel. Bro.
Smith received license to preach
ne hour
Luther Ellis had his license renewed.
Aw
waa devoted to Sunday school interests,
M. be
Q
,
the
voted that eachchurch composing

mee durin
requésted to send two delegates>. toSatay
$0100}

the next ses on bia orn a Q.
enkin
. En
n,
hand of fellowship was withdrawn by the
Aspeisiio
the
‘Waterloo Na M., Oct. 20, 1860, did at the above

and
session make a humble confession of his fault
ask pardon, whereupon the Q. M. voted to re-

to fellow-

HirAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
A

Feb.

8,

¢.,

Dec,

V.

.

and Miss
ev.

as a

Mary

Joseph Gran:

to Science
the Face,

advertized

Sold erty

everywhere.

ny, orany of its Agencies.

4

RC

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.
Pos

Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms

<

or

Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotched disfigur.
ations on the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
Depot, 49 Bond St., N.Y. Sold by Druggists
|, poison.
everywhere.
Y
4mlil

LES.
Mannfactured only
gist, Dover, N. H. Price
“Buy

ME

CHARLES.

column,

is

noted

for

good

dard remedy for Liver

new create the blood,

commencing Friday, at
8. BOWDEN, Clerk.

restore

LOZENGES

dose, and never fail.
kind of PILES.
For

give permanent

do not require

BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer.
AMZI DODD, Mathematician.

SAMUEL H. LIOYD, sere aces.

relief.

Eastern Distrietof

They

increase

7 PER GENT. GOLD - INTEREST

of

Also warranted to cure every
sale at No.1 Tremont Temple,

(FREE OF

ITS

OF

HAIR
RENEWER .

EFFECT

be pur-

It is a perfect and wonderful

FIFTEEN

IS

ness.

Makes hair grow.

article.

Cures

erty, these Bonds are a First Mortgage.

EXEMPTED

bald .

with which it restores

The first application will do good;

tal amount

ul

you will see the

one, giving place to lustrous, shining and beauti

and July,

BY MAIL,

Benj

Miss HA

Unity,

Me
Wells, W Buxton,

Me.

A C Hathaway, Gouldsville, Vt.

A Eastman, (2) Westford, Con.
Boyd, Rockland, M e.
Rev. Joseph Granville, ka gecomb, Me.
“ OF
‘enney, Augusta, Me,
¥

Hen

nished for one third to ome-half the cost of Corn
Starch, Maizena, Farina, eto., for all of which it is
more than a substitute.
It is made up without trouble, and will always re
good. Try it; and our word for it, you will contin.
ue in its use,—Independent.

Rey

{ EXPRESS,

Rev
W
Taylor, Canandaigua,
“A Redion. Ea Corinth.

Rheumatism, no matter how

of Chronic

severe,

GOLD.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

Requires immediate attention, as neg
lect often results in an incurable Lung
Disease.

.

RS B10WN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
will most invariably give instant relie

E
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIV
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
to
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them
olear and strengthen the velce,
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to
OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL
SOLD

TROCHES.

EVERYWHERE.

Omd4

«

Home Mission,
Merey Batchelder, Sanford, Me,

Smith Sandwich, if H, per G W Bean,
Simeon
“ Dover, Me, per MH Tarbox,
Witham,
« 8 Buxton, Me, perL H aa
001,
Wheelock, Vi, per E
“8
Webber.
Taunton, Mass, per C H
“
‘Horton 8t, Lewiston, Me, Re J § Burgess,
per E W Porter,
«North St, Bath, Me,
"
estmore, Vt, per
BC Smalley,

“ Caroling Mills, K I pet J N Rich,

«

“
‘

3000

Kewane@)Ill, per O D Path,
FREEDMEN'S

BRR REET
Smith,

rd,

Coptordy

Sandwich, N H,

NH
NH.

MISSION.

OTR

per G W Bean,

Friends at Starksboro, Vt,
Laconia, chy,
)

letionary of the Language.
[Dr. Dick, of Sootiand.]
he best guide of students of our I
e,

[John G Whitsier.]

e will transmit his name to a
J

melpgicat

part

laborers.
earing relation
Bice,
hy.

surpasses.

to Kianguage

p

Prine:

croft.]
does to

Hitohoook. J
ary.
[Horace Mann. ]
[pee it altogether, the surpassing work.
[Smart, the
English Orth cepist.]
A neces!
to_every
inte
tudent,
teacher - prorsauional man; What ‘Library
°

WEE
1040

Pages

The work is really

Octave.

ly.

York,

Engravings.

a gem of a Dictionary,
n Educational

.

Published by G. & C.
8.

Fs

600

thing for the million, —4m.

MERRIAM,

.

just the
month-

Springfield,

J

2t21

Sold by all Booksellers.

MERCHANTS’
LIFE INSURANCE
OOMPANY,

York

OF

NEW

YORK,

~Agents wanted in eyery County to act in direct
connection with the Home Office. Address,
A.D, HOLLY, Secretary,

120

"

P. 0, Box 6790, NV, ¥°, City.
»

[

{
‘

“
u

-

:

3

UNIFORM LESSON--SUNDAY SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS.

HR | SS avout1 Goh
Bio | School, but adapted to the various capacities of the different grades
Christ.

each grade.

7,10
By

Kent.|
earlier

[
o far as I know, best defining

The interest on the above-named Bonds,willbe paid |

1

for meeting-house in Shep-

A

an

xeols all others in defining sclentihin

12,50

herdstown, W. Va.

Huntington church, Vt,
Starksboro oh, Vi.

very scholar knows its value.
H. Prescott, the Historian. |

6:25

SILAS OURTIS, Treasurer.

Collected by H E Keyes,

4

i

he most complete

108 | at maturity by the FARMERS LOAN AND
6.25 | TRUST ©O., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,
TAXES.Y
| FREE OF U. 8. GOVERNMENT
313
ag
Ll
6,2 | 12111=-ps

6,25
6,20

ST.

FEngravings. 1820
Pages Royal Quarto.
to add my testimony in its tavor.
+.
[Pres’t Walker of Harvard.]

| GG"

TANNER & CO., Fiscal Agents,’

Berlin, Wis per 8 F Smith,
Mendota, 1m, per D G Holmes,

investment,

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

W.P. CONVERSE & CO., Commercial Agents,

18,76
18,76
18,75
6,26

cent.

10,000 Words and Meanings nét in other Dictionartes.

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

"No. 49 Wall Street, New

12 per

GET THE BEST.

cured and yielding a large income,are desirable to par

2,00 |

the first year, with accrued

LTT Pie

These bonds, being so well se-

No. 54 Pine Street, New

is completed,

The coupons are payable January

at r15, at

INCL

this Mortgage 111 mils: price, 97 ¢ and accrued ins
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can be obtained from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and informa

Geo H Chuppel, W
John M Ballou, Deerdeld Cen, N H.
e.
Bben Drew, Lincoln,
Eugene H Libby, Auburn, Me.
Stephen
Hammond, Rome. Wis,
Dea James Martin, Burk, Frank Co,NY,
Rev O © Hills, Canton, Brad Co, Pa.
Rev, 8 Aldrich, Elmira, N Y.
Geo H Danforth, Hallowell, Me.

Road

BANKERS AND FINANCIAL Al
y
+23
THE COMPANY, NO. 29 WALL

Total length of road 271 miles distance includedin

tion relating thereto.

LANDS

WHITE, MORRIS & C0.,

HINORE. © oro o cons via au sibahs Us Mug vh $15,500,000

N. Y.

Liniment will give more relief in

cases
than any other article known to medioal men,
It is often remarked by strangers visiting our state
horses than
that we show a larger proportion of good
Union. This, we tell them, is
any other State in the
place, we
first,
the
in
reasons;
l
principa
two
to
owing
second:
k; and
nd in theRd
os from the very best stock;
s
Sheridan'
use
people
lace, our
ble
ncalcula
pie ogy oh in our judgment are of
advantage,

av

Fogg,

ITS

and about 9 per cent. thereaftet. Pamphlet, with full
particulars, and map can be obtained at the office of

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
This line, connecting St.
and ONLY mortgage.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
through route to California,
The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of
1,000,000 acres, valued at the lowest
estimate at.......... cession Foainavn es 4,000,000
First Mortgage Bonds. ..cooeieterriienranes 1,000,000

Oliver Hinkley, Monmouth, Me.

harmless, remedial and economical, as it can be fur-

ICHIA

-

when

making them

interest and gold

A ShrE A Crm ke

Wm. H King, Litchfield Corner, Me
ot
W C Cathey,
Ioka,
I owa,
Charles H Tong orthfield depot, N H.

of mortgage

accrued interest.

10cks.

S1, JOSEPH AND DEAYER CITY
‘RAILROAD COMPANY,

fectly harmless.
y
Here, then, we have an entirely new article of food
of the most delicate and inviting character, adapted
the use of the table for Blanc Mange, Puddings,
Charlotte de Russe, etc., and almost invaluable for
use by the invalid, It is simple, delicate, nutritious,

UPON

held by the Trustees as a Sinking Fund for the liquidation of the bonded debt. These Bonds, we confidently assert, are the safest and cheapest security
offered in this market. The price at present is 90 flat
but will probably be raised in a few days to 90 and

management,

PER CENT.

TAXES

,000,000. The Road is divided into four sections,
and $1,000,000 Bonds are issued upon completion of
each section. As these lands are sold,the proceeds are

COLOR returning every day, and
BEFORE YOU KNOW IT,
the old, gray, discolored appearance of the hair will

in

FROM

FOR B5 YEARS.
20 MILES FINISHED AND RUNNING,
from which income is derived, with rapidly increasng receipts.
n air-line from St. Panl’s to Milwaukee and Chicago.
These lands estimated worth $8,000,000.
To-

GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
The whitest and worst looking hair resumes ite
youthful beauty by its use. It does not dye the hair.
but strikes at the root and fills it with new life and |
coloring matter.
ad
Stay
NATURAL

TO RUN FROM JANNARY,
CONVERTIBLE INTO

;
GRANT r .O
ov
L060
000 A ACRE S
FROM GOVENMENT,
2
upon which, together with the Road and all its prop=

“oil” or “pomatum.” Softens brash, dry and wiry
hair into
Beautiful Silken Tresses. But, above all.

Brownington, Vt.
Scottsburg, N Y.
Charles St, N XY.
Ortonville, Mich.

YEARS
1870, AND

THE

LAND

A better dressing than any

the great wonder is the rapidity

TAX)

MORTCACE

SINKING FUND'BONDS
West Wisconsin B. RB. Co.

MIRACULOUS.

on the
White

GOVERNMENT

FIRST

nay A VEGETABLE SICILIAN

SaisSS

N. Y., 137 Broadway, N. X.

422

HALLS

$28

.
:

build up

2m21

Clerk.

Viee President.

‘Edward A. STRONG, Secretary.

Bilious Diseases

the appetite,

H. GREENE,

H. N. CONGAR,

best

Boston,by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents.
.

Office Addresses.

Smalley,
Whitney,
Blake, 49
Howard,

Complaints,

are pleasant, portable,

Concord, May 27.
Post

GOOD.”—The

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression af
ter eating, or a belching up of wind,-and always
follows Costiveness.
DR HARRISON’S PERIS

chased at Concord, and points above, to Littleton.
Tickets
Coaches run from. Littleton to Franconia,
are good fonreturn till the 11th inst. Fare from Concord to Littleton $5. Those wishing to be at the
will need to go to Littleton on
meeting on Wednesday,
+= SILASCURTIS.
Tuesday.

Rev E C
+ DJ
“ CE
“GH

YOU

and strengthen the whole body.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Sold by all druggists. 4m9

its next session in

The excursion tickets can

DO

$1,500,000

Johnson's A

8. MACKNET,

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

by B.F. Rackley, Drug:
$1,00 per bottle. 6wm5

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all diseases
arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, or
Impure Blood. They cleanse the System, purify and

Notice.
N.H.Y.M.
SPECIAL INFORMATION. Free return
tickets to the Y. M. at Franconia, will be farnished
Mountain roads.

I’LL-

JOHN R, WEEKS
NEHEMIAH PERRY,
JOSIAH 0. LOW,
JOSEPH A, HALSEY,
H. N. CONGAR,;
OSCAR L. BALDWIN.

I. H, FROTHINHAM,

medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and stan

Clerk.

over the Concord R. R and its branches, also
and the
Concord and Montreal,
Boston,

AND

DIRECTORS: .

A. S. SNELLING,

Letters Received.
Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer; no other arF Andrews—C Bradford—C H Burnhan—& C Brown
economy and SUCCEss.
4
ticle is at all like it in effect.
P BatecaD R Buzzell—J J Banks—S P Baker—G
i
Beal—M A Brackett—Mary FE Barden—S D Bates—J W
See that each bottle has our private Government
Bryant—B Mackall—Mrs ‘J Burleigh—L
Burgin—R
Stamp over the top of the bottle. All others are imi:
Don’t
Young-—Sixteen.
Nader
a
to Look
How
Brackett—J
Badcock—E Bul len—IL Cole—G © Chase—H
tions.
.
Corwne—
Clark—H
N
J
Champlin—
Clough—E
Clark— P
paint or use yile Hair Restorer, but simply apply HaA TF Clark ~H Damon—
LG Cuttin;
M Cole—I Cop}
R.P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
Davis—S D xon—S8 T Devoe—W Ellis—
gan’s Magiiolia Balm upon yeur face, neck and hands R F Davis—M
G W Esten—R Eaton—T M Fernald—R J Farington—
For sale by all druggist®
2teow20
and use Lyon’s Kathairon upon your hair. The Balm
Francisco
Phebe Fry ~-W C Fairbank—Ch Freeman—L
Folsom—J
makes yonr complexion pearly; foft and natural, and
—ALF 08s—A L P French—S P, Fernal
—L
G
Graham—N
Gaimmon--JC.Googins
*
Fernald—A FE
you caw’ tell what did it. Itremoves freckles, tan,
y
W Gloyd—F E Garrison—Miss H Gran—D Greene—.
sallowness, ring-marks, meth patches, etc.; and in ville—E Gore—L B Given—O D Gilm: —J Granville—L
Houghton—G 8
place of a-red, rustic face, you have the marble puri- Hassett—Miss 8 A Hunt—J Heron—M
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
V B Herrick—d W|
olmes—I J Hoag—B Har
ty of an exquisite belle. It gives to middle age the
athorn—R Hanson—G
olbrook— R Higgins—C C
bloom of perpetual youth. Add these effects to a Hall-D W Hunt—B F Holbrook—W Hudson—C M
Of the Issue of
Harshberger—E C Hodge—M L Jackson—R Jones—D W
splendid head of hair produced by the Kathairon, and
James—A Jones—D J Kendall—-J F Kennedy
Jones—A
a lady has done her best in the way of adornment.
Libby—Mrs T R Luce—I[
IL Leach—A Larzelere—A
Libby~—BM Lillibridge—G F Lament—Mrs B Libby—V
Brothers will have no spinster sisters, when these
. A McCard—Lena Miller—F McKenney—S8
Landor—J
&
BY THE
articles are aronnd.
W Martin—H
illett—J Miller—L Morrer—P Meeke
Morton—M Nichols—N Norton—Wm Nutting—J B. Niles
3622
Nagus—J LOdell—L Phenix—S A P: e—M H Potts
B_Potter—C
A Po
§da Moss Farime. This Is a new article of F Penney—J Parsons—A Pittsinger:
Foret
Quincy—W
G
—H
uint—. "M. A Quimb,
food, which we take pleasure in recommending to
G Rosecrantz—-G
din,
our readers. We have used it inour families and
ssell—J Rackle
Ramsey—
D Bmithe AP Spicer L Short—=W O Slayton
ey
have found it to. be the most nutritious, delicate and
cofield—A B Sheldon—1
—A R 8mith—8o Straffo
palatable article for table use we have seen.
In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or regis
P Sorrels—ADSmith—I M Stewart—T KSparks—N STodd
To wnsend—L B Tasker—
It'is a lizht and agreeable farine, very pleasant to —W H Towle—~M H Tarbox—B
tered, with interest at Eight per cent, per annum, payJ B Tingley—8. N Wade—R R Walters—A A Waleridge—
alker—N
the taste, easy of digestion, and hence specially
able 15th February and August, in GOLD free ol
M R Wade—.
ker—S B Wing—A
eston—,
adapted to the use of the sick, the thousands of
States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
United
WakeWhittier—8
E
Wilson—P
B Wilson—D
A
dyspeptics among us, and for young children; bebonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York
man—F
L Wiley—Q
C Whitney—W
H Waldron—N
Young—L Clark— O R Martin.
sides, the Sea Moss, its principal ingredient, has
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Comin GOLD.
many curative properties and is highly recommended
pany of New York. The mortgage which secures
for pectoral and scrofulous affections, and is per.
Books Forwarded.
these bonds is at the rate of $18,500 per mile; covers
another

a

LEWIS 0. GROVER,
HENRY MCFARLAN,

AR your Jrusgist for OMALS PERSIAN
WASH, and
you will get the best known ramedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECK:

bey

Insurane,

for removing brown discolorations from
Prepared ouly
by
Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49

Bond 8t., N.Y.

CORINTH Q. M, will hold its next session with the
2d church in Corinth, June 17-19. 1t 1s desired that
the churches send in the full amount of their ten
A full attendance is solicited.
cent tax.
S. W. CowELL, Clerk.
*

An Opium Refuge has been established
at
Ningpo, China, under the charge of Rev. F.F,
Gough.
The demands for admission are more
than can be complied with.
:
:
3

The Mutual Benefit Life.

and Tan.

SE “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known

Clerk,

L. Gort,

ks

The above Siatement is presented by the Directors,
ag the result of Twenty-five years business.
Conducted with prudence, nothing has. been lost
on investments.
3
:
Managed with economy, the expenses have always
heen small,—the Dividends always large,—declared
annually, and paid when due.
Neither Directors nor Officers are allowed commissions on business or loans, and none’ have acquired
wealth in the Company’s service.
:
Intending hereafter, as heretofore, to act as faithful
Trustees for the members, the Directors offer the
benefits of this Mutual Life Association to all of
sound hea'th who desire to insuretheirlives, on the
most favorable terms.
i
2
Reports, Tables, and other information on the
subject, furnished gratis at the office of the Compa-

B. Starr

Notices.

For Moth Patches, Freckles

Open:

TALTIC

Damascus is the center and capital of Arabdom.
The number of Arabs (or those who speak the
Arabie) is supposed to be 200,000,000. Christianize Damascus, and you Christianize Arabdom.

HN o-

ship.

Cal,,

Special

hold its next session with

ErrLsworTH Q. M. wi'l hold
Waltham, Me:, June 17—19.

19345.640

amount

and Two ordered: paid in 1871.

ville, Mr, Wm.
A. Orae, of BAgond and
Mrs. Ma
8S. Welch, of Boothbay. Also, April 14, Mr. Geo,
D.
Lewes and Miss Emma F. Harrington, all of Wiscassett,
Me.
%

session with the
ERIE Q. M. will hold its mext
“church at White’s Corifer, on Friday and Sat., June
10 & 11, commencing Thursday evening.
V.R: CARY, Clerk.

The Wesleyans are the strongest Nonconform.
ist body. in Great Britain, but one of the weakest
.
in, London.

Jos, FULLONTON, Clerk.

ceive his confession and reinstate him

12, b,

18, by Rev.
R. W.

Mr, D. 5. Sheldon of San NE AaOIN00
PJ Mazaad of Cl ienoster ’ x a

MONROE Q. M: will hold its next sestion with the
Faull returns are
Wheatville' church, ‘June 10—12.
expected for the Register.
A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

the

_

40.000;

130,000,000
The usual Dividend paid in’ 1870,

Miss Susan Clark.
At the house of Dea. J. Ward. of East Troy, Pa.,
May 22, by Rev.
J. L, Pine
Jr, Rev, B, COGSWELL
o Ssalora, Pa jd Hee pid FULLER of Troy.

+ M, will hold ite next session with the
Freeport, commencing Tuesday, June
A.A, SMITH,

380

and

EIGHT

gree of enthusiasm in the school, and never

sire for salvation,

experience

received. The new church is located in aflourC. R. R. It appears to
ishing
- for a real, live, widehave the rigi
i
awake ehureh.
Jo Li HOENIX, JR., Clerk.

ing into our removated house our.congregations were large, and the Sabbath
school full and interesting, and for the first
time in the history of this church it was continued through the winter, and with unabated interest. By the aid of the friends, we

Several expressed a de-

B.

that duty on the Tth of May. Sixteen presented
themselves to be united in church union, and af- |

up very neatly, and furnished with new car-

congregation joining in the exercises.
But our vestry for a long time was of no
use from the lack of furniture, and we suffered greatly for the want of a suitable
place for social worship. After repeated
efforts and failures, we succeeded in getting

DanItis

a F.

M,

L. B.B1xBY,

1 o’clock, P. M., June 17.

Newark (N.J.)

Christopher Columbus is to be
| saint.

F,

to organize

N, Y., May

©,
$98,204,615
a
’

Premiums

subject to _all liabilities, Jan, 1,

RANDALL

The Disciples have 11 congregations in Maine,
5in Massachusetts, and 6 in the rest of New
England.
In the West and Sonth they are very
strong. ,
.
:
:

Organized.

appointed

of the

Presbytery a colored clergyman examined
candidates for licensure in Hebrew.

church at Canton, Bradford Co., Pa., attended to

the audience room was remodeled and fitted

place of prayer.

_ At the last meeting

‘The Register indicates the residence of Rev. O.
Shipman to be Groton and his P. O. address to
be E. Corinth. Both should be Corinth, Vt.

a good place for a good minister.

o'clock, P,

14, at 1'o’clock, P.M.

prayer meeting held, in which even the‘‘ Landmarker” and pastor and all the Baptist ministers

Ministers and Churches.

work before me. The house of worship
was in a very bad condition, there not having been union and interest sufficient to re-

17, ats

June

return

insured,

Rov. D. J. Whithey, Mr. Crotset and’ Miss Cattle

;

BoWDOIN
church in N:

until no Baptist church would hold the crowds,
when the Presbyterians and Baptists offered their
churches ; und this offer was accepted, though
the Baptist pastors still controlled the meetings.
After Mr. Earle left, there was a bona fide union

Others will go forward soon.

Hampton, N. H., church needs a pastor.
iel Moulton, the Clerk, can be addressed.

Bra t, Dea. John C. Jones, of Forth Johnstown

June 26:

if it was to be a union) work with other denominations. The meetings were thus conducted

April 24th, I

. THORNTON GORE, N. H. The F. B. ¢hurch
here is enjoying a good
revival,—the
church all united, and praying for grace.
On the 8th of May I baptized eight happy
converts, and gave the hand of fellowship

With many

a

13. Rev. J. Tillinghast,~The Christian Sabbath.
14. Rev, J.
3 ompkinsy-The Nature and

Friday,

;
of

ed,

Assets

“Okt thee B Parsonage in in Scottsb
Scottsburg,

>
Chenge of ‘Time.
Fox RIVER Q. M. will hold its, next session: at N.
Kingston June 24—26. one week later than the usial
time: Coliference, Friday, June: 24, at 2 o'clock, p.
Sabbath
afternoon,
M. Sabbath school meeting,

laboring

but one took part.

I found them, as I

bers,
Dividends

CU: LIBBY, froaniver,

In Natick, May 20, by Rev.
8. E. Root, Mr. Arthur
W. Clark and Miss Mary J. Camcron, both of Bos-

Maine State Seminary will occur
Wednesday, June
22, at3 ‘clock, P. M., being the ay Slecsding the
B.
F,
HAYES,
Anniversary exercises.

among the Baptist churches of Mobile.
The
ministers refused to enter with him in the work

the same. On the 8th of May, I baptized
3 others. Brethren, pray for us that much

misgivings, but with the pledge of a cordial
co-operation, I entered upon the arduous

have sucéeeded

Mr. Earle, the evangelist, has been

There has been an

baptized 14 happy converts. In the evening I gave the right hand of fellowship to

had been faithfully forewarned, in a sad
condition, having been rent by strifes and

alienations for several years.

rents be abolished and the seats be pro-

times @- much as the gospel.

increase of religious interest here for a
few months past.- Many have been conv ert-

to ten.

77,26

Number of Members,

ing Somion Fri) ay SreRiuE by Rev. W. M. Jenkins.
.H, P, SHELDON, Clerk.

satisfy and increase depraved appetites, $500,000,
000. The spirituous
thus has it more than 40 to 1
over the spiritual. ‘The law costs more'th an six

more may be done for the cause of Christ.
D. J. WHITING.

F.

Losses. paid.on: lives. of deceased
Mem. :

5:00

11. Rev. O..C. Hills,~The" Religious Press,—Its

mencing

The clergymen cost the United States $12,000,
000 annually; the criminals, A $40,000,000; the:
lawyers, $80,000,000; infoxicating beverage, to |

©8:C: KiMBALL.

ed and added to the church.

Wi tool

:

VAN BUREN Q. M. Mich, will hold its next session
with the Arlington and Van Buren church, com-

of the 9th Street Baptist Churgh,

church is about to build, and to assist in other
parochial work.

Twetity-five had been baptized and ad- May 22d. They are all inthe morning of life
ded to the F. W. Baptist church in Ports. | and member
of sonr Sabbath school. ‘‘Surein May. ' These additions

r

Fen

claimed free to all. + «
y
STRAFFORD Q. M, will hold its Bax session with the
church in Plymouth, June 8. Wi 1*those interested
Henry ‘Ward Beecher’s church: has engaged
make an effort to atten?
8. 8. NICKERSON, Clerk.
Rev. 8= B. Halliday, who used to-have charge off
4
N\
)
the Five Points, House of Industry, as superine
}
:
tendent. of the new. Bethel which the Plymouth |. The Annual Meeting of the Corporation of the

“followed their Lord in baptism, last Sabbath;

addedto the church in Deerfield the first

trustees

Cincinnati, one of the largest and most efficient
churches in the West, have recommended that

To God be all the.glory.
‘E. P. Bascom.

>

8

4

Br

of Christ

Ad

Question Box,—Anawers by Rev. H. S. Balk

soul

Organized in 1845.

a

1

sistance.

baptism. Inthe evening we organized a
F. B. church of 23 members. Last Sabbath,
the 22d, I baptized one, and others will

The above offer was most gratefully accepted by the Treasurer, on the terms pro-

1,00

1,00

re PIE

Byrn

Dover,N,H.

19. Rev. J. Li. Phenix, Jr.,~—The Best Method of
.| Promoting Revivals.
20. Rev. N. Young ~The Doxology of the RedcemRev. James McCarten (Roman Catholic,) of
Colchester, Ct., and 150.of his parishioners have
91. The Conference will be Examined on Lectures
petitioned the town authorities to enforce the XIX. and XX. of Butler’s Theology, by Rey. W. H.
J. W. HILLS, for Com,
Waldron,
their
asProhibitory liquor law, and promise

by the writer near this village, that resulted

?

>

inthe Rise nnd Pall of Empires,
18,
IV, Wm, C, Peck,—The Divine Life in the

prosperity: of the Church of the Messiah,

Jas
y

e.
Frojroes of Sptatiuad
Rev. W. M. Tiagley,—Faithful Use of One
Talent,
a
.
i
;
16. Rev. A. 8. Whitley,—~Infirmities and Comforts
of OM
Age.
17. . aBev, Ww. W. H. Waldron,—Providence Manifested

Episcopal, in Boston;is reported as greiter than
| ever, underthe free-seat system.

held

rs

A NF, Island Pond. Vt,

Power and Influence.
2. Rev. J;'W. Hills,—Our Denominational Mission
Work.

Henry Ward Beecher made the chief speech.

I wish it distinctly understood that if ever

A

in Cambridge

from 198 ‘schools, were in'the procession. The
Rev. Dr. Isaac Ferris was elected president; and

~~

.

published

At the 54th anniversary of thie Sunday School
Missionary Union in New York, 25,000 children:

astonished at the tardiness of our-move-

want it, which we hope will never:be, though

book was

yy pee
"

7.
Rev. W, Brown,—The Certainty
and Circums
stances 'of’a Future Judgment, and a Brief.
:
8. Rev. B. Cogswell,—The Portion ‘of the Righteons,
;
:
'
9. Rev. A, Dodge, The Infiaeice of
Religion on
the Condition of
Man.
10, Rev. A. H. Fish,—The Test of Revivals.

in 1640, and is called the Bay Psali Book.

of

and Emma Johnson, twin daughters
men, with such open doors before us, I feel Ads
of Mr. Wm: L. Johnson, of We vil e.

~ But my only object in writing is to inform
you ‘that I wish to loan the society some
8500, without interest, until I or my wife shall

psalm

{lke

TT

services wer

25,00

Bo ns pananion mony spin 2
*

a

mer

The

:

ig

a

that should work hold their peace.

sons.

:

0,00"

NCR

‘by Rev. M. 0. Henderson i

was estimatedat from 3,000,

BY

Me, per H Whita-

a

A TATE

wpe Qoiog SAYURIAE Tn tho Foi hie of
Home Missions, that I feel almost like the

"

Rev J Chaney, Auburn, Me,

NEWARK, Ned

75

:

Nev ier,

AmerA Chaney,

3. Rev, A. P, Bunnel,—A Wise Preacher aims to
Impress.
4, Rev, H. 8, Ball,—Renovation of all things, and
Exposition of Rom, 4:4, 5
J By Rev. O. Bingh am,—The Gospel demands and
descrves Attention.

6.

5

0a

FTA RET
~&

to express myself for writing again so soon
after promising ‘mot "to “trouble you more,
but there is such apathy among
our people

E Jord

D,

AT

Lhardlyknow how

is

r

EA

053
persons. The
spot selectBpiscapal Church
in Hanover; Mass, has
ed for the Soren wad near the: “ Mes- The:
ser Bridge,” between this village and directed that mo. clerical robes except the gown
be used in its service,
ti od
Laconia, and a_large concourse
of specta- The. Ohio Presbytery. of the United Presbytetors agsemb ed, some
coming rom a con.
siderable distance.
‘The number present rian. Church has ‘‘rebuked” the Rev, M. Clarke

OW.

5

2,00

A

DiarBro. Cunrs:

name may not Jppsar in the Jt Smt
i
28
I. Rev, A. Gi
h,—~Open aE ome and Essay
the thong, he Peace wh ch Christ Gives.bat |
oe v. J.
P. Burman,— he Believer’s Blessed

Drew: proposes ‘giving an: additional

cor, He Jor 8 er,”

onference:

100

0 AE

Tn

the

brother is earnestly solicited to take part, though his I’

make it a university,

m

“MANE, May 23,'1870,.

sts of

200

a

©

hha Hoan.

thing

,

i

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

TR
Can

®

.

On. $1,000,000. to. his. theological seminary, and to

memory of man.

as'extends the

ack

The following letter will explain itself:

Daniel

.

4

A RR
Frode

a scene without &
Sunda
by parallel A thahistory of this.
n, go far

Home Missions. :

i

thexan Church,

pL}
“fF

As

here
P. Lo Urnan, “\NEions interest
Yast witnessed

MUTOAL: JENEFIT

2

4
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&

a
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GENERAL,

dod
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ET

43

M, NH

:

Newn:arket, Nr per J A Lowell,

Harmonized from
Yroviding a Ui
scholars,

“four Evangel ists,

m
snd ATTRACTIVE Series o Lessons, containing
The most COMPLETE, THOROUGH
0 meet th
Improved Methods
Ho
8 of of Sun
(3
urgen t demand for J BIbY
or
0 mow ready.

Rp

the
meet
lated to
and oaleu'ate
and Cheaper Edition of the Fourth
TAT U proved

A Circular, with

Lestons and

Manuals,

specimen

pages and

including Bite

DODD

ny

struc-

RT oar oe 4. oe

& MEAD, Pablishers.
(Sutoénsors to M,

IN

Lesson for the whole

W. Pedd), 100

Wroadway,

N.

X,

ace

y

Belkn
| Rocks:

genre

.

|

ge Sera me

LAKE Viirace,, N 'H Daring the win:
Mission Band, Néw York, hoping to make a ter and sprig we hay
hive enjoyed a precious |
=»,
second payment during the summer.
revival of God's work in our church and] The First Baptist church in San Francisco re....Mgs, P. L, UpnaM,
¢
congregation. Sabbath, the 15th of the weontly. excluded. a female member for holding
. New Yerk,
April 29, 1870.
last: month,I. baptized a portion of

rd

... BEUIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Santal

=

remit soon the first payment of ‘the

3
’.
we

“FS

~

174

THE

Pui.

Co

Ld

bef

MORNING

STAR: JUNE

g the situation, the
Amazed at the strange apparition, they |
might almost have thought the translated farmer, getting hold of a dangling rope,

|

1, 1870.

I have lived long enough to see the over | AP Litera Revie.

sentiment generousand
, the effect elevating to

away,”

and

that

God

would

not

come

nearer,

let it

But still, wherever his steps they led,

hurt them, he” was ~ tranquillized, but soon

The Lord in sorrow bent down his head ;

said, ‘‘ I wish he would

And

could warm myself—I'm so cold I"
Then Jennie took off her apron, and
wrapped it about the child saying tenderly:

from under the heavy foundation stones,

The Son of Mary heard bitter groans.
And in church, and palace, and judgment hall,
He marked great fissures that rent the wall,
And opened wider, and still more wide,

“This is all sister has to make you warm,

And the living foundation heaved and sighed.
. “Have ye founded your thrones and
then,
On the bodies and souls of living men?

darling, but she’ll hug you in her arms, and

altars,

And think ye that building shall endure
‘Which shelters the noble and crushes thé poor?
|

With gates of silver and bars of gold,
Ye have fenced my sheep from their
:
fold;

so I

Father's

I have heard thé dropping of their tears,
In heaven, these eighteen hundred years.”
“0 Lord and Master, not ours the guilt,

‘We built but as our fathers built;
Behold thine images how they stand,
Sovereign and sole through all our land.
Our task is hard—with sword and flame—
To hold thy earth forever the same,
And with sharp crooks of steel to keep
Still, as thou leftest them, thy sheep.”

close to him, up here,” said innocent

Johnny.

Sabi

Doubtless Divine Love

tom of the

ty

stooped

little

to the

car,

with

his

head

leaning

at home, while the elder watched

quietly

through the long hours, andthe car floated
on the still night air, till it began to sway
and rock in the fresh morning wind.
thoughts, speculations, and wild imaginings, while watching through the hours?
She may have feared coming in collision

ens

One pleasant afternoon
et’s appearance,

ten

during the com-

years ago,

an -aero-

naut, after a prosperous voyage, descended
upon a farm in the neighborhood of a large
market town in one of our Western

He was
of the
asking
and the

with a meteor—for many were abroad that
night, scouts and heralds of the great com-

et—or perhaps being cast away
_desolate star island, or

more

on

some

dreary

still,

States. . floating on, night and day, until

soon surrounded by a curious group
farmer’s family and laborers, all
eager questions about the voyage
management of the balloon. That

secured by an anchor and rope in the hands
of the aeronaut, its car but a foot or two

above the ground, was swaying lazily
backward and forward in the evening air.
It was a good deal out of wind, and was a
sleepy, innocent monster in the eyes of the
farmer, who, with the owner's permission,
led it up to his house, where, as he said,

he could ‘* hitch it” to the . fence. But before he thus secured it his three children,
aged respectively ten, eight, and three
* years, begged him te lift them ¢‘ into that
big basket,” that they might sit on ¢ those
pretty red cushions.” While the attention
of the aeronaut was diverted by more curious questioners from a neighboring farm,
the rash father lifted his darlings, one by
one, into the car. Chubby little Johnny
proved the ‘‘ ounce too much” for the
aerial camel,
and bronght him to the
ground ; and then, unluckily, not the baby,
but the eldest hope of the family was lifted out. The relief was too great for the
monster.
The volatile creature’s spirits
rose at once, he jerked the halter out of the

farmer's hand, and with a bound mounted

her

little boy,—her

only child, Johnny. Her husband was a
poor hard-working man, who had contrived to pay for the little home, having one
cow, and kept his garden in order, when
he was suddenly removed by death. Johnny was too young to remember his father,

called him

against his sister’s knee, slept as soundly as
though he was lying in his own little bed

Babies in the Clouds.

save

tell her his joys and sorrows, how the boys

Who can divine that simple little child's

The

alone

and then, hand in hand, little Johnny would

little ones, and folded them in perfect peace
—for soon the younger, sitting on the bot-

The Family Circle,

all

we will say our prayers, and you shall go to and the neighbors lived at a distance, and
so he and his mother were all in all to each
‘ Why, how can I say my prayers before other. The school-house was far off, too,
I have my supper ?” asked little Johnny.
but as soon as his litile legs had got long
¢¢ Sister hasn't any supper for you .or enough, Jobnny was found at school. Earherself, but we must pray all the harder,” lyin the morning washed, and combed, he
responded Jennie.
would kiss bis mother for a long day, with
So the two baby wanderers, alone in the his little dinner basket” hung on his arm,
wide heavens, unawed by darkness and while she, charging him to be a good boy,
silence, by the presence of the great comet would go back to her lonely home, to spin
and the millions of unpitying stars, lifted or to weave, or to do something by which
their clasped hands, and sobbed out their she might be able to earn a pittance toward
sorrowful, « Our Father,” and then that their support.
Sometimes she would go
quaint little supplementary prayer :
out to meet him towards night when she
.| thought it time for him to come home,
‘“ Now I lay me down to sleep,

¢¢ There, God heard that easy; for we are

These set he in the midst of them,
And as they drew back their garments’ hem,
For fear of defilement, ‘‘ Lo, here,” said he,
“The images ye have made of me!”

lived

sleep.”

I pray the Lord my soul to keep;
If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.”

Then Christ sought out an artisan,
A low-browed, stunted, haggard man,
And a motherless girl, whose fingers thin
Pushed from her family want and sin.

house nestled among the trees, at the foot
of a hill, lived the widow Weed. She

they

both

‘a

baby,” and a ** milk-sop,”

because he stoutly defended his mother,
and how Miss Pierson praised him for getting his

lessons so well, and called him her

‘“ model little boy.”~
“I don’t think they ought

to laugh at

us if we are poor, do you, mother P”
‘ Why, no, not if we do as well
can.”

“They

throw

and

do, because I am little

as we

pull me round, they
and feeble.

I can’t

fight them; but I tell you what, mother,

I'll grow up, and I'll be a good scholar,
and be a doctor or a lawyer, and then we
will live in a big house, and you shall dress
like a lady, and I'll have good

clothes, and

see if they will laugh any more !”
‘“ Well, Johnny, you be a good boy, and
learn to love your books, and I will do all
Ican for you.” The widow wiped a tear
from her face, and felt that little confiding
boy was dearer to her
in the world.

than all the

wealth

amount

of property, which shall not be af-

fested by either his bankruptcy or his death.
This may

be done by a life insurance—es-

pecially if it be a policy which is not forfeited by neglect of payment. Buta still better way is to settle upon the wife a good
house, and the furniture. Then, if misfortune comes, the man will still have a

home.

He

will be secure at the root, and

may begin'again with some hope.

If death

Reinforced by her he drew

near

the

tree,

is subject to fluctuations, and

reconnoitering.

Surely

never

to.their “ level best.”

Counsels
;

for the Young.
—

and

sually able, and in point of living interest, it
leads its contemporarie of the same general
class.
Letters of Coleridge, American Social-

isms, Imperial Library of Paris, Prostitution—
How to deal with it,—these are topies that are

sure to be interesting when treated with fair abil-

;

Never be cast down by trifles. If a spider breaks his thread twenty times, twenty
times will he mend it again. Make up
your mind to doa thing, and you will doit.
Fear not, if troubles come upon you; keep
up your spirit, though the day be a dark
orie.

Ifyou have an enemy, act kindly to him,
and make him your friend. You may not

win him over at once, but try again.

Let

:

And so repeated kindness will soften a

ly is wont

philosopbers; it is still better, and

pictiires, truly artistic.

in its way,
ed and

ntroductory

It is a great institution

and is not likely to lose the hold upon

steadily

kept.—OLD

AND

NEW

The cup that is full
and
bad

Be on your guard, and strive, and pray,

To drive all wicked thoughts away.
~The Mentor,

oh.
Should misfortune overtake you, retrench,
work harder, but never fly the track; confront difficultics with unflinching perseverence; should you then fail, you will be
honored ; but shrink, and you'll be despis-

ed.

things for the future.~PUTNAM can now and
then afford to appear, as this month, without any
papers of exceptional brilliance, as its stead y
shining forbids it to be unnoticed or unprized.—
LIPPINCOTT was never better or more beautiful,
and never exhibited clearer evidence that it had
learned what a magazine needs to be.—The more
specially domestic and religious magazines are
quite up to their usual standard, and the juveniles, especially the NURSERY and the CHILDREN’S HOUR, for the little folks, are marvels of
beauty and interest. There is not one in all th e

more ‘conso-

list below but has positive merit.

H. A. Brown

& Co., Boston, announce ‘the

speedy publication of a superb edition of Woon's

ANIMAL KINGDOM, profusely illustrated

Christian

© W. R. Williams, D. D, Ninth thoussad 1870.IV.
12mo. pp. 396.
Essa

These books are eminently welcome, and so is |

book and gain one new idea, if no more.
8avd that one and add another as soon as
you can. Says the old Scotch adage:
‘*“ Many a little makes a mickle,” :

and at

avery reasonable price. It willbe fssued in a
single octavo volume of 800 pages, and sold only
by subscription.
The work is superior,in its
completeness, and in its happy combination of
the scientific and popular elements, to any other
in the same department.
In interest and value
it stands very high. Agents should address the
publishers,
eo

the fact that they have had so extensive a sale in

this country.

When

first published on

“The Great Teacher” was

this

side

of the

ses, the

im-

pression made by it upon the American ministry
was

most

profound.

It quickened

the

pulpit

from one end of the lard to the other. It exalt‘ed Christ to a new place in the estimation of
many who had

made him and his

teachings

the

The National Publishing Co., Phila., are about

issuing the second volume of Alexander Ste-

phens’s account of the war. Asa narrative of
the events connedted with the great struggle, it

is greatly inferior to any one of half a dezen
works already in the hands of the public; and as

a statement of the antagonism between the ideas

study of half a long lifetime. The elements of
his power as a preacher stood out with fresh
distinctness. Men saw his method, his plan, his

be far less satisfactory to our readers than the

admiration and kindled into fervor.

Roads, a very

that had been wrought

into our

civil life, it will

account given us by Greeley; but it is a work of
spirit, his adaptations, all in a mew light; and,
real interest, as exhibiting the political philososeeing these, learned how their own ministry
phy of one cf the ablest Southern statesmen, and
was to be made a power and a success. The vol- kone whose views had great influence in fashionume at once instructed and kindled.
ing the theories and developing the sphit that
It unveiled
the preacher’s great model, lifted up his stand- impelled the South to the terrible conflict.
ard, made his path plainer, and filled his heart
The specimen pages now lying before us indiwith a new energy and hope. The work is still cate that the second volume is to be much more
needed, and mo young, impressible, earnest racy and attractive than the first. We see in his
minister can read it without being filled with account of the famous conference at Hampton

We

com-

frank expression,

of opinion re-

mend it with emphasis, as one of the books for a specting Gen. Grant, whom he ol
ministerto study, sure that he will

find his fanc-

first time.

The General

remarkable

has

met for Fe

proved

himself a

man, and we are glad that

816-

be-

phens has the frankness to confess it, though his-

of these volumes did for the minis.
try, by directing its eye to Christ's preaching,
the other did in a good measure for the church,

cy. His volumes will have a sort of interest and
value, such as will insure them a future of some

by pointing out the field which her ascended
Lord set her to occupy, and the evangelizing
work which he committed to her hands. The

;

MEMOIR OF REV, JOHN SCUDDER, M.D.
New.
York: Harper & Bros.
Dr. Beudder was thirty-six years a missionary

in India, and one of the oldest, most successful
and noted men who has ever labored in that

fleld. It would be very difficult to write an un:
interesting memoir of a man of such rare endowments and distinguished labors; the most simple

and unskillful narration of the events which entered into his missionary life would make a hook
which no lover of missions would willingly fail
to read. Dr, Waterbury has done his task tolerably well, though it does seem as if he ought to
have done ft better,
;
—

C. Beribner & Co., New York, are doing the
public a great favor in bringing out their * Illus.
trated Library of Wonders.” We have already

noticed several of the volumes composing the
series, and are glad to notice and commend two
more volumes, which the young people will wel-

come with delight, WONDERS OF ITALIAN ART;

by Louis Viadrot; and WONDERS oF THE Hu-

MAN

. Learning will accumulate wonderfully if
you add a little every ‘day, Do not wait
for
a long period of leisure. Pick up the

ends its

first volume superbly, and it promises still better

Church constituted and ¢
to convey the
gospel 0 the world,
Same Author ad Pub.
an

is es-

the public sympathy which it has eminently gain-

THE GREAT TEACHER: Characteristics of our
Lord’s Ministry.
By John
Harris,
D. D.
With an Introductory Essay by Heman Humhrey, D. D. Seventeenth American Edi tion.
ton: Gould & Lincoln. 1870.
12mo. PP.

ers.

ATLANTIC

scientific, sketchy, stimulating, and through its

nant with the methods of Christ and Paul, to
make an effective appeal to the ‘‘common people”
who heard the Great Teacher gladly,and from
whose ranks the great mass of recruits to the
Lord’s army have always come.

852. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co. .
THE GREAT COMMISSION:
or, The

to serve up.—~The

pecially good even for it, bringing out some of its
most characteristic qualities. —HARPER is solid,

tory may have helped him to record his prophe-

significance.

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW,
WOOD'S MAGAZINE,
& Co.

OLD AND NEW.
ton & Co.

May.

New

April. BLACkYork:

Bopy,

from the French

of A. L. Pileur,

M.D.

June.

Boston: H. O. Hough-

HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
York: Harper & Brothers.

June.

New

THE LADY’S FRIEND. A Monthly Magazine
of Literature and Fashion. Phila.: Deacon &
THE

:

GALAXY.

& Co.

June,

New

York:

:

Sheldon

:

PUTNAM’S MONTHLY MAGAZINE of Literature,
Science, Art, and National Interests, New York:

@G. P. Putnam & Son.
THE

ATLANTIC MONTHLY,

devoted te Litera-

ture, Science, Art, and Politics. June.

Boston:

Fields, Osgood & Co.

LIPPINCOTT'S

MAGAZINE,

Jume.

Phila:

J.

B. Lippincott & Co.

:

Hours AT HoME,

June. New York C. Serib-

ner & Co,

:

Tar SABBATH AT HOME.
An Illustrated Religlous Magazine for the Family,
June.
Boston: Am. Tract Society.
’

Our YouxG Forks,
zine for Boys and Girls,

Osgood & Co.

An Illustrated MagaJune. Boston: Fields,

.

Tre RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE for Young People. June. New York: Hurd & Houghton.
PHRENOLOGICAL- JOURNAL

| MONTHLY,

June.

@Goop HEALTH,

AND

PACKARD'S

New York: 8. R. Wells,

A Journal of Physical and -

Mental Culture, June. Boston: New England
News Co.
4
ARTHUR'S HoMR MAGAzINE,
THE CHIL-

Tne Bazar Book or Decorum.
New York:
Harper & Bros.—Good common
sense pervades the volume,
|
| DREN'S

BRSSIE ON HER TRAVELS.

By Joanna H. Mat

thews. Robert Carter & Brothers.
The Inst of this series of readable

lent. books

L. Scott

.

Peterson.

Evil thoughts are worse enemies than
lions and tigers; for we can keep out of the
way of wild beasts, but bad thoughts win
will hold no more; keep your head
heart full of good thoughts, that
thoughts may find no room to enter.

There are many other things, such as this month-

speculations and
reckoned among

ulating in their substance.

A cheerful spirit gets on quick,
A grumbler in the mud will stick.

their way everywhere.

Weed’s reminiscences of the early days of the
war are interesting and quite self-complimentary.

scholarly qualities of
the
are

much room to its serials, Earl's

plantation manners which oncd prevailed, tempered
and restrained by a wholesome fear. Mr.

of the community, by putting the reply to the
skeptic into a popular instead of a learned form,
and keeping the full vigor of thought while

of the

or commonplace.—

Dene, Cornelius 0’Dowd, and John, but having
good articles on Trade Unions and New Books,—
THE GALAXY throbs as usual with life, and will
be sure to get attention for its bad-tempered article which Judge Black addresses to Senator .
Wilson, condemning his portrait of Mr. Stanton.
Itis biting and bitter, full of half-suppressed
passion, and having a tome that suggests the

that should meet the wants of the average mind

heart of stone.
Whatever you do, do it willingly.
A one came to make the pulpit more thoroughly
boy that is whipped to school, never leains Christian, the other, to make the church more
truly a missionary agency. Their work is by no
his lesson well. A man that is compelled means
done, and we take pleasure
to work, cares not how badly it is performed. ing these new and excellent editionsin commendof & couple
He that pulls off his coat cheerfully, strips of volumes that are as attractive in their rich
up his sleeves in earnest, and sings while and glowing style as they are excellent and stim.
he works, is the man for me.

its topics, giving

the antagonist. The lectures are meant for patient and vigorous thinkers, as the authors were
doubtless requested to keep these in their eye.
It is well to deal with the class of mindsto
which these words are especially addressed.
It
would be a work of perhaps still greater importance to provide hereafter a course of lectures

style. Itis well to meet
syllogisms of the few who

skeptical, is never weak

BLACKWOOD for May is limited in the range of

has invited, can not fail to wound and bewilder

one kindness be followed by another, till
you have accomplished your end. By lit- longing after his Master's spirit and methods
coming more deep, constant and effective.
tle and little, great things are accomplished.
What one
‘Wears the hardest rock away.

and

of the day

tions growing more significant in his eye, and his

Water falling day by day,

ity; and the Westminister, though often audacious, oracular, and not unfrequently sneering

its responsive blows, which

yielding something

Wi

Some of them put on the

glory of picture and color that seems to hog
gested by the beauty which nature is everywhere
spreading around, and the racy, chatty, breezy
style that befits the summer taste,begins to show
itself. We give a list of most of those which
have won a deserved popularity below, saying
here and now a few special words.
THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW for April is unu-

is here and there a needless paradeof learning,
and a lack of simplicty, directness and vigor.
But.as a whole, the volume is an important and
one,

By

. Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

sult of tryingto make them profound, and there

valuable

How to

by inch-

The Magazines of the month are generally up

miracles,~Prof. Fisher's exhibition of Rational-

the egotistic and defiant skeptiscism

it will cost.

, author of *¢

es.” &c. Boston: A, K. Loring,
‘Written by a man of knowledge, taste, experience and enthusiasm, He has put all these
qualities into his little treatise, and supplied just
the plain, practical information that is needed by
-most
who propose to go to work in the culture
of flowers.
r

fruitful in suggestions, very pungent in their
criticisms, very vigorous in their logic, and very
emphatic in the testimony which they bear to

ism,~and Dr. Porter's presentation of The Complex and Cumulative Argument for Christianity.
Two or three of the lectures are hazy, as the re-

What

Charles

been
not
and
very

lent, dishonest and wicked. But if, while
clear of debt, the husband settles property
on his wife for the just maintnance of
herself and children, his after debts have
no more claim upon that property than if
he had sold and transferred it to a neighbor
instead of to his own wife.. No man has a
right to leave a family whom he has accus‘tomed to affluence liable to sudden and
wasting poverty.
A provision made betimes, in property, for the safety of his
family in case of his death or bankruptcy,
may be accepted and employed by the most
sensitive conscience. I write strongly on
this subject, because I have seen so much
distress arising from the want of such precaution.— Beecher.

to start it.

stock it to have flowers the year round.

and metalove philo-

sophic inquiry, and who have sometimes
troubled because scientific skepticism was
more frequently met with its own weapons
on its own ground, will find these lectures

SiMPLE FLOWER GARDEN for COUNTRY
HoMES.
A practical Guide for every
lady.
How

blows to take as well as blews to give, and that
| their religious skepticismis often coupled with
a weak credulity when they come to the discus-

Sovereignty of Law,—Prof Seelye’s discussion of

that |

nothing is more frequent than that men
the eventof its descending in a favorable
should in one year have all the comforts
‘
|
pear
tree
bore
such
fruit
!
spot, there was but” one danger to be apand advantages of wealth, and the next
Suddenly there descended from the thing
prehended ; he thought that the elder child
year be stripped bare. But a vicious hopemight step out, leaving the younger in the a plaintive, trembling little voice ; * Please fulness prevents them from realizing that
balloon. Then. it might again rise and take us down. We are very cold I”
they shall ever be subject to this fate which
' Then a second littlé voice:
« And hun.
continue
its voyage.
’
betalls others.
%
"+ * Ah no," replied the mother. * Jennie gry too. Please take us down!”
Men expect to live; they do not antici“ Why, who are you? And where are pate bankruptcy.
would never stir from the car, without JohnWhen times,change, and
ny in her arms !”
:
yous: 4.
the pinch comes, it is too late fur them to
balloon passed directly over the
The first Jittle voice said: “We are Mr. make provision for the family, The wife,
‘market town, and the children, seeing Harwood’s little boy and girl, and we are the children, the whole household, ave sudmany
le in the street, stretched out lost in a balloon.”
denly plunged into distress. Indeed, much
theif ands, aud ried londhy for ip, But
The second litt'e voice aid: « It's us, as the business man suffers for himself, his
the villagers, though they saw. the bright .and we ronmned away with a balloon. own pangs are the least part of his sufferlittle heads, heard no call.
ing.
Please take ug down.”
id
cautiously

A

Christian problems, devotees of philosophy have

sion of questions of natural science
physics. And Christian men, who

is a

DICTIONARY

UNABRIDGED

Scotland even,it is the most complete Dictionary
of the English language in éxistence. The favor- . .
able notices of itonthe other side of the waters
are yearly becoming more general and emphatic.
In Americait is a pride and joy that we have
such a book. Itis published by G.& C. Merri.
am, Springfield, Mass.

that in the debate over

or of seenring the family, would be {raudu-

So she silently toiled and denied herself everything possible, and kept her child
If the sun is going down, look up at the
at school. When he had learned all they stars ; if the earth is dark, keep your eyes
guided the little girl's wandering hand could teach him at the little red school- on heaven !" With God’s presence and God's
He promises, a man or a child may be cheerto a cord connected with the valve; some- house, she sent him to an Academy.
thing told her to pull it. At once the bal- was the poorest boy in school, the poorest ful.
loon began to swing, slowly and gently as dressed and fed. People wondered why
Never despair when fog’s in the air,
though let down by tender hands, or as widow Wood should “‘kill herself with
A sunshiny morning comes without warning.
work
just
to
keep
that
great
boy
at
school.”
though some celestial pilot guided it
Mind what you run after. Never be conthrough the wild currents of air, not letting They said, ‘“he had better be earning
it drop into lake or river, leafy wood or something for his mother.” But the wid- tent with a bubble that will burst, or a fireAt length work that ends in smoke and darkness.
impenetrable swamp, where this strange, ow kept silent and toiled on.
the
time
came
when
Johnny
was
ready to Get that which you can keep, and which is
"unchildlike experience might have been
:
:
closed by a death of unspeakable horror; go to College. Could she ever meet the worth keeping.
expenses?
She
had
earned
and
saved
but causing it to descend as softly as a bird
Something sterling, that will stay,
alights, on a spot where human care await- something every year, by her loom, in view
+ When gold and silver fly away.
of this possibility.
ed it.
Fight hard against a hasty temper. Au. After he entered College, she milked
The sun had not yet risen, but the mornger
will come, but resist it. stoutly. A
and
drove
her
own
cow
to
pasture,
cut
her
ing twilight had come, when the little girl,
spark may set a house on fire. A fit of pasown
wood
all
winter,
and
one
day
in
the
looking over the edge of the car, saw the
dear old earth coming nearer—‘¢ rising to week, sometimes two, went out washing. sion may give you causeto mourn all the
days of your life.
meet them,” she said.
But when the car Soon it began tobe whispered round that
*“the
widow’s
boy
was
doing
well;”
and
stopped, to her great disappointment, it
He that revenges knows no rest;
The meek possess a peaceful breast.
was not on the ground, but caught fast in then ‘‘that he was a fine scholar;” and
thestopmost branches of a tree.
Yet she the day he graduated, the first scholar in
his class, the poor mother took his’ &rm
saw they were near a house whence help
might soon come,
so she awakened her after the exercises of the day were over,
brother and told him the good news, and and with tears and smiles walked with him
together they watched and waited for de- through the streets of the city, the happiest
liverance, hugging each other for warmth, mother in all that city. A few years after,
she saw him taking a commanding position
for they were very cold.
Farmer Buxton, who lived in a lonely in his profession,—one of the most honored
house on the edge of his own private prai- and distinguished men in our country. She
rie, was a sleeper in general, but on this did see him in his elegant house, surround‘particular morning he awoke before the ed bya great library, and a most gifted
family of children. And she did live with
dawn, and, though he turned and turned
him and lean upon him as upon a strong
‘again, he could sleep no more. Soat last

will begeta conviction

WEBSTER’S

library in itself, and in the judgment of many of
the best scholars and educators in Emgland and

takes away the father, the nest remains.
whatis vital in the gospel. And, hence, they will
The children do not needto be scattered.
be a very welcome and very useful contribution
Some persons have questioned whether to the literature of Christian Apologetics. We
a sc¢rupulous honesty would allow one to have been especialy interested in Prof. Mead’s
hold back from creditors ‘any part of a hus- discussion of The Uncertninties of Natural and
band's property. ‘A settlement of property Religious . Science,—President Woolsey’s stateon another, while debt hangs over it, either ment of The Equilibrium between Physical and
for the sake of avoiding paymentof debt, Moral Truth,—Dr. Peabody’s exhibition of The

should die of hunger. Poor babies in the
clouds!
* Atlength a happy chance, or Providence,

well with the children, provided it did not extremity ; he called on his valiant wife. ness
In

to settle upon his wife a certain

Troubles never stop for ever;
The darkest day will pass away.

into the air! Vain was the aeronaut’s anchor. It caught for a moment in a fence,
but it tore away, and was off, dangling uselessly after the runaway balloon, which so
swiftly and steadily rose that, in a few minutes, those two little white faces peering
over the edge of the car, grew indistinct,
staff, but I am not sure that she was realand those piteous cries of, ‘Papa” ! “Mam- | he said to his good - wife, whom he had ly happier than when chopping at her
ma 1” grew fainter and fainter, up in the kindly awakened to inform her of his un- wood-pile, that she might save something
accountable wakefulness:
‘It’s of no use!
air.
| to-help her boy through College. They are
I'll
just
get
up
and
dress,
and
have a look
When distance and twilight mist had
both dead now; but I knew Lim well, and
swallowed up voices and faces, and noth- at the comet.”
his invaluable writings are now on my
The next that worthy woman heard from table before me.*® Such is the simple, but
ing could be seen but that dark, cruel shape,
sailing triumphantly away with its precious her wakeful spouse, was a frightful sum- true story of the ‘Widow's Son.”—Dr.
booty, like an aerial privateer, the poor mons to the outer door. It seems that no Todd.
:
father sank down helpless and speechless ; sooner did he step forth from the house,
buttire mother, frantic with grief, still than his eyes fell upon a strange shape
Settling Property on a Wife.
stretched her yearning arms towards the hanging in a large pear {ree about twenty
Wn
a
inexorable heavens, and called wildly wp yards distant, He could see in it no likeWhen men are prosperous,and are making
ness to anything earthly, and he half fan- money, and considering themselves rich, 1
into the unanswering void.
The aeronaut strove
fo console the cied it might be the comet, which, having wonder that it so seldom comes heme to
wretched parents with the assurances that putouthis light, had come down there to them that they are liable to reverses, which
the ballocn would descend within thirty perch. In his fright and perplexity, he shall pluuge
their families into the utmost
miles
of the town, and that all might be did what every wise man would do in a like pecuniary distress, Men know that busicome down in water or in deep woods.

money,

:

the reader.

throw of a great many families because the
on
succeeded
in
pulling
down
the
balloon.
navigators
father, believing that he should live and
angel
small
little creatures’
He first lifted out little Johnny, who ran always keep them in comfortable circum- CHRISTIANITY AND SKEPTICISM, Boston Lectsome voyage. of discovery, some little
ures. 1870. Boston: Congregational Sabbathcherubic adventure of their own, as, head- rapidly a few yards towards the house, then stances, had neglected to make independent
School and Publishing Society. 12mo. pp. 406.
purple
and‘
turned
round,
and
stood
for
a
few
moments,
cloud
rosy
provision
for
them.
the
ing toward
A Parable.
This volume owes itself to the cnterprise of
At the man’s death the estate proves ‘several public-spirited Christian men of Boston,
island of sunset splendor, they sailed deep- curiously surveying the balloon. The faith:
BL
faded
and
west,
the
ful little sister was so chilled and exhaust- either insolvent or is reduced tos minimum. who provided for the discussion of various toper and deeper into
Said Christ our Lord, *“ I will go and see
h
ed that she had to be carried into the house, The wife, not trained to business, is obliged ics that should bring out the prevalent phases of
\ away.
+4
Wg een
How the men, my brethren, believe in me.”
Sénie company they had, poor little sky where, trembling and sobbing, she told her to settle -the estate by agents. What with skepticism, indicate their bearing upon Christian
© passed not again through the gate of birth,
:
5” jor doctrine, and meet them with adequate replies.
-‘unskillful management, carelessn
“=.
But made himself known to the children of waifs |. Something comforted them, and wonderful story.
Theslectures are ten in number, and some of the
earth.
)
allayed their wild terror—something whisBefore sunrise, & mounted messenger was even sometimes deliberate fraud,
the resid- best mi
the Christian church were enlisted
pered to them that below the night and dispatched to the Harwood home with tid- uum melts in her hands, and the widow, in the undertaking.
The topics have a sort of
Then said the chief priests, and rulers, and
clouds, was home ; that above was God; ings of great joy. He reached it in the aft- with five or six young children to be fed, logical relation to each other, so that a large porkings,
that wherever they might drift or clash, ernoon, and a few hours later the children clothed and educated, finds herself alone tion of the field of argument that the skepticism
“ Behold now the Giver of all good things;
living or dead, they would-=s{ill be in his ‘themselves arrived, in" State, wi
ners and penniless ! Habits cannot be changed in of to-day has chosen for its battle ground, has
Go to, let us welcome with pomp and state,
in some sense gone over.
domain, and under his care; that, though and music, and conveyed in a covered hay
Him who alone is mighty and great.”
aday. She Las not been trained to business. been
The
volume has much profound thought, careborne away among’ the “stars, they could wagon.
She may have been a good bouse-keeper, ful analysis, genuine philosophy and effective
:
With carpets of gold the ground they spread
not be lost, for his love would follow them. ~Joy bells were rung in the neighboring but now she must earn money, which is a argument, both of the constructive and the re" ‘Wherever the Son of Man should tread,
When the sunlight all went away, and town, and in the farmer’s brown house the very different thing from ordering a house- butting sort. It will meet an existing want, It
And in palace chambers, lofty and rare,
. They lodged him and served him with kingly the great comet came blazing out, little happiest family on the continent thanked bold skillfully. Some, utterly overmatched, will show that evangelical theologians are someJohnny was apprehensive the comet might God that night.— Green Mountain Freeman. break down under. the trial, and the chil- thing else than credulous believers. It willinfare.
dicate that sll the learning
and science of the age
come too near the airy craft, and setit on
dren are scattered like young partridges are
not to be found in the ranks of skepticism.
Great organs surged through arches dim:
fire with a whisk of its dreadful tail. But
whose mother the hawk has devoured.
The _Widow’s Son.
It will prove that faith does not disqualify
Their jubilant floods in praise of him,
when his sister assured him that the fiery
I believe it to be the duty of every man for reasoning. It will settle the question whdth——ee
wk
And in church, and palace, and judgment hall,
dragon was ‘‘ as much as twenty miles
“It
who is prosperous, out of debt, and making ‘er clergymen know anything about science.
In a little brown,
one story, wooden
He saw his image high over all.
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2, Wasting

«« Here

|

Time,

It is very easy to make mistakes on this
is so deceitful as apfor nothin

hare,

ose W.

(for we

;

and are
fathers’ hardy, silent life acoumulated

‘‘ Faith, he was!” responded the man,
with great emphasis.
| ¢ And,” said I, ‘is not this consecrated
ground P”
:
:

Hels the continuous benefactor.

own stand-point.

tic lie in sacred ground
I never knew the

in

He who

digs a well, constructs a stone fountain,

- | reclaims a swamp,

we have

because they would not get up when the
clock struck seven !
But our readers have a right to askfwhat
a

eneral

rule,

waste

|

P”
uick wit,

or as much as puts a|

of

from

it surely wish to be cured, and

believ-

cases, I presume to offer the following rem-

edy, and to set forth some of its advantages, which I think jie it a prominence
over any other already known.
—
It is very simple.
It does not cost anything.
It is always at hand.
Can be applied directly by the patient

less than thirty bars, two-four

time, allegret-

to and fortissimo, on the commencement of

than that day

Tom Steele was for

you know

¢ And

| [jpder this course of treatment, if
necessities.
Ho ofrepresents
he is.beauty
Itisteris the
the great the
economy
of the vered in, the symptoms will, to a certainty,
. world that makes his comeliness. He | assume a much milder form; in a very
as the sails of
He represents

hard labor, year in, year out,

and the once habitual grumbler become not-

ed for his cheerfulness and urbanity.
- Again I say, try it. Next to a spirit of

He is a slow; person, tim- | prayer,

cultivate

He | powerof song for

habits of

is much

praise.

The |

der

cocoa-palms were

there—those

ays

Nature never hurries ; atom by atom,
by little, she achieves her work. The
lesson one learns in fishing, yachting, hunting or planting, is the manners of nature;
vience with the delays of wind and sun,
R verins the seasons, bad weather, excess
or lack of water—patience with the slowness of our feet,
the parsimony of our

strength, with the largeness of sea and land

‘we must traverse, etc.
The farmer times himself to nature, and
acquires that livelong patience which belongs to her. Slow, narrow man, his rule
is that the earth shall feed and clothe him;
His enhe must wait for his crop to grow.
tertainments, his liberties and «his spending

must be on a farmer's scale, and not on &

It
use a wholesale
States to use a
thus pinched on
satory
v

were as false for farmers to
and massy expense, as for
minute economy. But if
n=
one side, he has co
He - is
permanent,

clings to his land as the rocks do.

In the

towa where I live farms remain in the same
families for seven and
ht
generations ;

and most of the first WR nd Hy should
the
reappearon the farms to-day, would
fin

their own

blood and names

still in

possession.

And the like fact holds in the

surroundin,
This ha

towns.

work will always

be done by

one kind of men; not by scheming specalators, nor by soldiers, nor by

readers of Tennyson ; but
ance—deep-chested,

professors} nor

by men of ondur.g

long-winded,

i
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Academies,
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LEBANON

ACADEMY.

:

M8,

+

:

-

—

verso

i

make

tough]

by

the world as an instrumentality for evil,
hristians limit its use and its influence very
much to places of worship and religious

you give

When we have more singing we shall
have less grumbling, and shall more fully
realize the apostolic injunction, ‘* In pealms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singieg id
rd.
making melody in your hearts to the

of us All.

During a stay of a few months abroad in
1862, I visited Ireland, and spent a day in

correct in life;

Pinkham.

AS a cit-

as a father, kind and aflec

onate.

His last sufferingd were severe, but patiently
endured. He feared not to die, but placing his

to

ears.

Jan. 9,

of Elder

Richard

LAPHAM
‘A.

aged

Martin.

brist taking

away the

sting,

—

A few

excla-

in the

board,

there is

»

chose

. NORTHWOOD
QrRiNG

She was

and will not soon be

he

is. there over whose mind a

has never heard them since;

where

the butterfly fluttered far more gaily than
he ever sees him now in all his ramblings;
where

the

sky

seemed

bluer,

and

the

sun shone more brightly; where the air
blew more fresh over greener grass and
sweeter smelling flowers ; where everything
wore a richer and more brilliant hue than
it is ever dressed in now ? Such are the
deep feelings of childhood, and such are
the impressions which every lovely object
stamps upon its heart! The hardy traveler
vw iy through the maze of thick and
pathless woods,
where the sun's rays
never

played;

ing

shone,

and

heaven's pure

air never

he stands on the brink of the roar-

waterfall,

and, giddy and bewildered,

watches the foaming mass as it leaps from
stone to stone, and from cragto crag; he’
lingers in the fertile plains of a land of perpetual sunshine, and revels in the luxury
of their balmy breath. But what are the
deep forests, or the thundering waters, or
the richest landscapes, bounteous nature
ever spread to charm the eyes and captivate
lection of the old scenes of his early youth?
scenes,

indeed ;—for

the fancies of

childhood dressed them in colors brighter
than the rainbow, and almost as fleeting.

— Dickens.

-

Modern

China,

narrow main

The Chinese have

not gone

that is sayinga great

deal in

back,
their

and

favor;

but in respect to material progress, for
ages, they have made no advancement.
Four centuries ago they were in advance
of Euro,
s in everything that contribAhorse was pulling a heavily laden cart, utes to the comfort or luxury of civilized
Authors
up a little rising ground in the street above life; but where are they now?
named, when the poor animal, which seem- of the compass, they creep from headland

street of the clean little market town of
Woodbridge, the following incident occurred, illustrative ofithe power of kindness to
animals: ,

ed to have more load

than enough,

jibbed,

and persistently refused to proceed further.
A gaping crowd soon surrounded horse,
cart-and driver. The latter and a bystander applied their shoulders, one to each
wheel of the cart; another tugged at the
horses head, and the lash was used pret;
freely, but all to no purpose. The only effect was a (urther jib on the part of the
horse, which nearly resulted in a wheel going through a plate-glass window of the
principal booksellers
shop. The bookseller,
a shrewd, common-sense man, at once saw
how matters stood, and quickly fetching a
large rosy apple, rushed into the street, and
held the apple before the horse's nose, when

amidst the

laughter and astonishment of the

grey after
smart, fiveonly a pera Enact
:

Reader—if ever you find a fellow man

hardly

pressed—with a greater

load

than

+ treat him

thizing word or

bern
that h
Ty, oper ER

the whip,

use

Esquimaux

but

Sr

Dogs.
—

are harnessed with a lsasher collar,

belly and back

Se

Monks.

Three hundred monks of all classes reside on the Holy
Isle. The chief is, of
course, the Archimandrite; next to him

bands,

through the upper

part of which the line of the seal skin pass-

lants, acolytes, singers, servants.

sch olars,

ond class.

and

gers,

hired laymen fall into a sec-

These

and conditions,
gerves at table
can not leave
noble birth and
er who landed

brethren are of all ages

from the pretty child who
to the deorpeid father who
his cell; from the monk of
ample fortune to the brothon these islands as a tramp.

They wear the same habit, eat at the same
board, listen to the same chants, and live

it serves the double purpose of a rein and
a trace to draw with. Each dog is estimated to carry two hundred pounds, and to
travel with that load atthe rate of five or

sledge, and

the same life. Bach brother has his separate cell, in which he sleeps and works ; but
every one, unless infirm with years and
sickness, must appear in chapel at the hour
of prayer, in the refectory at the hour of

six miles an hour.
The
always a well-broken dog,

leader, which is
is placed ahead

meals.
Hood and gown, made of the same
serge, and cut in the same style, must be

es,

which

is attached

to the

worn by all, excepting only by the priest
who reads the service for the day. They
suffer

their

beards and locks to grow, and

spend much time in combing and smoothing these abundant ‘growths. A flowing
beard is the pride of monks and men; but
while

the

beard is coming, a young

fellow

combs and
parts his hair with all the coquetry of a girl.— Hepworth Dizon.
. A

nights
study

bed.

German

had

professor,

whose

days

and

been devoted to unremittin

of the Greek article, lay on his deat

Calling

his

son

to his bed-side, he

snow, When the sledge is heavily laden
wnd the descent steep, the dogs are often

briefly reviewed his past life, adding,
faltering
tones: “Hans, be warned by
error—I meant well —but I attempted
much—I should have confined myself to

taken

dative case.

off, and the vehicle

made tv slide
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Hours,seeceecccee esecsncsasssecelil

Master and Pupil,ccee.ee

ssesececesl

May Bell.ccoeeee sesessscsesccseccaseseesl,B0
Sabrina Hackett,.cecoeseecscaccecccacsedl,f0
Aunt Mattie,ceceseeces

Light from the Cross.cessececessensaesss1.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50
Rainy

Day

Series.

A Rainy Day at 8choolyeescccscccscacecs
Birth Day Present,cececsscsccsccceccsscs
EER EY
New Year I
‘ EE

Jlrs.

Child’s

Series.

The ChristChild,eeeeeessrssescessesneces JI5

Good Little Mittieyeeceescesccecesccesess ,T0
Boy’s Heaven,....
PE
Fireside. Angel ceeessencasces seseneas oes 410
Bright

Day

Series.

Bright Days,ececcccccccccss

Sunny BEIB8 sce ruse ceviass
35
Pompeii and Herculaneum,.
Archibald Hamilton,..ceeceee seseseseas «1,25
Starlighs

Series.

Starlight Stories........... Slt

Miscellaneous.

.
.

OVercoming .coseeereiesisesscssennsssios 1,00

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.

Parties designing to get new

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,

L. R.

BURLINGAME,

;

Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
order

KF,

A

church

rect Jineiples, virtuous
habits, and kind
disposition, to which was added, the crowning

connected

with

probation,

8.’ SAWYER.
of the late Wm’

Brackley, died in Freeman, Me., May 8th,in hope
of a better life. She experienced religion some
sixty years since,was baptized by Rev. B. Pratt,
and united with the F'.
W. Baptist church,
She

and her companion were among the first settlers
of Freeman, and united
with the F. W, B.
church at its organization in said town, where
she remained a member until death, She leaves
a large
circle of friends to mourm the loss of an
affectionate mother, a kind sister and a beloved
friend. Funeral services by the writer,

BE. WINSLOW.

Saran C., wife of Bro.

died of inflammation

Orrin R. T. Kingsley,

of the unis,

in Money

Creek, Minn., April 13th, aged
years.
She
had been a Christian eightoon ¥ , and for seyeral years a member of the
¥'.
W, Baptist church.

She was a good wife, a kind mother and a consistent Christian, and4eaves her loss to be felt by
Hany:
In death
and her testimony

Christ was precious
was left for Him.

services by

Rev.

D. M. Smith, of the

church, April

15th,

to her,
Funeral

C. Bopuist
T.H.

:

Premium,

- To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his

own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's voluime,—“Close Communjon,or open Communion?
An experience and an Argument,”’—and will also
send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber.

Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from:
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

The dear
Redeemer, as we trust, took this dear
brother from the labors, the temptations, the
sorrows

Large

He

———

gloryof sincere, Christian piety. Brother Prescott was very much interested
in Sabbath
schools; a young man of uncommon worth,
whose death is deeply felt, and sincerely mourned by his Tolativds, and a large circle of friends.
and

they will be ot the risk of those

sending them.

Avril 24, of consumption, aged 23 years and i
months.
The young man whose death is here
recorded was greatly respected and beloved by
all who were conversant with him, for his cor-

sins

Post Office

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.

at Sugar Grove.
Her whole life has been
that of a consistent Christian.
Her mind was
firm to the last. She was a great sufferer, especially in the last few weeks of her sickness;
ut never complained.
She longéd for her departure, ‘* kept the faith,” and was joyous to
the last. She was 83 the 24th of last month.
She has gone home, leaving the undying influence of a well shew life and triumphant death,
to share more
fully that * exceeding and eternal
weight of glory,” ‘‘ which shall be revealed” in
her. Sermon at her funeral, by Rev. D. G.
H.
‘Holmes, of Chicago. Text 2 Cor. 4:17.

to his own bosom and home.
ANNA BRACKLEY, widow

in

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

born in

Baptist

payable to the

of L. R. Burlingame,

Gill,
Mass., moved to Potsdam, in 1805; was
converted in 1814, and joined the M. E. church.
At the
death of
her husband,
six years
since, she came to Ill.
to reside with her

the

Sabbath School

«Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

Otherwise

joined

4

Strawberry Hill..
Glencoe Parsonage

SILENCE, widow of George N. Hathaway, of
Potsdam, N. Y., died in Blackberry, Ill, at the
residence of her son. Sister H. was the youngest child of Samuel Leonard, who died at the age

and

-

Early Choiceeeecessessesaess eserasarans 1,50

York or Boston, and made

children,

3

Brother and Sister.ccccecccessacincecnaes "15
Who is my Neighbor?...cceiceeececesens 15
hen you and I were Young eeeeeeeease S16

WILLIE A., only son of S. H. and B..B. Burleigh, died in Sandwich, N. H., April 29, aged
9 years. Willie was an attraetive child, and very
justly shared a large place in the affection of
parents, grandparents and mates.
We all miss
him, in the home circle and Sabbath school.
Jesus was his Shepherd, and he was not terrified
when he heard his voice calling him to his fold
on high.
G. W. BEAN.

was

IB
0
+10

Making Something, ..
Jamie and Jeannie,

ANDREW B. THOMPSON died of consumption,
in Durham,
A pril 22, aged 33 years and 6 months,
Bro. T. was baptized and united with the F.
Baptist church in
New Market, in May, 1868.
During his last illness, he was greatly comforted
by the assurance of the mercy of Jesus, preparing him to welcome death as the gateway to a
heavenly. home. .
A
Com.

She

of S. 8.

Luttrell,cecececssssecccssoccsssensl,b0

Shining

sickness,

C. E. WoODCOCK.

years and 5 months.

:

Prize Series..
Andy

MARY S., daughter of James and Abbie Caswell, died in Strafford, N. H., of diphtheria,
April 24, aged 3 years.
D. L. EDGERLY.

of 100

-

CHURCHES

Superintendents

¥ MERCY J., wife of Dea. Robert Dunphy, died
in Anson, Me., April 14, in full assurance of a
glorious immortality.
Sister D. experienced religion in early life and lived in the daily practice
of its principles. Funeral services by the writ-

er.

.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.
:
ig

STEPHEN W. 8. PRESCOTT died in Acton, Me.

—

come forty monks, who are also popes;
kindly, say a kind, sympa- : then come seventy or eighty monks who
two, and show a little of wear the hvod and have taken the final
lity, mercy.
Loe Ve diticulty with | YOWS ; after these orders come the ost

* Show him the Apple.”—British Workman.

They

to headland in coasting voyages, never ven-

turing to cross the ocean or to trust themselves for many days out of sight of the
shore. Discoverers of gunpowder, they
supply the world with fire-crackers, while
their soldiers fight with bows and arrows,
wooden spears and matchlocks. Inventors
of printing, they have not yet advanced to
the use of metalic type and the power-press,
but continue to engrave each page on a
block of wood and print it off by the use
of a brush. Safficiently versed in astronomy to calculate eclipses two thousand
years before the Christian era, they remain
to this hour in the fetters of judicial astrology; and among the earliest to make advances in chemical discovery, they are still
under the full sway of alchemy and magic.

Russian

forgotten.

11 1670.

March 29, contin
2 weeks.
nition from $5,50 to
$7,560,
Board,
$3,00,
For furtherparticulars, address the Principal,
REV. G. 8. BR
LEY,
Evansville, Wis., Feb. 17, 1870.

Saviour

baptized

SEMINARY.

EVANSVILLE SEMIN

ETTA J., only child of Isaac and Sarah Stacy
died
suddenly in Manchester,
May 1, aged
10 months.
Her remains were brought to Ber‘wick and deposited in the family burying-ground.
The hearts of the parents are made sad, but comforted with the assurance that it is well with
their child.
J. NASON.
CEDORA A. LIBBY died in Lisbon, April 12th,
aged T years and 10 months.
She was the light
and joy of the family, a constant attendant of
the church and an earnest lover of her Sabbath
school. She early evinced a love for Him who
said, *¢ suffer little children to come unto me and
forbid them not: for of such is the kingdom of
heaven ;” and she frequently said she was not
afraid to die. Thus God has plucked another of
his earthly flowers to bloom in heaven.
D. LiBBY.

the senses of man, compared with the recolMagic

and

was

Principal,

HE SPRING TERM 4f this Institution will open

which ended her life, was severe and protracted,
continuing
through
years.
Her hold upon
friends
being strong, the bond uniting heart to
heart here she was loth to have broken; for others, she at times wished to linger, but yet she
felt that God, who knoweth best, ‘ doeth all
things well,” and yielded herself to his call. ~ As
death came and unfettered her spirit from its
clayey tenement, we trust she found that freedom from pain and depression, she so long did
not know.
May her aged-and lonely companion,
her sons and daughters, brothers and sisters
have the abiding consolation and presence of
Christ to support them in this their time of
trial and need.
Funeral services by Ye writer.

bright’ spring morning does not exercise a
magic influence, carrying him back to the
days of .his childish sports, and conjuring
up before him the old green field with its
gentle waving trees, where the birds sang
as

portion

ago,

=

TERM commences TUESDAY, March 8,

NorthwoodCentrdy Feb

of which she has been a worthy and respected
member.
Her voice was often. heard declaring
the richness and excellency of the love of Christ
as felt in the soul. Her exhortations still speak,

—

man

for her

CKER

and wontiues sM ) woeks,
5
AMES
WELL,
.
Mgs. J. E. ROWELL, res.
:
with competent assistants.
Y
Rooms can be obtained at reisonable prices for
those who wish to board themselves.
A Send for Catalogue.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Presi.

united with the Gilford Village F. W. B. church,

A Spring Morning.
What

Christ

more than thirty years

XL.

For

REBECCA, wife of Bro. Joseph P. Smith, died
in Gilford, March 5, aged T1 years. Sister S.

ll
fp fe

OC

months ago,

and

-

G. H.R

North Scituate, R. I. March 1870...

Walking with God;” in times of revival, joyful ;
in days of darkness, trustful and undoubting.
During the few last years of her life, she was
unable to attend public meetings, but still her
attachment to Christ, his church and people, continued strong
in her heart.
When younger, she
worked for Christ in the church, at home and in
her ne hborhood. Her death was one of tri-

umph,

’ Frincip,

INSTITUTE,

DAY, April 25.

sixty-five years she maintained a Christian life,

an

Broai

3

HE SUMMER TERM will commence on MoN-

Sister Hunt was converted in 1505. 0in-

der the labors

INSTITUTE.

Pittsfield,

May God sustain the
:

ROTHY HUNT died in Gilford,

CENTRAL

AD
HB«5. Pra
FL
Houten aidreses
i
Me. April 23, 1670,

frjends, by whom he

will long be remembered.
bereaved.

Hair by hair gets bald.

back

MAINE

HE SUMMER TERM of this Institution will com-

trust in Christ, he felt that rest awaited him on
the other shore. He left a companion, children,

grand children, and many

nothing left for the savings bank. Fare
hard and work hard while you are young,
and you have a chance of rest when you.
are old.—John Plywm tv's T'ulk.

of the pack, with a draught-line of from six
Dublin. I felt a special interest in that to ten fathoms in length, and the rest with
city, connected as it was with the memory successively shorter ones, until they come
of the many firuggles of the liberty-loving within eight inches of the sledge. The
Irish for
politi
freedom. Moreover,.in" are not couplad, however, as they are usually represented in engravings, but are attachthe days when O'Connell and his companions pleaded for ‘‘ the Repeal of the Union,” ed, each loose from all others, so that when
vocating they are in motion, traveling, they appear
I tried my Yanked tongue in
folt the like a flock of partridges, all flying loosely,
‘the claims of Ireland.
Hence
greatest interest in anything connected aud yet all inthe same course. They alwiththe memory of ‘the Great Agitdtor,” ‘ways travel in a gallop, no matter what the
Going down
and at my earliest moment paid a visit to giate of the country may be.
difficult aad dangerous,
round ‘where he lies buried. It was hill is the most
the
‘a plain vault in the hillside of the cemetery, and at times it is necessary for the riders to
uide the sledge with their feet, as boys
for I was told bythe old sexton, that a
beautiful monument, then in course of their sleds sli fing down hill, and someerection in another part of the yard, was times it is done by long poles stuck in the
for O'Connell.
As I stood in front of the iron door which
hid all that was mortal of ¢* the Great Com-

all

“ Show him the Apple.”

services.

Brothers

Rev. John

izen, friend and ne ighbor, he was much res;
t=].
ed and loved; as a man, very: exemplary
and

In such cases, the faith-

great waste.

4

blood of Christ quite a number of years ago, an

was baptized by

Look most to your spending. No matter
what comes in, if more goes out you will
always be poor. The: artis not in making
money, but in keeping it; little expenses,
like mice in a barn, when they are many,

tains, two waterfalls floated downward like
smoke columns on a heavy morning.—Overland Monthly.

overlooked | man ‘or beast, don't

the pace of seasons, plants and chem- ( among us, and while it is largely employed
takes

merchant's,

:

1 acquaint-

Spend Wisely.
|

:

:

irly strugele under—don’t use th
, the | short time aradical cure willbo effected, | |plan of hard
wort,or the shoulder of ill-

watches.

dogs are so

late. wilderness.

mation points in the poetry of tropic landscapes. All this lay slumbering securely between high walls of verdure; while at the
upper end, where the valley was like a
niche set in the
green and glorions moun-

bystanders, off went the gallant
The farmer's office is precise and jmporthe apple, up the street, at a
tant, but you
must
not
try
to
paint
him
in
mile-an-hour trot, as if he had
"
h
gmhulatorhim.(baby’s carriage) or
with | behind
choruses,
even
or
duets,
try
may
they
|
00mp
make
not
can
you
rose-oolor;
offers.
opportunity
when
liments to fateand gravitation, whose min- | many voices,

and not to city
ed to nature

LET

of those of whom it might truly be said,
Straw by straw the thatch goes off the cot- one
“ For herto live was Christ, but to die gain.’
liberty!”
tage, and drop by drop the rain comes into In the family she is missed, but not forgotten.
‘He was a martyr,” said I.
: the chamber. A barrel is soon emp, if May her Life; lingering in the memory of those
And then with a look and tone beyond the tap leaks but a drop a minute,
hen ‘| who mourn er absence, lead them often to Him
~my description, he added :—
you mean to save, begin with your mouth ; who made life and death so happy to her.
“You
know liberty makes brothers of there are many thieves down the red lane.
MILES LEAVITT died in Gilford, Jan. 27,
aged
us all!”
:
J
The ale jug is a
great waste. In all other 82. * During the last few years the subject of this
been confined to the house, almost to
1 took the dear old patriot’s Roman Cath- things keep within compass. - In clothes notice had
olic hand, and shaking hands over Steele's choose suitable and lasting stuff, and not his room, having lost the use of his limbs. He
was a hard working man, the father of a large
grave, I repeated the eloquent declaration tawdry fineries. To be warm is the main family, from whom he has now taken his departof my dear buother:—*¢ Liberty makes thing ; never mind the looks. Never stretch ure. Having alsolost his voice, rendering it
brothers of us all !"
your legs further than the blankets will difficult to understand him, we cannot speak so
That is the grand key-note of true politi- reach, or you will soon be cold. A fool definitely of his religious feelings. He appeared
to love Jesus and trust in Him.
Prayer seemed
cal union,—North, South, East, West. And
may make money, but it needs a wise man always to. comfort him. He has gone, we trust,
the heart which does not echo the voice to spend it. Remember it is easier to build to a better world than this, where his sufferings
sounding from the cemetery in Dublin, two chimneys than to keep them going. If are all passed.

every attack.
As the patients of this latter class someat disinclination to solos,
times have a

and small gains.

2A

1, 1870.

red where men have ro: done this, and paid
the penalty of freezing to death in a deso-

proverbial

fell from the lips of the old sexton.

ing still further that I tan guarantee an immediate cure, even inthe most desperate

The Farmer.

weather, the soils and
a
bend to the wind.

The

by do you let a here-

never heard a better answer

time. We answer in a single sentence,—
Whatever hinders or prevents you doing himself, or herself, as the case uay be.
your work in life, Every one should realIf properly applied it must effect a comize that his duty here consists in applying
cure.
himself to some worthy work, an his | P lete
Should the grumbling fit return at some
time may then safely and without waste future time, it can be again used with the
be divided into three periods—preparing same certainty of success.
for work, doing. work, and resting from
The remedy and its application are both
then, becomes a
work.
Waste of time,
expressed in one little word of four letters,
thing purely relative. What is mere waste
in one caseis real profit in another. The —SING !
it. I am not articular as to what
idle man who travels simply for pleasure, youTry sing,
provided always that it is right
is simply wasting his time; the man who
and in harmony with your charand
travels for safety, or the man who travels to acter; nor does the manner signify, so long
get rest from work, or for the sake of his
it is done heartily, and it may be in the
health, is not wasting or abusing his time, as
treble, alto, tenor, base, or any other clef,
he is turning
it to good account.
=
according to individual preference.
Let the heart be filled with some good
If the attack is mild, a few bars in comprinciple of action, and let the mind be di- mon time, sung piano, will usually suffice.
rected towards some congenial
pursuit,
If the symptoms are more decided and
and then our innocent pleasures will be as severe, from twent
to thirty bars, threelittle in danger of degenerating into erimi- four time, forte, and lively, should be tried
nal indulgence as our wholesome recrespromptly, repeated after an interval of five
tions into waste of time.—Cassell's Maqga- minutes, if necessary; and where the com“ine,
.plaint, from long habit, has become conprescribe not,
Ded and chronic, I should

.bends to the order of the

ee

;

,

“You see,” said he ‘‘ Daniel, O'Connell
plants a grove of trees by the roadside, | was for liberty.”
:
agitator,” I replied.
an orchard, builds a durable house, | He was the great
plants

hecause breakfast was half an hour late, or

as

3

§

ful dogs, if left 10 themselves, make directly
for home. When two travelers meet on a
“And was not Daniel O'Connell a good journey, it is necessary for both’ parties to
and faithful son of Holy Mother Church?” come circuitously and slowly towards each
I continued.
other and give the sep irate packs an oppor‘He was,” he responded. ‘‘Dida’t he tunity of observing that their masters are
have the blessing of the Pope himself?”
acquainted, or otherwise a fight might /en“Now,” said I, “I am a heretic, and a sue between the dogs.
]
heretic priest; but I judge you from your
.*“ Indeed, it is,”he answered.

frosty furrows, in poverty, necessity and [of the nation,to fail in an answer; but I

darkness.

loitered on the way, and then we make a
push for it, and arrive just in time to miss
the train. How many hares there are every |
morning who arrive breathless in the city,

constitutes,

.

Hi

STAR: JUNE

stone seat by the wayside, makes the land |
so far lovely and d rable, makes a fortune
he cannot carry away with him, but
1 wish I had taken my nap at the end in- which
which is useful to his country long afterg
of
the
race,
and
then
stead of the
The man that works athome helps
1 should have won it, and that tortoise wards.
. somewhat more of
would have crawled in vain; as it is; he society at luge with
he who devotes himself to
has made good use of his time, and I have certainty than
charities. If ithe true that, not by votes or
wasted mine,”
,
political parties, but by the eternal laws of
What an idle man that is yonder, fishing,
hour after hour! Truly a melancholy speo- political economy, slaves are driven out of
slave State as fast as it is surrounded by
tacle, as stern old Doctor Johnson would afree
States, ‘then the true abolitionist is
say. ¢ A line with a worm at one end and the farmer, who, heedless of laws and cona fool at the other.” Wrong again! That stitutions, stands all day in the field, investman is an eminent statesman, who has es‘ing
his labor in the land, and making a
caped to recruit his weary brain in the com- product with which no forced labor can
whether it throbs under fustian or satin, is
pany of the
kingfisher and the heron. What
the heart of a traitor or tyrant. I thought
eloquence, wisdom, and wholesome legisla- compete.
the old sexton had sounded the watchword
e commonly say that the rich man can
tion do we not owe to such hours ef idle- speak the truth, can afford honesty, can af- for our nation; and not for ours only, but
ness!
Nay, do not some of our best and
ford inde ndence of opinion and action; all who love liberty.—Hearth and Home.
kindliest thoughts often come to us as we and that is the theory of. nobility.
But itis
sit on the beach and toss pebbles into the the rich man in a true sense—that is to say,
shining sea covered with its ** innumerable not the man of large income and large ex*A Sandwich Island Sunrise.
smiles?” Recreation is not waste when it
—
Wi
ndilure, but solely the man whose outlay
is a rest from real work and a preparation
3 less than hisincome, and is steadily kept
We were rocking easily cn the swell, difor nwore.
;
rectly to the eastward of a deep valley. The
80.
We confess we never feel at home with a
IA English factories the boy that watches
was ruddy ; the air fresh and invigorman who must always be doing something. the loom, to tie the thread when the wheel sky
ating, but soft as the gales of Paradise. We
There was a French statesman who wrote a stopsto indicate that a thread is broken,
in the Tropics. You would have known
huge bookby snatches, in those occasional is called a minder. And in this great fac- were
your eyes shut; the whole wonderintervals when he hapbenai to be kept wait- tory of our Copernican globe, shifting its itfu] with
confessed it. But, with your
© have not the slight- slides, rotating its constellations, times and eyesatmosphere
ing for his dinner.
open, those white birds, sailing like
est wish to see this jpate-pralidia) perform- tides bringing now the day of
lanting,
through the immaculate, blue
ance. ‘We have no doubt t was a very dull then of watering, then of weeding, then snow-flakes
heavens, with tail feathers like our pennant;
book, for men who are never at leisure are
of reaping, then of curing and storing—the the floating gardens of the sea, through
alwaye dull.
His machine is of which we had been ruthlessly plowing for a
farmer is the minder.
Fussy men and idle men are equally in- colossal proportions—the diameter of the couple
of days back; the gorgeous sunrissufferable to us. The real worker is never water wheel, the arms of the levers, the es and sunsets—all
were positive proofs of
in a hurry, and the real idler, we may add, power of the battery, are out of all mechanic our latitude.
is never anything else. Who ever heard of measure; and it
es him long to underWhat a sunrise it was on that morning !
Lord Palmerston, or the Duke of Welling- stand its parts and its working.
This
I stood with my back to it, looking
ton, or Lord Brougham, being in a hurry? pump never ‘‘ sucks;” these screws are Yet
west, for there I saw, firstly, the foam of
When we see a man ina’ great hurry, we never loose; this machine is never out of the reef—as crimson as blood—falling over
certain that his profession gear; the vat and piston, wheels and tires, the wine-stained waves ; then it changed as
may be
n doing nothing, and that he is never wear out, but are self-repairing.— the sun ascended, like clouds of golden
consists
doing that badly. The idlest man we ever Emerson.
powder, indescribably magnificent, shaken
knew was always so much pressed for time
and reattered upon the silver snow-drifts of
that he never had five minutes to spare for
the coral reef, dazzling to behold, and conNo one need ever be in such a
anythi
tinually changing.
Cure
for
Grumbling.
terrible hurry as this. If we ever find ourBeyond it, in the still water, was reflected
selves so, it is probably because we have
I
a long; narrow strip of beach; above it,
been wasting our time. We have had no
Seeing that this disorder is so very preva- green pastures and umbrageous groves, with
system, and
have, therefore, done in an
among young and- old in all ranks of native huts, like great
bird's nests, halfhour what oughtto have been finished in lent
hidden among
them; and the weird, slenSocles, and presuming that all who suffer
or, like the

a

love,—as we say Tom Moore and Bob- {ther master and his sledge to the house re digg
din LoD
RS
go
eter TUBSDAY,
ty May 106h, wader the
to five cents a line, to insurean insertion. | charge of
pie Burns), and if my reading was correct, | where ne wishes them to go, even should a | equal
In|
. MR. A. F. GOODNOW
important. Not more than a
a martyr for liberty. So I turned | severe snow-storm come on while they are | Brevity is specially
|/he died
great house or of Nature,it is the farmthe
i
of Bates College
alwayssafer for the siuglesquare san well uiofisd to any single
| &F ¥1° stands att bh door of the bread room, | toa the old man who stood by as I read | on the journey ; and itto is trast
4
inadmissible.
:
to the instincts
with the usual assistants
branches
race
and weighs to each his loaf. It is for him aleud the brief record of the stone, and ask- | riders as such times,
a
of instiuc
to say whether men shall marry or
ed, withan assumed tone of surprise :—
of the dogs, than to attempt to guide theat’ . DupLEY G. THYNG died in Gilford, Dec. 18, tion, For full Aunts
JNO. H,
GH, Sec.
ed 71 years. He professed faith in the savi
Early mar
es and the number of births
‘ Was not Steele a heretic?”
by their own judgment. Caséd-have occur-

Surely it is waste of time for that old tortoise te try and beat the nimble hare at
racing, but the silly old thing will crawl on,

twenty minutes;

1

that they never fail to take | ;

:

:

are indissolubly connected with abundance
of food ; or, as Burke said,‘ Man breeds atpearance s. We all know that Penelope, the. mouth.” Then he is the Board of
that classical model of propriety and all the Quarantine. The farmer is a hoarded capvirtues, employed her time in weaving a ital of health, as the farm is the capital of
garment by day, and unraveling it at night. wealth; and it is from him that the health
She did this to keep off her. lovers, who and
moral and intellectual, of the
wanted to pursuade her that her husband citiespower,
come. The city is always recruited
Ulysses was dead. When her suitors found from the country. The men in the cities
her out, of course they accused her of wast-: who are centers of energy, the drivinging her time—but at that moment Ulysses
rade, politics or practical arts,
knockedat the door, after seeing many men wheels
and the women of beauty and genius, are
.and cities. In fact he had come home, and the children or grandchild ren
the fair Penelope had her reward after all.
spe nding th eo energies
gi
whic! mer.
e

he finds the old tortoise there before Los,
and fast asleep, too. *‘‘ Ah!" says the hare,

1

’

ARR

to burn great fires, | the Memory of Thomas Steele, who depart- | foremost.

subject,

he arrives breathless at the winning

_m,

neighborhood,

wood

i

to him on the Broadstair

at about-the pace
in a cab on a rainy
comes the hare
wastin
1350) alas Rte

i

ploy or i fed lo ml Lut 8 af al Cope vl romeo | of i, in "comin dct le eure voce omen mmgganms |

sands, spade in hand, and we have often
wondered since how many people there are
who know what is meant by wasting time.

without once stopping,
one gets down the strand
day. Presently, down
there
5 & Rurious all Shore

a

wi
ice by the man alone,
ky and trim
it
he
soendaheads.
ad,

. time—as oy say to me,” ay ‘harles Dick- | 30d better snd Were bof it than citizens,
.
He has Fave ) ’ on ed to
"ens one morning, many years ago, as his

little boy ran-up

.

iki

slow and sure and timely. The farmer has | moner,” I noticed a mound close by with | down the
a great health and the appetite of health, | a cheap, plain slab at the head or it, on | lies flat go
Saoredto | his toes from
set
and means to his end; he has broad lands | which was this

for his home,

our valuable

you are, sir, was

\
y
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the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.
THE REPORTS.
We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports

of all

the

churches,

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.
+ Clerks having this matter in charge,

will greatly facilitate the early issueGf
the Register, by prom ptness in collect-

ing and transmitting their” statistics to
this office.
Let there be special care to give the
Post

Office addresses

of the

Yearly

Meeting Clerks, as well as thoseof the
Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.

S BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death

It is perfect’y

harmless—reliable—instantancous,~

Avoid the vaunted and delusive

preparations boast.

ing virtues they do not possess, if you would

escape

the danger. The genuine W. A. Batohelor's Hair
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold i
ty. Sold by Druggists, Applied at 16 Bond 8t., N
XY.
Wid

L.

REMEMBER
L. HARMON

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the advantage of purchasers,
Am
the best terms offered id a NEW
TAVE

RTABLE

MELODEON

$65; same renin IE BEARMOR,
Address REV. L.
Residence, 14 School Street.
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Court of France will meet, June 19,

Paragraphs.

On ‘Tuesday, in the Senate, the bill for the sale
land

the charge of desertion from soldiers who afterwards served out their time and were discharg,
ed.
fund to
ed appropriating $25,000 of the freedmen
In the House, the
aid Wilberforce Unlversity.
best means of reviving American shipping inter-

the House, there

sion en the appropriation bill before it, and sevincreasing the
amendments
eral important
amount appropriated were adopted. One amendthe salaries of United States
ment increases

and about as large

and

with

it in the

place

it and

to, preserve

;

aT

at

Some curious facts in regard to gold production are coming out. In eight years it has fallen
off from $32,000,000 to $28,000,000 and has now
become a legitimate business, yielding no more

remuneratign

than

any

other,

much.
The business is in control of
1 capital, and the miners receive wages
of about $4 a day.

The party went ina train of Pull-

if as

associated
averaging

One gentleman

separate establishments, the tax must be. paid for
each.
x
Z
Cuban ‘ladies in New York have presented
Gen. Quesada with a- sword and belt worth $1250.

Hereafter, according to the laws of Mississipi, any. person sending or accepting a challenge,
or-second carrying a challenge, or any person
going out of the state to fight a duel, will be for-

-ever disfranchised.
The President is expected to send a message
on ‘the ‘San Domingo treaty to Congress soon.

Spain opposes the ratification of the treaty.
Fhe Chinese in San Francisco had a bloody riot on Sunday of last week, during which the joss

on

A merchant of Portland has in his possession
a pair of old-fashioned smoking-tongs, formerly
the property of Sir William Pepperell.
The
tongs were made for handling coals, with a
point for clearing out.the pipe, a thumbpiece for
pressing down the tobacco, and a perforated cap
to improve thé" draft—the whole machine being
in perfect order and fit for-service.

A French electrician is exhibiting in New
York a machine which has electricity as its
motive power. Its general principles vary but
little from those of ordinary electric engines, the
chief novelty being the use of a magnet whose

Broadway, Wew
York, below
Canal
street.
Cause, exorbitant rents,
peculiar construction is kept a secret by the inThe U. S. steamer Catalpa has returned to |. ventor. This magnet is-connected with the bat-.
New York after e fruitless cruise in search of the tery, and the power, greatly increased thereby,
Cuban steamer George B. Upton.
Ce
communicated to the engime -by wires.
Of two
Correspondenee ‘for Australia and New Zea- machines on exhibition, the larger is rated at
eight-horse power, and can be run at an exland may be forwarded direct via San Francisco.
pense of ten cents a day.
The inventor is sanPostage is 10 cents far . each half ounce on letters
guine that he is preparing the way for a revoluand two cents apiece.
on newspaper, and must
tion in the operation of light labor-saving ma
be prepaid.
There: begins tobe some anxiety . concerning chines.

notable

Nathaniel Willis, the

father

of

the

poet, and

the foundér of the first religious newspaperin
the world, died in Boston, last Thursday, aged
The

population of Bosten is now

about

well

clay

with

bottom

the

thought

from

250,"

being

made

in Sweden.

acre. It also tends to prevent the smow from
blowing
off better than
broadcast
sowing.
Another gentleman also testified that on wellprepared ground
drilling saves one-fourth of
the seed and returns a better crop than broadcast sowing.
The drift of the remarks on this
point was mainly in this direction although two
gentlemen had practiced both drilling and broadcast ‘sowing with about equal results, one getting twenty-five and the other thirty bushels to
the acre.
¥
As tothe quantity of seed to the acre, a gentleman gave it as his opinion that one and a half
bushels to the acre was better than two. Another responded that three pecks to the acre of
well cleaned seed was better than six in the
condition in which it is too often sown.
Wheat,
for seed, should have all the defective portions
removed from it before being sown.
It was
suggested by the next speaker that the wheat
crop was often much injured by a lack of winter
protection
especially in localities destitute of
forest clusters.
He had found
great benefit,
under
such
circumstances,
from
mulching
‘with straw.
It shields the plants while operating at the same time as a fertilizer.
A Brighton farmer
thought well of rolling

wheat in the spring. It disturbs the wire-worm
and diminishes its ravages, If the ground is

potato field for the purpose of eating down the
weeds. ‘The sheep will not touch the potato
vine.
This pasturing with sheep is very advantageous when the crop is a late planted one, so
that the hoeing ean not be completed until the

purchase dogs for the sledges, and procure some
necessary information.
:
:

The

Pasturing

with sheep will obtain

this object.

Early planted crops, the cultivation of which
is completed in the early part of the summer,
frequently become grassy and weedy before the
time of digging, when the size of the tops pre-

makes a double

profit

inasmuch as it costs abso-

Keep

Butter

OR VEAL

gravy, two

sprigs

of parsley,

a

_Brigands

near

Gibraltar

recently

captured

four Englishmen and obtained their ransom,
Therd was a fire lately, in St. Roche, a suburb
of Guiehée,by which five'or six thousand people

are made homeless,

one hundred thousind

dollars’ worth of property destroyed.

g

The opposition
has carried through the French

Corps Legislatif an

amendment of the press law

which the ginistry opposed.
The Spanish

ing

Jd of

Cortes has passed a bill authoriz-

opie marriage

8.

ls

Pr

,

}

Say

* Tié "Bitiperorof Brazil, fn his speech opening

the seasion
of the Chambers,

surprisedsll

ornament ‘for the ‘head. Among the ancient
Uriahs, the style of hair-dressing was very striking.

and
the

“The chignon,” we

read, ‘‘ was common,

specimens bore closest resemblance to

Parisian coiffure

of the

present

day,

and

Things Not to Do,
Me

f

"9ros

Dox’t turn cattle into the highways to feed,

to encounter, unruly animals,in passing .on the

The

bombs which were

to

have

be

manufactured for the A
dis
Napoleon were filled with a new fulmingting

sidewalks, A small boya Jong way off, set to
take care of such animals, is justno keeper at

powdera8 dangerous to the maker ng to the
Dow’t throw cold water, in large quantities,
‘victim. The substance was unknown up{6 the
on swiné in hot ‘weéathér to cool them. Tt is
(present; and is formed of twenty parts of chloride well
in,
to wallow
r
pen a puddie
to have in thei
ten of

Rte

8; | thought.
that the debris

of potash, and five: of

not rise, but sweep is far better to let the crops tell their own
story,
from a barricade into a a8 they always will to intelligent; observing
close column of troops, the effect would be fearful, men, who will give you full credit for them.

along the ground.

Flung

veal;

- I

N. ow

chop two

“ potathen:

90 @ 150

oe

new ¥n....175

@2 0

Egg8essessssees 17

@0 19

$ .25|

bs $i

SEED

,_

©

oh s

sprigs of

boiled eggs in
mold; butter it, Ww estern
Bit
parsley in | Yellow .c..... 12081
and

any nice-shaped
veal, ham, eggs

18

slices of egg, at the bottom of the mold at equal
distances, fill yp with good stock and bake in
balf an hour. When cold turn it out and serve

on a folded napkin, garnished with flowers cut
of carrots, turnips and a little parsley.

wiggle-tails” come

to the surface and the full-fledged mosquite bursts
out of them, at first with very short limp wings,
which in a short time grow both in length and
stiffness. The sexes then couple and the above
process is repeated again and again, probably
several times in the course of one season.
It
is a curious fact that
the
male
ind
which may be known by its feathered antennae}
is physically known incapable of sucking blood.
The mosquito is not an unmitigated pest. Al-
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of the year, and observed closely
different seasons, and has become
that the latter part of June is the
time for pruning.
If the limbs to
are cut as closely to the trunk, or
as
s is practicable, and the wound

Nmd smoothly, and the work be done at the De
10 $: a EM Jig! 3H
period that I have recommended, wounds two Pig
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though in the winged-state the female sucks our inches in diameter may, qn a vigorous tree,be
a $
blood and disturbs our rest, in the larva state the entirely healed over in a single year. No Sheet and PPS: 4 Hr as
wisveanns 5 o
orchard of apple, pear or peach trees is benefited | _
insect is decidedly beneficial by purifying stagnant water, that would otherwise breed malarial
diseases. Linnaeus long ago shawed that if you
place two barrels of stagnant water side by side,

neither of them

containing

any

“ wiggle-tails”

or other living animals, and cover one of them
over with gauze, leaving the other one uncovered so that it will soon become full of * wiggletails,” hatched out from the eggs deposited by
the female mosquito, then the covered
barrel

willin a few

weeks

become

very

offensive,

while the uncovered barrel will emit no
and Ungavory vapors.
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any comment from me.—There is not
a winter | _ do.
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weighs 1000, (grains or ounces) the same
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the wound will die, erack and admit rain water,

ty of milk will vary

But

than

water.

If

a

quantity

certain

of

from

1025 to 1031.

as

there are‘‘sugar of milk,” ““caseine,” and ‘“‘vari-

which, when warmed by the

true elements of decomposition, viz.:

some of these other ingredients; as we must
conclude from the fact that cream risesto the
top instead of settling to the bettom, that itis
lighter than milk; and, consequently, that the
more ¢ream or butter there is in the milk the

lighter that milk must be, When milk is examined with a mieroscope little globules of fatty
matter are seen which are guite distinct from the
watery fluid in which they are suspended.
These globules, enclosed in a thin membrane
which must be broken to make butter, constitute
the chief portion of cream.—N. E, Farmer.
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by plowing or cultivating after the trees are five |
years old, but the ground should be mulched

or spring pruned orchard in the country, the

by makfog no reference to emancipation of the
but dashing cold water on their backs is a very riteh of fury ‘as to lend ‘to ‘meluncholy results.
-Femaleb, for ‘example,in ditompting to cross a’
sulphur in powder, The slightest friction, pres. ‘dangerous operation,
3
Aa
ry
slaves,
py
Tot
pasture, wearing 4 red ‘shawl, a réd covering for
sure,
or
shock
produces
an
explosion
of
fearful
The Chinese embaséy
has condladed its busi.
hoe potatoes way have blossomed thie héad, ‘a géarlet dréss,or Towing ‘Scarlet rib.
violence. Competent persons who have examin :d ndDon’t
the sale haye fallen aver. ol} ar fhe ‘bons; 'where' hulls are grazing, hazérd their
fhe projectiles consider them terrible engines of
e potatoes mere
than do the lew lives. ‘'Oxén, otherwise pecédbly disposed, beotion, but most unfit for assassinating a growth
weeds that have escaped the previous hoping.
¢ome Itenisely {nfuristed at sone seasons by the
{person 1h a carriage. They would haveto te
| throw from win elevated position; and from the
Don’t brag too ‘largelyof the crops you are sightof bright‘red handkerchiefs, or almost any
ted: It article
of female dress of that particular hue,
of the shell and ‘the force of explosion it is going to make, before they aré” hs
form
of potash,

the

««ree14 §.40

Canada......

|

118 3

Jayers until the mold is fall, seasoning each | Wheat, westrn 1 15
layer’Ssith a little pepper and salt, placing a few

The Entomologist gives the following picture
of this old acquaintance, in his domestic life:
The eggs of the mosquito are.laid in a ‘bowlshaped mass upon the surface of stagnant water
by the mother fly. After hatching out they finally become ‘‘wiggle-tails” or wriggling worms,
that may be-seen in the summer in any barrel of
water thatis exposed to the atmosphere for any

out it.

were in some instances one-third larger than at least without a keeper, It is annoying to
the head.” Ttis thus established that the chig- women and children, often dangerous,to have
non is the original Uriah heap.
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salt. | Blanch—

and

pepper

Cut a few slices ot ham and ‘veal very thin, taking
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cold roast veal, slices of ham, three eggs, some
off the

£0.
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Caxe.~Slices of

VEAL

tive to the setting of fence posts so that they will.
ro’
|
'
last a long time, replies that the decay of wood,
The Independent says that Prof. C. H. Chan.Gov. Safford of Arizona has issued # proclamaIt is the easiest thing in the world. Simply us is well known, arises from the fermentation
.| dler has been recently analyzing avater which put it in clean jars and .coyer with a strong
tigr.calling for volunteets-to fight the Tudians.
or decomposition of albuminous matter contain.
had passed through lead pipes.
He found that brine. This will keep pure butter a year, fresh od in it. This fermentation can only take place
a gallon of Croton water that had remained a and sweet,as we know from experience, It in the presence of moisture. The first step then
week in a lead-lined cistern contained B grains is almost equally. good to.put.
in, 0ak casks, head. 18 to, dry, the wood thoroughly by seasoning, and |
of
lead, anda gallon that had remained for6 ed tight. This is equivalentto. canning
fenite afterward to keep it, dry, 1 have read that there
Franceris sending additional troops to Rome.
hours in the lead pipes of his own house ¢ontain- The brine,in the case of the jar, actsas a headBai hetwiten Persia and Afghanistan is proba- ed 11 grains; aleo that water which had simply ing, keeping the air out, But butter shouldbe ard chesnut rafters in old English churches that,
having been so placed as to remain dry, have laste
e.
he
passéd through 150 feet of pipe showed traces made well; we have never experimented. on ed for more than 800 years, and are as sound as
It lsreported that Prim was the prime insti- of lead. Water should always be allowed to poer. butter, Work out: the buttermilk: until When the Saxon werken: fitted them in their
gator of recent movementsin Porfugal,'and that run for some time before being taken for drink- you ‘have only pure * beads,” clear
.as rain wa- places.
When the fence
posts are seasoned
an Iperian vp
be expected.
ing or cooking purposes.
;
ter; but. do not werkso much asite break the through, the ends to be put in the ground may
The ship Mariane was sighted in distress, May | Bamboo Rajéndralala Mitra, who was deputed’ grain, in which ease you. havea tough, heavy be covered with coal tar applied hot to keep the
4th," in"the Indian Ocean.
She was boarded,’
by the Bengal government to make a tour .of “griicle In winter, snd grease in summer. Such water out. Ifthe tar is placed upon wet or unwhen it was found that twenty-one of her crew Orissa for theypurpose of archaeological researeh,. butter ‘we adyise no oneto try to preserve. geasoned posts it ‘will only confine the moisture,
had ‘died from starvation, and the remainder
and the wood will decay more rapidly than withered that the chignon is a very old Rural World.
has
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minute, and

haying or harvesting is finished. At the grow- | ous-galts,” as well # )
in milk, the superi-.| moisture. Decay commences at the wood
‘Ing season it is the farmer's
aim to keep down or density of milk over water may be owing to continues to the trunk; until death ensues.
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When
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the grass and weeds, so that they may be covered by the cultivator and hoe, when these are

20

dropped into it for the second time they will | Almonds— -

Several of these

Finally, the

88. i+

again in the colander. If the fat is very hot when .

Mosquito at Home.

length of time.

ceessnes
20
assesses

a minute, then put them back in the yery | Shoes Balls 3
half

hot fat, stir about one

puddle well the short drain between the two.

drilling" is from five to eight bushels to the

Masanssene

colander only about | extras.......5 50

ed, leave the potatoes in the

tanks may be made to communicate; and for
this purpose, ig one of the circles of bricks near
the bottom, troy bricks should be placed horizontally on each’ other; two of\the perpendicucan be taken
lar bricks, oWhich the three
out, and a communication, nine inches by six,
formed with the adjoining tank, taking care to

:

there was a difference

Cloths... 1 @ 1%

Cotton
Flannels 156 @ 80
Cotton Jeaus.11% @ 15

and serve hot. If you wish them light or swell-

ef earth is raised

covering.

Print

N

turn them ixto a colander, sprinkle salt on them, | Com.to Shee 3 %

should be large
opening
the pump. This
enough to admit a man to clear out the interior
of the tank and to keep it clean. * All this work
may be done without mortar, with the excep-

tion of the arched

5

44:12%

immediately | Mich. and

and

and quickly drop them in hot fat.

covering with sn opening for

with an arched

- 4-4.14% :
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thrn them into the towel, shake them a little | eholce extra. ih 8 f Ji3

bricks which have support-

this a dome

ed the center; on

Heayy

the potatoes to turn | choice do....7 00 @ 77

the potatoes into a colander,

In order to cover it a floorof loose boards is
placed on the loose

Shooting and Shixting fe

Have a coarse towel ready, then turn | Illinois and

reddish.

as before. When the required hight is reached,
the centers are removed, and the tank is make.

It iste be under the direction of Professor Nor- | lutely nothing, while labor is saved ‘and weeds
denskjold. the celebrated scientific leader.of the prevented from seeding.—Farmer and Fireside.
Swedish expedition of 1868; amd the professor
intends to proceed to Greenland this summer to

quickly, so” as not to allow

wedges; raise the center by loose bricks nine
inches, and proceed with another circle of bricks

Eighteen hundred and seventy-one and eighteen hundred and seventy-two will be rendered
now

Good
«21 02
Mid.to gd mid 243 @ 25
2%
..22@
ding
M!
Low

be done | SOMES: ¢ (0 86 2
drain and wipe them dry. This must

bricks into place, that by the treading of the clay,
have been drawn out of upright; knock out the

cludes cultivation. In this stage the sheep are
economical weeders. Itis hardly necessary to
by a great polar expedition, for which mention that the feed thus given to the sheep

preparations.are

OrdinAry.seeees 19 @ 2

secret of having

5

the arch firmi trim the work by rapping those

‘Weeding Potatoes.

included many distinguished citizens.

SAVE ¥ 1b eeee2d @ Wh
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or TE TE]

be-

wedges

inch

with

back,

to

put clay around the outside of the bricks to make

wet, rolling is not advisable.
The following varieties of seed were recomarose of his having ,cenie by his death by foul mended: The Wicks, the Soules, Hungarian,
means, on the ground tkat, as he was a very
tal
d French white chaff,
man, the Booteahs had probably had poison
administered to him in order to rifle his grave of
his splendidly long thigh bones.
It appears that
parties of Booteahs occasionally prowl into Darrk nights, and desecrate the burial |
V
—
jeeling on
grounds there, in search-of human thigh bones
It may not be known to farmers in general that
of good length, which they especially prize and it is a common practice in some of the potato
make trumpets of!
growing districts to turn a flock of sheep into the

the steamship Pereire, which left New York for
Brest on the 14th inst., and is now three days
overdue. She had a-full passenger list, which

The

6 50

ed fine. Rub them carefully together with a little
Cape
Vv
3}
:
salt and a few grains of red pepper. Boil the :
1 425] Putty.
milk, add the dressing, &c., together with the
PATNA
lobster in small pieced, and let the whole boil
rge 6 00 @ 725
3
4
a few minutes. It gives a fine red color to boil
the little claws with the rest. Take them out
before serving. . We have tested this recipe; and PH Achorelean 63 ai 0
PROVISIONS, |
find the dish one of the best we have ever parWeostern...17 00 @19 00
Alowives -=28 0025 $2
i
taken of.
@ 6 5000
7 1.0021 00 83409
FRIED Porators.~Prof. Blot gives the fol
550.0600
aD
lowing directions for frying potatoes: Cut them
in whatever form you wish above a bowl of | choice extra 8 50 e 97
4 3
cold water, so that they will drop intoit. Then | West'rn Sup--4 N

puddled, nine inches thick. Lay the floor with

An Indian newspaper, in reporting the sudden
death of the jailor of Darjeeling, says a suspicion

The six Chinese companies in San Francisco
have decided to discourage further immigration
of their countrymen.

bake.

@

RiOusasesssasesel8 Gos 21
IN.

the size of an egg, and four hard crackers pound-

e say of
a circle,
they will describ

diameter; cover

ly and covers deeper, hence the plants will abide
the winter and the spring freezing better than
when
sown
broadcast. The
increased
yield

veloped human head, neck and breast. The
black hair on its head is about five inches long;
the eyes, ears and nose are well defined; the
Gen. Gilman Marston, of New Hampshire, will
arms are four inches long, with two joints, elbe appointed governor of Idaho.
bow and wrist, and terminate in webbed, claw- The purest iron ores in the world are said to
like hands.”
Tt was sent to Mr. Marks by his
be those found in the Huronian recks of northo| brother from Yokohama.
ern Michigan.
Gen. Jordan’s visit to Washington does not afford him much satisfaction er encouragement.
Commissioner Delano decides that, when dealers in'tdbacco carry on business in'two or more

cold, and

00

£7.50 @ 8 30 (0

Take dressing ot lobster, a piece of butter

ones.

six feet. Dig a hole as for sinking
a well, say
nine feet deep and eight and one-half feet in

in favor of drilling in wheat of fully half & bushel of seed to the aere. The drill sows more even-

The small-pox
has broken out in San Francisco.

vacant

tween them,

In this way he

better than where these were not used.

magnificent | connected by a tube with a dial plate. The cartrain ever set in motion.
:
bonic acid gas evolved by the decomposition of’
In view of the Fenian invasion, the Preditient the marble affects a dial plate, which may be
has issued a proclamation warning all citizens of in an office a hundred yards distant. This will,
the consequences of violating the neutrality laws
if successful, be of great value in the manufacby participating in the movement.
ture and staining of glass, the process of which
depends on the uniformity of temperature.
The Fenians have begun the invasion of Canada, and their first battle resulted in an ignominA Japanese mermaid is exhibited in New
ious defeat.
Their
commanding ‘General has
York.
It is described as ‘about twe feet long,
been arrested by the U.S. government for vioand from the first side fins to the tail it Is fish,
lating the neutrality laws.
but above the side fins it has a small, well-de-

are

back

uncommon where high | together,

soon as harvested, the stubble is turned under.
The scattered oats soon come up and cover the
ground
like a mat.
Dass the cultivator over
the“ground; apply barn-yard manure liberally,
and sow wheat in September.
Had succeeded
in this way in raising twenty-five bushels of
wheat to the
acre. Tried,as an experiment,
mixing a portion of his seed wheat with unslaked lime, pulverized plaster and ashes; drilled
in with the wheat.
The yield was somewhat

A new instrument for testing high degrees of
heat has been invented.
The instrument consists of an iron retort, filled with marble dust,

man Palace cars, said to be the most

offices

were not

turning under clover and planting corn without
manure. This was followed with oats. As

head.

white rock.

week, on an ‘excursionto

house was destroyed.
Sixty storée and 200

instances

A géntleman
residing in the Susquehanna
valley, said: Low, wet land, must be drained.
Without this, a good yield, or indeed any one
at all, was out of the question. His method was
Practiced
generally corn, and then wheat.

head and eyes perfect, and looks as if it might
have been two feet in length, and ‘is of hard

Several members of the Boston Board
Trade, with their families and friends, left Bos-

California.

snake-like

its

around

A petrified snake. is now, ou exhibition

average

ton om Monday of last

as it is called,
the arbor by
two feet long

It is about half an inch
Wytheville, Virginia.
thick, coiled up, has perfect scales on its body,

in ‘the S:unate, Mr: Chandler
On Saturday,
made a speech on the condition of American
commerce, and the rest of the day was devoted
In the House, the bill giving
to. district affairs.
pensions to the soldiers of 1812 was passed with
an amendment, and the remainder of the session
was devoted to a discussion ef the bill reducing |
taxation.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A correspondent of the English Agricultural

to the acre;
had raised eighty bushels of ‘corn
fifty of barley, and forty of wheat. Another | bricks, flat. Describe on, this area a circle six
the
rotation worked well,—sowing barley, seeding feet nine inches in diameter; on , this place

as a man’s wrist, with

round

society’s rooms.

Mr.
to a

*

feelers

He is going

:

seat.

that

a tail that is shaped just like the bowl of a spoon,

Th the House, the bill Tor enforcing the

Constitution was passed by a party vote.
Wallace of South Caroliesa was admitted

A better plan
same ground, often-

“'Mr. Charles Fuller, curator of the Portland to clover, pasturing a season, and then breaking | center, raising it four and a half inches from the
floor, Set a circle of bricks on end round it;
Natural History Society, procured a most curi- up and sowing to wheat.
ous specimen of the spoon worm,
that was dug out of the mud.in
the dredge. This worm is some

Pictotessase.0

LOBSTER CHOWDER. —An esteemed lady correspondent sends us the following recipe: Two
quarts of milk; one large lobster or two small

a lier than once in three years,—four is better still. Gazette says that where clay is plentiful,
If the soil is properly prepared, good seed used, quid manure tank may be made readily and
and a suitable rotation followed, a yield of forty | cheaply’ without mortar or mason. Make two
[Futers and . two wedges; the backsof the cenfo
2
bushels to the acre is attainable.
ters should be of three-inch scantling, and the
During
the
general
discussion
which
“followed
:
these are placed
the reading of the paper, one gentleman said | bows of inch boards; when

of 18 months, not only talks plainly but converses readily with its mother in sign language.

was an attempt to censure MY, Munger for his
Cuban speech of last February, and Mr. Lynch’s
navigation bill was discussed.
On Friday, the Senate spent most of the ses-

judges.

sow wheat, on the

The last, now an infant with barley, and then wheat.

remarkably early age.

after which the question of printing the laws in
In

persons in Nottingham,

s not to

the crop of wheat, by
Ct., both of whom had been educated as mutes, manuring had decreased
weeds. en od
to
vitality
increased
a
hall
giving
have
now
and
ago
married some years
plant corp}
dozen children, all of whom learned to talk at a wasto manure well and

On Thursday, in the Senate, the appropriation
bill was taken up, and a few changes made in it,

newspapers was discussed.

dumb

deaf and

Two

Shir

ests was discussed.

have been taken out 'reis in detached” fragments,
torn apart and the fragItis
by beasts of prey.
skeleton will he found in

a tolerable state of preservation.

pass-

Oh Wednesday, in the Senate. a bill was

out it no profit will bee rd fealized.
i

County, Pa., last fall,
cently. - The skeleton
as though it had been
ments dragged about
thought that the entire

milk

3

An

AN EXCELLENT RICE PUDDING. —TWo0 quarts
of milk, one’ cup each of rice and sugar, a teaspoonful of salt. Wash the rice and add itto
the

Moulds. «vseees 12 Go: 15 Cuba, Clayed..35 @.
“| Cantiel++++++.0000 @16 00

Recipes

If- you freeze a basin
makes fresh-water ice.
of indigo water, it will make ice as clear and as

on

MOLASSES.
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ease @oo 28
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fright,

when a red cloth floats before them.”

manuring, and with-

ing point ever with costly

mammoth or megatherium, discovered in Union

a bill passed removing

bill was disgussed, and

“er
skeleton of the

of the

bones

Two more large

dis-

reservation was

cussed, and the conference committee on the 15th
In the House, the tax
amendment bill reported.

—

surprise,

For the week ending, May 25, 1870.

CANDLES.

To
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if not positive

Nearly all the wild grazing animals ex-

it nice consists in its being taken out of the oven
well by keeping up the vigor of the soil. ‘Suc- have no time to escape, either by rising or sink- before the milk is all dried away. It should be
l | ing, and are thus entangled with the ice, but creamy in consistency, and when
is notdeemcessive cropping of the same cerea
cool it is
)
]
ed a paying process. Itistrue that wheat may do not make any part of it.
| better than a pudding made with eggs, as there
it
but
years,
be grown successively for many
is no watery whey. Essence of lemon or raising
will be difficult to keep the yield up toa payvare an improvement.
Liquid Manure Tanks.

of Louisiana

was sworn in, and discussion of the consular appropriation bill was continued.

hibit extreme

it which:

‘thing ‘about

curious

white as that made of pure rain water, ‘When
points among others :—A rotation of crops pays | the cold is very sudden, these foreign matters

Livingstone.

the expedition searching for Dr.

not accustomed to the

many persons do mot kaow perhaps,~namely,
its purity. A lump of ice melted will become
pure distilled water, Water in freezing turns
out of it all that is not water, salt, air, coloring
matters, and all impurities. Frozen sea-water

of our
subject was discussed. For the benefitremarks
readers we give a condensation of the
as reported in the Rural New Yorker:
these
A paper was first read which contained

grant in aid of

will make a further

England

|'excitement inf his family,

Besides the fact that iceis lighter than water, Lope

there is another

During the late New York State Fair, this

7
to try the would-be regicides.
legislaRiver
Red
the
to
Riell, in his speech
ent:
ture, said Canada, by instituting the governm
the ques:
of Manitoba, had by no means settled
:
tions at issue.

convicted Mr. Brooks of

Mr. Newsham

of the Oshge Indian

——
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The High

Know-Nothingism. The House refused to pass
Mr. Judd’s tariff bill. The army appropriation’
reported.

:

‘Wheat Culture.

;

officials in their crime.

teenth Amendment bill was sent to a conference

bill was
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BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.

assumes extraordinary dignit ,80b-|
uproariously, and creating immense

occasions
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committee.
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30 Monday, the Senate debated the legislative,
executive and judicial appropriation bill. An
amendment adngitting women to any grade of
department clerkships ‘was'adepbed. = Mr. Sherman made aspeech in favor of economy and the
In’ the House, the Fifreduction of taxation.
Mr. Dawes
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